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I.1. De�nition and Examples of Algebras (week 1) 1Week 1: De�nition and Examples of Algebras� Examples of Algebras� Signatures, Terms and �-structures1.1: Examples of AlgebrasAn algebra is just a set with some functions on it. More preciselyDe�nition 1.1 A homogenous algebra A is a pair hjAj; 
i, where� jAj is a non-empty set, called carrier, and� 
 = ffigi2I is a family of functions, each with a given arity ni, i.e., fi : jAj � : : :� jAj| {z }ni ! jAj.A many-sorted or S-sorted algebra A is a pair hjAj; 
i where� a carrier is an S-sorted family of non-empty sets jAj = fAsgs2S , and� 
 is a family of functions ffigi2I , each with a pro�le, i.e., fi : A1 � : : : � Ani ! Ami , whereeach Ak 2 jAj.Functions with arity 0 are called constants. We require the carriers to be non-empty because it willsimplify some technical details. The general theory, however, does not require such a restrictionand can be developed for algebras with possibly empty carriers.Example 1.2 [Boolean Algebras]The two element set B = ftt; ffg of truth values can be equipped with many useful functions (Booleanconnectives). For instancenot : B ! Bor : B� B ! Band : B� B ! Bimpl : B� B ! Beqv : B� B ! Bff : ! Btt : ! BThese are, of course, supposed to have the standard meaning given by the truth tables. Selectingdi�erent functions, we can form various algebras over the set B. For instance:B1 = hB;not; ori B2 = hB; ff ; tt; not; andi B3 = hB; ff ; tt; not; or; and; eqvi etc:Notice that B1 has no constants { although ff and tt are elements of its carrier, they are not, properlyspeaking, a part of the algebra.Similarly, since fnot; andg is an adequate set of connectives, there isn't really much di�erence betweenthe algebras B2 and B3 except that the latter has more \ready made" operations. Thus the functionimpl, although possible to express in B2, is not a part of this algebra as a separate operation.Of course, if instead of the set B we take another two element set, e.g., f1; 0g, we can interpret theabove operations analogically. The algebras we will obtain will be essentially the same as the onesabove. We will later de�ne the notion of this \essentially the same" in a precise way.Example 1.3 [Natural numbers]Let N = f0; 1; 2; 3; : : :g be the set of natural numbers. Again, various operations may be added tothis set to form various algebras



2 Universal Algebra0 : ! Ns : N ! N s(x) def= x+ 1p : N ! N p(x) def= � x� 1 if x > 00 otherwiseadd : N� N ! N add(x; y) def= x+ ymlt : N� N ! N mlt(x; y) def= x � yN0 = hN; 0; si is an example of an algebra over the set of natural numbers with the constant 0 andsuccessor operation.N1 = hN; 0; s; addi is another algebra over the set of natural numbers with the constant 0, andsuccessor and addition functions.Note that we de�ne these algebras from something \we know to exist". Natural numbers are givenwith all possible operations on them { in describing an algebra, like N1, we only choose some ofsuch \existing" operations, or else de�ne new ones on their basis.Example 1.4 [1.2 continued]Given an algebra, say B2 over B, we may extend its carrier with additional elements. For instance,we may take B [ f�g. This puts an obligation to de�ne all the operations on these new elements.One possibility would be to set � and x = x and � = � for all x in the carrier.Alternatively, we may argue that if one of the operands of and is ff , then the whole expression isff , no matter what the second operand is. This leads to another connective, known as parallel orconcurrent and : and(�; x) = and(x; �) def= � ff if x = ff� otherwise . De�ning, in addition not(�) = �, weobtain the algebra B3 = hftt; ff ; �g; tt; ff ; not; andi:Such algebras are counterparts of three-valued logics, very common in computing where the additionalelement is used to represent the \unde�ned" or \unknown" value.Example 1.5 [Combining algebras]If we want to add, for instance, a test operation if(b; x; y) = � x if b = tty otherwise to a natural numberalgebra, say N1, we need to extend it with the Boolean sort.Alternatively, we may combine it with an appropriate algebra over B. This leads to the notion ofcombining algebras. We can obtain, for instance, the following two-sorted algebra by combining B1with N1 and adding if : hN;B; 0; s; add; not; and; ifi.Example 1.6 [Peano Arithmetics with Booleans]This is the classical algebra formalizing the natural numbers. It has two sorts with carriers N and B,and can be obtained by combining N1 with B2 and adding the four last operations in the followinglist: PA = N;B;
 : 0 : ! Ntt : ! Bff : ! Bnot : B ! Band : B ! Bs : N ! N s(x) def= x+ 1add : N� N ! N add(x; y) def= x+ ymlt : N� N ! N mlt(x; y) def= x � yif : B �N� N ! N if(b; x; y) def= � x if b = tty otherwiseeq : N� N ! B eq(x; y) def= � tt if x = yff otherwiselt : N� N ! B lt(x; y) def= � tt if x < yff otherwise



I.1. De�nition and Examples of Algebras (week 1) 3Example 1.7 [Integers]A semigroup is any set with a binary associative operation. Let Z = f: : : ;�2;�1; 0; 1; 2; : : :g be theset of integers. The algebra hZ; +i { integers with addition { is an example of a semigroup. Taking,instead, Z� = hZ; �i yields also a semigroup of integers but with multiplication instead of addition.Since Z contains the elements 0 and 1, we may select these explicitly as constants. Z+ = hZ; +; 0i is amonoid (a semigroup with a neutral, or identity, element : 0+x = x+0 = x). Similarly, Z� = hZ; �; 1i,is another monoid structure over integers in which 1 is the neutral element wrt. multiplication.Finally, adding to the monoid Z+ the inverse operation � : Z ! Z (i.e., such that x + (�x) =�x+ x = 0), we obtain hZ; +; 0;�i { a well known example of a group.Although \built from the same integers" all these structures are di�erent algebras.Example 1.8 [Product sorts]All functions in an algebra have a single target sort. This is so because composite sorts, i.e., sortsbuilt from other sorts, may be expressed as single sorts with appropriate operations. The sort of pairsha; bi, where a 2 A; b 2 B, i.e., the cartesian product of A and B, can be obtained in an algebra bytaking as the carrier the three sorts A; B; [A�B] and operations:pr : A�B ! [A�B]�1 : [A�B] ! A �1(pr(a; b)) def= a�2 : [A�B] ! B �2(pr(a; b)) def= bIn the programming context such sorts correspond to records. E.g., an instance p ofrecord Pinteger year ;text name ;endcan be generated by something like p := new P(1920; John) (which corresponds to pr(1920; John)).The selectors, corresponding to the projection functions, allow one then to access the stored values,e.g., p.year will return 1920.Example 1.9 [In�nite arrays]Another composite sort is a functional sort, i.e., a sort whose elements are functions. An example ofthis cane be a sort of in�nite arrays. An in�nite array of A-elements is a function a : N! A, wherethe set N is used as a set of addresses, and the value a(i) is thought of as the value stored at theaddress i.Thus, we will have carrier with three sorts: A, N and AN { the set of functions from N to A! We canthen de�ne following functions:null : ! ANev : AN � N ! A ev(a; i) def= a(i)ins : A� N�AN ! AN ins(x; i; a) def= b : b(j) = � a(j) if j 6= ix if j = iWe can now add more operations on arrays, for instance, the following operation merging two in�nitearrays into one:mrg : AN �AN ! AN mrg(a; b) def= c : c(j) = � a(i) if j = 2 � ib(i) if j = 2 � i+ 1The sort AN has, possibly, in�nitely many elements where each of this elements is itself an in�nitestructure (an in�nite array). Would it be equally easy to form an algebra of �nite arrays? Yes,it would, if we had a constant �xed upper bound for each array. But we would like to have asort of �nite arrays of various, potentially unbounded but �nite size. In general, modeling such�nite structures requires special treatement of partiality. This introduces a lot of complicationsand various modeling techniques, like partial algebras, error algebras, guarded algebras, which wewill not address in detail. We will not address partiality and, merely as an indication of a possibletreatement, give the example of an algebra of �nite arrays.



4 Universal AlgebraExample 1.10 [Finite arrays]Finite arrays can be modeled analogously to the in�nite ones but with an additional argument { theupper bound l. The idea here is that for all i > l the value stored at i does not belong to the set ofvalues A but is another { new { element �. This element represents \error" situation.A �nite array is then a pair ha; li, where a 2 (A [ f�g)N and, furthermore a(i) = � for all i > l. Thecarrier of �nite arrays of A-elements isAdNe = fha; li 2 (A�)N � N : 8i > l : a(i) = �gGiven an algebra with a carrier set A, we can construct the algebra of �nite arrays over A as follows.First we form the algebra A� by augmenting jAj with a new special (error) element � and thecorresponding constant. All operations in this new algebra have to be de�ned on this new element {typically, one extends all the operations in A to A� by the strictness assumption, i.e., whenever anyargument of some operation happens to be � then so is the result.We then add N and AdNe to the carrier. We also need some operations on the arrays, for instance,a constant generating a new, empty array of a given size, and operations for reading and updatingarrays:null : N ! AdNe null(l) def= ha; li : a(n) = � for all n 2 Nev : AdNe � N ! A� ev(ha; li; n) def= a(n)ins : AdNe � N�A� ! AdNe ins(ha; li; n; x) def= hb; li : b(j) = ( a(j) if j < l and j 6= nx if j = n < l� otherwise1.2: Signatures and �-algebrasIn the previous section, a confusion might have arisen as to what is the di�erence between add and+, between mlt and �. We said that carriers and operations \exist" (+, �, 0, 1, 2, etc.) and thatdesigning an algebra we merely choose some operations for some carriers (0, add). In universalalgebra the procedure is actually the opposite { we hardly ever start with a ready structure whichwe try to describe. On the contrary, we start with a language, operations and properties ofinterest and look at the structures which will satisfy these properties. A language is determinedby a signature.De�nition 1.11 A (many-sorted) signature � is a pair hS; 
i, where� S is a non-empty set of sort symbols, and� 
 is an S� �S-indexed family f�w;sgw;s2S��S of sets, where for each w; s, the set �w;s is theset of function symbols with the pro�le w ! s.� is a subsignature of �0 (or the latter is an expansion of the former) i� S � S 0 and for eachw 2 S�; s 2 S : �w;s � �0w;s.Since w 2 S�, i.e., it is a string of sort symbols s1; s2; : : : ; sn (possibly with n = 0), the pro�le�w;s means the pro�le s1� s2� : : :� sn ! s. When n = 0, i.e., w = ", it is a pro�le of a constant.We will denote the set of all � constants by �".� is �nite i� only �nitely many sets �w;s are non-empty and all such sets are �nite. Theidea of \choosing" some operations from a structure, for instance, restricting the natural numberswith the ini�ty of possible operations to, say algebra N1, comes from the need to work with �nitesignatures which can address only such \restricted" parts of potentially in�nitely rich structures.Example 1.12 [Signatures]�N = hN; 0 : ! N; s : N! Ni is a possible signature \for" algebra N0 from example 1.3.� = hB;: : B! B;_: B � B! Bi is a possible signature \for" algebra B1 from example 1.2. It is asubsignature of �0 = hB;> :! B;? :! B;: : B! B;_: B� B! Bi .�1 = �N [ h;; + : N� N! Ni is a possible signature \for" algebra N1.



I.1. De�nition and Examples of Algebras (week 1) 5Signature is a purely syntactic entity. In the above example we used underlined symbols in thesignature to emphasize that these are only symbols: N is a sort symbol in the signature, withwhich we may associate an actual carrier set, e.g., the natural numbers N. (We won't always beso precise in notation { whether a symbol or an entity in some algebra is meant, should be clearfrom the context.) What it means that a signature may be a signature \for" a given algebra and,more genrally, how the semantic structures { algebras { are related to the syntax determined bysignatures is given in the following de�nition.De�nition 1.13 Given a � = hS; 
i, a �-algebra A consists of� an S-indexed family of non-empty sets: for each s 2 S : As is the carrier of sort s; and� an S� � S-indexed family of functions f�Aw;sgw;s2S��S : for each f 2 �w;s with w = s1 : : : sn,a function fA : As1 � : : :�Asn ! As.Alg(�) denotes the class of all �-algebras.Notice that the signature itself does not put any restrictions on the properties of the operationsin the algebra. The only requirement concerns \typing" of these operations which has to conformto their pro�les \declared" in the signature. The operation : from � in example 1.12 can be anyunary operation on the carrier of B. And in a �-algebra the carrier of B can be any non-emptyset.We will often use A ambiguously for an algebra or its carrier. Also, we will often drop the sortannotations on terms and carrier sets { always assuming that things are correctly sorted. Noticethat a �-algebra A must contain interpretration of all symbols from �; but in addition it maycontain other operations or sorts. Thus, both algebras B1 and B3 will be �-algebras for � fromexample 1.12. Even the three-valued algebra from example 1.4 will be a �-algebra. We say that� is a signature for a given algebra A if A is a �-algebra but is not a �0-algebra for any signature�0 � �.Also, each carrier of an algebra must be non-empty and all functions are total. Although it ispossible to relax any of these two conditions, we will not do it here.Remark 1.14 [Unit Algebra]For any signature � there is a special algebra, called the unit algebra, with the carrier (foreach sort) being a single element, and all functions returning this unique element (of theappropriate sort).For instance, the unit algebra for the signature �N from example 1.12, will have the carrierf�g { its element is the interpretation of 0 and also s(�) = �.The unit algebra for �0 from the same example will also have a single element � which will bethe interpretation of both constants > and ? and the result of all operations, i.e., :(�) = �and � _ � = �.1.2.1: �-termsA signature gives us a syntactic grasp on the algebras. By means of its expressions { terms { wecan refer to various elements of the corresponding algebras.De�nition 1.15 Given a � and an (S-sorted) set X of variables, the (S-sorted) set of �-terms,T (�; X), is de�ned inductively:1. Xs � T (�; X)s for each s 2 S2. �";s � T (�; X)s for each s 2 S3. if for 1 � i � n : ti 2 T (�; X)si and f 2 �s1:::sns then f(t1 : : : tn) 2 T (�; X)s4. nothing else belongs to T (�; X).Ground terms, T (�) = T (�; ;), are terms without any variables, i.e., de�ned as above with X = ;.



6 Universal AlgebraRemark 1.16Note that we did not require the various �w;s to be disjoint. Thus, the same term may denoteoperations with di�erent pro�les. For instance, having a signature with sorts N and Z, we may have0 :! N and 0 :! Z. However, annotating the operation symbols with their pro�les disambiguatesoverloading of the symbols, i.e., we have here 0N and 0Z. Usually no ambiguity can arise, and thenwe omit such annotations.De�nition 1.17 Given sets of variables X;Y , a substitution is any function � : X ! T (�; Y ). Theresult of applying a substitution � to any term t, t� , is de�ned inductively:1. x� def= �(x), for any x 2 X ;2. z� def= z, for any variable z 62 X ;3. c� def= c, for all constants;4. f(t1 : : : tn)� def= f(t1�:::tn�).Typically, given a substitution � : X ! T (�; Y ), its application is considered as a function� : T (�; X) ! T (�; Y ) which applies � to a term t 2 T (�; X) and all its subterms.Example 1.18Consider the signature � = hN; 0 : ! N; s : N ! N;+ : N � N ! Ni, the sets of variables X =fx; x1g; Y = fx; yg, the term t = x+ (sx1 + 0) 2 T (�; X), and two substitutions�1 = fx 7! ss0; x1 7! 0g : X ! T (�) and�2 = fx 7! sy; x1 7! sxg : X ! T (�; Y ).The results of applying these substitutions to t will bet�1 = ss0 + (s0 + 0)t�2 = sy + (ssx+ 0):The substitution �1 is ground and so the result of its application is a ground term. Notice thatX \ Y 6= ; { �2 substitutes sy for the variable x but, at the same time, reintroduces this variable insubstitution for x1.Substitution is a syntactic operation of replacing occurrences of variables by terms. There is ananalogous semantic operation called assignment.De�nition 1.19 Let A be a �-algebra and X be a set of variables. An assignment is any function� : X ! jAj.Interpretation of ground terms in an algebra A is determined as in de�nition 1.13. Non-groundterms, containing variables, do not denote any speci�c elements of the carrier. However, anyassignment � : X ! jAj, determines an interpretation of all terms T (�; X).De�nition 1.20 Given a �-algebra A, a set of variables X , and an assignment � : X ! jAj, theinterpretation of each term t 2 T (�; X) under �, tA� , is given by:1. (x)A� def= �(x), for all x 2 X ;2. cA� def= cA, for all constants;3. f(t1 : : : tn)A� def= fA((t1)A� :::(tn)A� ).Notice that such an interpretation of terms T (�; X) can be seen as an extension of the assignment� to a function � : T (�; X) ! A.Later, we will study algebras described by sets of formulae in some language. The basis forthe languages will be the equality relation interpreted as identity on the algebras.



I.1. De�nition and Examples of Algebras (week 1) 7De�nition 1.21 A �-equation is a pair s = t where s; t 2 T (�; X). Let A be a �-algebra and� : X ! jAj an assignment:A satsi�es the equation under assignment �, A j=� s = t, i� sA� = tA� . 1A satis�es the equation, A j= s = t, i� A j=� s = t for all assignments � : X ! jAj.Example 1.22Take the signature �0 from example 1.12, i.e., �0 = hB;>;?;:;_i. Algebra B2 from example 1.2 isa �0-algebra under the interpretationB 7! B > 7! tt ? 7! ff : 7! not _ 7! and (1.1)We have, for instance, B2 j= (x _ ?) = ?. For x can be assigned either �t(x) = tt or �f (x) = ff .In the �rst case, we obtain (x _ ?)B2�t = and(�t(x); ff) = and(tt; ff) = ff = ?B2 , and in the second(x _ ?)B2�f = and(�f (x); ff) = and(ff ; ff) = ff = ?B2 . (Since ? is a constant its interpretation doesnot depend on the assignment.)On the other hand, B2 6j= :x = ?, for under the assignment �f (x) = ff , we get (:x)B2�f = not(ff) =tt 6= ff = ?B2 .Now, take the algebra B3 from example 1.4 { using the same interpretation schema as in (1.1), wemake B3 into a �0-algebra (the carrier is now the set B[f�g, while and is now the parallel and). Tocheck whether B3 j= (x_?) = ? we have to consider all possible assignments to x. For ff and tt weobtain the same results as in B2. For �(x) = �, we get (x_?)B3� = and(�(x); ff) = and(�; ff) = ff =?B3. So B3 satis�es this equation as well.Since B2 did not satisfy :x = ?, and interpretation of all operations coincides in B3 and B2 on thecommon part of the carrier, we can immediately conclude that B3 6j= :x = ?.Notice that, although � is an element of the carrier of B3, we cannot write, for instance, the equation:(�) = ?, because � does not belong to �0, i.e., there are no �0-terms which would contain somethinglike � { it is a \junk" element wrt. the signature �0 which has to be taken into account only whenconsidering the possible assignments to the variables.Equations are used for specifying some desired properties of the algebras one wants to consider.Example 1.23 [1.22 continued]The signature, like �0, speci�es only the arities of the operations. Thus we could interpret the symbol_ as any binary operation on the carrier. E.g., in the example 1.22, we interpreted it as the operationand in the algebras B2 and B3. But if we wanted to ensure that _ corresponds to Boolean or, wecould require that it satis�es the equations x _ ? = x and x _ > = >. Neither B2 nor B3 satis�edthese equations under the interpretation (1.1), so they wouldn't be valid models of these axioms.Example 1.24 [1.7 continued]Sets with one binary operation are very common structures in algebra of which we have already seenseveral examples. Putting various requirements on this operation by means of equations one obtainsdi�erent classes of algebras well know in classical mathematics. We have the following hierarchy ofalgebras with one binary operation �:� is � = hS; ::: satisfying the axiomsgroupoid binary operation � : S � S ! S isemigroup binary associative � : S � S ! S i x � (y � z) = (x � y) � zmonoid binary associative � : S � S ! S x � (y � z) = (x � y) � zwith identity 0 : ! S i 0 � x = x � 0 = xgroup binary associative � : S � S ! S x � (y � z) = (x � y) � zwith identity 0 : ! S 0 � x = x � 0 = xand inverse � : S ! S i x � (x�) = (x�) � x = 0It is obvious that any group is (or may be seen as) a monoid is a semigroup is a groupoid.1Actually, we should use two di�erent symbols: in an equation s = t, the equality = is a syntactic operationwhich is interpreted as identity on the respective elements of the carrier sA� = tA� . We hope that the meaning ofthe same symbol can be disambiguated from the context.



8 Universal Algebra1.2.2: Term Algebras and \Junk"Observe that if there are no constants in �, the set T (�) will be empty. When this is not thecase, or more precisely, when for each s 2 S there is a t 2 T (�)s, we can construct a very specialand important �-algebra.De�nition 1.25 Let � be such that for each s 2 S : T (�)s 6= ;. Then the �-term algebra, T�, isgiven by:1. for each s 2 S, the carrier (T�)s is T (�)s2. if f 2 �s1:::sns and for 1 � i � n : ti 2 (T�)si , then fT�(t1 : : : tn) def= f(t1 : : : tn).We will always assume that signatures we are considering satisfy the condition of this de�nitionand will call them non-void.Example 1.26 [Term Algebras]Let �B = hB;>;? : ! B; : : B ! B; ^ : B � B ! Bi. The term algebra T�B will have the carrierwith (ini�nitely many) elements: >;?;:?;:>;::?; :::;> ^ ?;> ^ :?;:(> ^ ?); :::.The term algebra for the signature �N from example 1.12 will have the carrier f0; s0; ss0; sss0; :::g.Notice that, though this set is bijective with, it is not the same as the set of natural numbersN = f0; 1; 2; 3; :::g.The term algebra for �1 from the same example will have a carrier containing, in addition to theseelements, all the elements like +(s0; 0), s(+(s0; 0)), +(+(s0; 0); ss0), etc.The term algebra is one special algebra whose carrier elements are terms. As the example of �Nshows, this carrier may correspond very closely to the \intended carrier". This correspondancewill often amount to the fact that each element of the intended carrier can be denoted by someground term from the signature { the carrier contains \no junk".2Example 1.27 [1.4 continued]The ground terms from the signature �B, in fact, merely the constants > and ?, make it possible torefer to any particular element of the carrier of the algebra B2 from example 1.2.The algebra B3 from example 1.4, is also a �B-algebra but, unlike B2, it contains element � for whichthere is no ground term in �B. This undenotable element represents a kind of \junk" in relation tothe signature: using signature as a kind of a \window" through which we can look at the algebra,there is no way we can see � through �B.Example 1.28 [1.7 continued]Let �Z = hZ; 0 : ! Z; s; p : Z! Zi be a signature for integers with s and p interpreted, respectively,as + 1 and � 1. It is easy to see that for any z 2 Z, there is a ground term over this signaturedenoting it: 0 for 0, and, for instance, sn(0) for n > 0 and pn(0) for n < 0. (Notice that there willbe several other ground terms for each integer.)Example 1.29 [1.10 continued]Given �Z and the coresponding algebra Z of integers, we can build the algebra ZdNe of �nite arraysof integers. In order to \talk" about its operations, we will add to the signature the sorts for N andZdNe, as well as operation symbols, e.g., new[ ] for null, ( ) for ev and ( ) := for ins. (I.e., a(n)denotes ev(a; n) and a(n) := x denotes ins(a; n; x).)Remember that we also added a new element � to indicate the possible \unde�ned value" error. If wedo not add a corresponding symbol to the signature, we will not, in general, be able to \talk about"such error situations. In a speci�c algebra, for instance, the one constructed as in example 1.10,there may be other terms denoting � { e.g. if a = new[5], then a(1)ZdNe = ev(null(5); 1) = �.But this equality cannot be enforced by means of axioms if there is no constant denoting the errorelement { in other algebras ev(null(x); y) may return de�ned values. The same applies to the \outsidearray bounds" error. E.g., for a = ins(ins(null(2); 0; 0); 1; 1) the expected value of ev(a; 5) will be2The other aspect of this correspondance { \no confusion" { will be discussed later.



I.1. De�nition and Examples of Algebras (week 1) 9unde�ned, but one may easily imagine algebras where this application returns a de�ned value. Infact, the lack in many programming languages of a symbol (an operation) for such error situationsimplies that the respective errors are discovered at run-time and lead to abnormal termination. Theprogrammer has to check explicitly whether indices he is using are within the array bounds. Otherprogramming languages do provide the means for explicitly handling errors and exceptions.Signatures de�ne the syntax of legal expressions, that is, a language. We now give a simpli�edexample of a more real application of the ideas introduced so far.Example 1.30 [A Simple Programming Language]Let us consider the following signature � (for better readability, we split it into the subsignature�ET and the rest): �ET = S : E; T
 : 0; x1 : : : xn : ! Es; p : E ! E+;�; � : E �E ! E= : E �E ! T� = �ET [S : P
 : := : E �E ! P; : P � P ! Pif then else fi : T � P � P ! Prepeat do od : E � P ! PThe intention is that the terms of sort E are all legal Expressions (for simplicity, only integerexpressions), T the (Boolean) T ests, and P the P rograms which can be written in this language.Let us use usual integer symbols instead of s and p terms, e.g., 2 for s(s(0)), �1 for p(0), etc. Youshould convince yourself that, for instance, `0 + 5 � 8 = x1 � 7', `x2 + x3 = 0' are T est terms, while,for instance, `x1 := 0', `repeat x2 do x1 := x1 + 1 od' are P rogram terms.Notice that x1 : : : xn, which would correspond to program variables, are here treated as constants!If we did not include them in the signature, we would not be able to write programs with programvariables. Consequently, all the above terms are ground! For y's being variables of appropriate sorts,we can also write non-ground (program) terms, e.g., `if y then y1 := 5 else y2 := x1 fi'The signature is not perfect { it allows us, for instance, to write the P rogram terms `3 := 2' or`x1 + 1 := 0'. Designing a signature for a real programming language, one would certainly have totreat more detailed syntactic categories. (You are asked to �x this in exercise 1.3.) However, we canalso write \meaningful" programs over �, for instance:x1 := 1 ; x2 := 1;repeat 5 dox1 := x1 � x2;x2 := x2 + 1odThe only problem with this \meaningfulness" is that the above term, although most of us willrecognize its intended meaning, does not have any meaning whatsoever! It is just a piece of text.What we need is to look at the possible semantics { algebras { for the signature �. There will be alot of them. The �rst may be the term algebra T� { it contains all the (ground) �-terms, that is,all ground Expressions, T ests and, above all, all possible ground P rograms. Many algebras will beuseless in that they will interpret the �-operations in a completely unintended way (for instance, theunit algebra). But Alg(�) will also contain all possible implementations of the �-language on actualmachines! That is, all machines where these operations have been given the expected meaning.Exercises (week 1)exercise 1.1 Formulate the signatures for the algebras from example 1.8 and 1.9.



10 Universal Algebraexercise 1.2 Let � = hB;> : ! B;? : ! B;_ : B � B ! Bi. Which among the algebrasnamed in examples 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 can be considered as �-algebras? How do you interpret the�-operations in these algebras?exercise 1.3 Modify the signature � from example 1.30 by extending it with a new sort V ofvariables and a new operation for declaring variables: it should take a string (say, an element ofa new sort S) and return a new variable. (You may let this operation be of sort P but also, ifyou like, you may introduce a new sort of Declarations.) You will then have to adapt some of theother operations: in Expression- and T est-building operations one should be able to use variablesin the same way as Expressions (recall here remark 1.16). Modify also the := operation sothat only variables can occur on its left hand side.Try to sketch an idea of an appropriate algebra for interpreting your signature in the expectedway. That is, what are the carriers of various sorts, and how are the operations from yoursignature evaluated in this algebra?exercise 1.4 Let S be any non-empty set (for the sake of example, it may have 3 elements), and}(S) be its power set, i.e., }(S) = fX : X � Sg. Consider the signature� = S : P
 : 0 : ! P1 : ! P\ : P � P ! P[ : P � P ! P1. There is a very natural way of turning the set }(S) into a �-algebra { i.e., of using it as acarrier on which one has de�ned all �-operations. How would you intepret the �-operationsin order to endow }(S) with the algebraic �-structure? Does this algebra contain any\junk"? What are the interpretations of terms 0 \ 1, 0 [ 1 and 0 [ (1 \ 0) in your algebra?2. Check whether your interpretation makes the following equations hold in your algebra(X;Y; Z are variables referring to the elements of the carrier { the members of the powerset }(S), i.e., the subsets of S):1: X [ Y = Y [X 4: X \ Y = Y \X2: (X [ Y ) [ Z = X [ (Y [ Z) 5: (X \ Y ) \ Z = X \ (Y \ Z)3: X [ 0 = X 6: X \ 1 = XIf not, re-interpret � in }(S) so that these equations hold.3. Extend now � to �0 by adding a new operation : P ! P . Find an interpretation for thisoperation in the algebra you obtained in the previous point, so that the following equationshold:7: X [X = 1 8: X \X = 0exercise 1.5 Let B = ftt; ffg be a two element set. Repeat the previous exercise with this setinstead of }(S), i.e., turn this set (not its power set!) into a � algebra so that it satis�es theaxioms 1-6 (notice that here the variables will range over the only two possible elements of B), andthen add an interpretation of the additional operation from �0 so that axioms 7-8 are satis�ed.



I.2. Constructions with Algebras (week 2) 11Week 2: Constructions with Algebras� Products� Subalgebras� Congruences and QuotientsIn this section we study various constructions on algebras. We �x a signature � and, unless statedotherwise, work within the class Alg(�).2.1: ProductsGiven some algebras (over the same signature �) we may form a new algebra with the carrierbeing the cartesian product of the carriers of all the component algebras and with the �-operationsinterpreted \pointwise". First we construct a product of only two algebras.De�nition 2.1 Let A;B 2 Alg(�). The binary product algebra, A � B 2 Alg(�) is de�ned asfollows:� the carrier jA�Bj is the cartesian product jAj � jBj of the carriers (for each sort)� for each w = s1 : : : sn, f 2 �w;s and hai; bii 2 (A�B)si for 1 � i � n, we letfA�B(ha1; b1i:::han; bni) def= hfA(a1 : : : an); fB(b1 : : : bn)i:Example 2.2 [Product Algebras]Consider the signature hN;B;>;? : ! B; 0 : ! N; s : N ! N; leq : N � N ! Bi, and the algebraN = hN;B; tt; ff ; 0; s; leqi where leq(x; y)N = tt, x � y.The product N � N will have the carrier containing all the pairs hn;mi for all n;m 2 N and hb; cifor b; c 2 B. Using the de�nition of product, we will obtain, for instance, >N�N = htt; tti andsN�N (hn;mi) = hs(n); s(m)i.leqN�N (hn1;m1i; hn2;m2i) = hleqN (n1; n2); leqN (m1;m2)i, i.e., it will yield >N�N = htt; tti i� n1 �m1 and n2 � m2. Thus, although leq is a total ordering on N, the induced interpretation in theproduct N �N won't give a total ordering since, for instance, for the pairs h2; 4i and h3; 1i, leqN�Nwill give htt; ffi.The binary product is actually a special case of the general construction of arbitrary products.De�nition 2.3 Let fAigi2I � Alg(�) be any family of �-algebras. We can de�ne the productalgebra, �A = Qi2I Ai as follows:� the carrier j�Aj is the cartesian product Qi2I jAij of the carriers given by(�A)s def= f� : I ! Si2I(Ai)s : 8i 2 I �(i) 2 (Ai)sg� for each w = s1 : : : sn, f 2 �w;s and (�1 : : : �n) 2 (�A)w , we de�ne f�A(�1 : : : �n) by:f�A(�1 : : : �n)(i) def= fAi(�1(i):::�n(i))The algebra Ai is called the i-th factor of �A, and if for all i 2 I : Ai = B then �A is called theI-th power of B, which may be denoted BI .With each index i 2 I , we can associate the (family of) projection functions, �i : �A ! Ai,de�ned by �i(�) def= �(i) (2.2)We will later study some special properties of this construction. At the moment, we only registerthe obvious fact.



12 Universal AlgebraFact 2.4 For any family fAigi2I � Alg(�) the product �A 2 Alg(�).Observe the di�erence between product sorts (example 1.8) and product algebras. The former isa construction within a speci�c algebra. The latter is a construction on algebras which yields anew, in general, \more complicated" algebra (example 2.2). The two constructions are similar ifwe consider very simple algebras. Let � have only one sort symbol S and A;B be two �-algebras.Then their product algebra A � B will have the carrier which is a cartesian product AS � BS ,and we will have two projection functions, as in (2.2), �1(ha; bi) = a and �2(ha; bi) = b. Thisalgebra will be thus very similar, yet by no means the same, as the algebra with two sorts andtheir product sort.2.2: SubalgebrasDe�nition 1.13 of a �-algebra requires merely that all the operation symbols be interpreted {in particular, that all constants and, consequently, ground terms have an interpretation. If thecarrier of an algebra contains more elements than those interpreting the ground terms (i.e., some\junk"), they can be \removed" leading to a new algebra. More precisely:De�nition 2.5 Let A and B be two �-algebras. B is a subalgebra of A, B v A, i�� for each s 2 S : Bs � As, and� for all f 2 �w;s and bw 2 Bw : fB(bw) = fA(bw).A is minimal i� it has no proper subalgebra B, i.e., no B v A such that B 6= A.Since all functions in an algebra are total, once an element is in the carrier all functions musthave well-de�ned values when applied to this element. We say that an algebra must be closedunder all operations: if (a1 : : : an) 2 jAjw then fA(a1 : : : an) 2 jAj.Example 2.6 [1.27 continued]Both algebras B3 from example 1.4 and B2 from example 1.2 are �B algebras. In fact, since B3merely extended the interpretation of operations to the new element �, B2 is a proper subalgebra ofB3. I.e., B3 is not a minimal �B algebra. B2, on the other hand, is minimal: we cannot remove anyelements from its carrier since each one is an interpretation of some constant from �B : tt = >B2 andff = ?B2 .Lemma 2.7 Let A, B, C 2 Alg(�). If B v A, C v A and jCj � jBj then C v B.Proof. For each constant c 2 � we have cC = cA = cB , and for any (c1; : : : ;cn) 2 jCjw andf 2 �w;s we have fC(c1; : : : ;cn) = fA(c1; : : : ;cn) = fB(c1; : : : ;cn). (The �rst of the equalitiesholds because C v A and the second one because B v A.)A very important special case of subalgebras occurs when we consider only that part of the carrierwhich is \generated" by some subset of its elements.Lemma 2.8 Let A 2 Alg(�) and X � jAj be any subset of the carrier. De�neAdXe = TfB : X � jBj ^ B v Ag: (2.3)If AdXe 6= ; then it is the carrier of the smallest subalgebra AdXe v A containing X .Proof. First, since AdXe is an intersection of A's subalgebras, for any constant c 2 �, wewill have cA 2 AdXe. So consider any function symbol f 2 �w;s and (x1; : : : ;xn) 2 jAdXejw.By de�nition (x1; : : : ;xn) 2 jBjw for all B v A with X � jBj and therefore fA(x1; : : : ;xn) 2TfB : X � jBj ^ B v Ag. Hence (if AdXe 6= ;) AdXe v A.Obviously X � jAdXej. Suppose that there is a proper subalgebra C v AdXe with X � jCjand C v A. Then C 2 fB : X � jBj ^ B v Ag, and so jAdXej � jCj contradicting theassumption that C is a proper subalgebra of AdXe.



I.2. Constructions with Algebras (week 2) 13The subalgebra AdXe is the least subalgebra of A containing X . It can be thought of as theclosure of the set X under all the operations as they are de�ned in A.Of particular importance are (sub)algebras which are generated by the (interpretation of)ground terms.De�nition 2.9 Let A 2 Alg(�).� A is generated by an X � jAj i� A = AdXe.� A is generated i� it is generated by ;.� B is a generated subalgebra of A i� B v A and B is generated.Example 2.10 [2.6 continued]Take the algebra B3 and let X = f�g. Then B3dXe = B3, i.e., it is generated by this additionalelement. Since the elements tt; ff interpret the constants from �B as given in example 2.6, they willhave to be present in all subalgebras of B3, i.e., for any X, the de�nition (2.3) from lemma 2.8 willyield a B3dXe containing at least these two elements.If we start with the empty subset of B3, we will get B3d;e = B2. In fact, B2d;e = B2, i.e., B2 is agenerated subalgebra of B3.Observe, that generatedness depends crucially on the signature. If, instead of �B from example 2.6,we take ��B = �B [ f� : ! Bg and consider B3 as a ��B-algebra it will be generated. Now � = �B3,i.e., it became an interpretation of the ��B-constant in the carrier of B3 and it cannot be removedfrom the carrier. In this setting, B2 won't be a subalgebra of B3 since B2 isn't a ��B-algebra.A generated subalgebra of A can be thought of as that part of A which can be denoted by someground term. In fact, an algebra A is generated i� for each a 2 jAj there is a t 2 T (�) such thata = tA. This fact is an immediate consequence of the following lemma.Lemma 2.11 Let � be a non-void signature, �" the set of all constants in �, and A 2 Alg(�).Then the following are equivalent:1. A is minimal;2. A = Ad;e;3. A = Ad�A" e.Proof. 1 ) 2) Since � is non-void, Ad;e 6= ; and so, by lemma 2.8, Ad;e v A. Since A isminimal, it has no proper subalgebra, and so A = Ad;e.2 ) 3) Ad;e = TfB : ; � jBj ^ B v Ag. In particular, since each B is a subalgebra of A,�A" = �B" � jBj, and so Ad;e = fB : �A" � jBj ^ B v Ag = Ad�A" e.3 ) 1) Assume A = Ad�A" e. For any B v A, �A" � jBj, hence B v A ) B = A, i.e., A hasno proper subalgebra.Example 2.12 [2.10 continued]The �B algebra B3 from example 2.6 had a subalgebra B2 and hence was not minimal. But B2 wasa minimal �B-algebra. Notice, however, that it was not a term algebra: its carrier did not containterms but truth values ftt; ffg. Also, the term algebra T�B from example 1.26 had in�nitely manyelements, while B2 contains only two. However, as one can easily see (cf. lemma 2.14), this algebra isalso minimal! Thus, the fact that an algebra is minimal does not mean that it has \smallest possible"number of elements { only that it does not contain any proper subalgebra. (In particular, the unitalgebra, will also be a minimal �B-algebra { which is not a subalgebra of either B2 nor T�B .)Lemma 2.11 illustrates also the fact that any �-algebra must, at least, contain the interpretationof all the ground terms. If it does not contain anything else, it will be minimal. If it does, thenthese \additional" elements are a kind of \junk" { they cannot be reached, denoted by any groundterm from the signature. Nevertheless, such an algebra will contain a minimal subalgebra.Corollary 2.13 Let � be non-void. For any A 2 Alg(�) there is a minimal subalgebra of A.



14 Universal AlgebraProof. By lemma 2.8, Ad;e v A which is minimal by lemma 2.11.A very important minimal algebra is the term algebra.Lemma 2.14 For a non-void �, T� is minimal.Proof. Obviously T� = T�d�"e, so by lemma 2.11, it is minimal.Example 2.15 [Free Term Algebras]More generally, let � be an arbitrary signature and X be an (S-sorted) set of variables. Like inde�nition 1.25, we can form algebra T�;X of terms T (�; X) (de�nition 1.15). Thus, for instance, thealgebra T�B;fxg will, in addition to all the ground terms T (�), contain all �B-terms containing x.Notice that, for any set X , we will have T� v T�;X . The algebra T� is minimal (and generated)when � is non-void. The algebra T�;X will be generated if �[X , considered as a signature (withnew constants X) is non-void, even if � is void.Lemma 2.16 For any non-void � [X , the term algebra T�;X is generated by X .Proof. We have to show that T�;X = T�;XdXe. Let B v T�;X be any subalgebra of T�;Xcontaining X . Then X � jBj, �" � jBj, and f(t1; : : : ;tn) 2 jBj whenever t1; : : : ;tn 2 jBj andf 2 �. But this means that T (�; X) � jBj, i.e., T�;X v B, and hence B = T�;X .The construction of the T�;X algebra in example 2.15 is actually a special case of a constructionwhich can be done on any algebra. In example 1.4 we started with a Boolean algebra B2 andextended it by adding one element to the carrier and de�ning the operations appropriately. Thefree extension { the construction from example 2.15 { is di�erent in that we add new elements tothe carrier whenever some operations must be de�ned anew.De�nition 2.17 Let A be any �-algebra and X \A = ; be a set. The free extension of A over Xis the algebra AbXc obtained as follows. The carrier is the carrier of A extended with the set X and,for all f 2 �w;s and all (a1::x::an) 62 Aw , the new element �f(a1::x::an). For all constants c 2 �, wede�ne cAbXc def= cA and all other f 2 �w;s :fAbXc(x1; : : : ;xn) def= � fA(x1; : : : ;xn) if (x1; : : : ;xn) 2 Awthe new element �f(x1;:::;xn) if some xi 62 AThe carrier of AbXc will be a strange mixture of the elements from A, X and the new elements,but it is a perfectly legal de�nition. It is easy to verify that, if X is a set of variables and we takethe new elements to be the terms containing these variabels, then T�;X = T�bXc.2.3: Congruences and QuotientsGiven a set X an equivalence on X is a binary relation � � X �X which is reexive, symmetricand transitive. � partitions X into a set of disjoint equivalence classes [x] = fy 2 X : y � xg, andthe quotient construction yields the set of such classes X=� = f[x] : x 2 Xg.Remark 2.18Note that the elements of X=� are sets, namely the equivalence classes. Since these are new indi-viduals, it is usually easier to work with only single representatives of such classes. The set of suchrepresentatives is, in certain contexts, called the set of cannonical representatives or normal formsfor X=�.When several equivalences on a given set may be involved, we will sometimes annotate the equivalenceclasses by the respective equivalence, e.g., [x]�.Example 2.19Consider the set of (almost) all pairs of integers Q = fhz; vi : z; v 2 Z^ v 6= 0g. Each such pair hz; vican be thought of as a representation of a rational number zv . Obviously, for instance, the pairs h2; 4i,



I.2. Constructions with Algebras (week 2) 15h3; 6i, h9; 18i all represent the rational number 12 , i.e., they are equivalent representations, or theyrepresent the same number. This \represent the same rational number" is an equivalence relation onthe set Q! More precisely, we can de�ne this equivalence by (we write these pairs as fractions, i.e., zvinstead of hz; vi): z1v1 � z2v2 , z1 � v2 = v2 � z1: (2.4)First, we have to verify that it really is an equivalence.1. z � v = v � z ) zv � zv , so the relation is reexive;2. z1 � v2 = v1 � z2 ) z2 � v1 = v2 � z1, i.e., z1v1 � z2v2 ) z2v2 � z1v1 , so the relation is symmetric;3. assume that z1v1 � z2v2 and z2v2 � z3v3 , i.e., z1 � v2 = v1 � z2 and z2 � v3 = v2 � z3. This impliesthat z1 � v2 � v3 = v1 � z2 � v3 which, by the second equation, gives z1 � v2 � v3 = v1 � v2 � z3.Since v2 6= 0, we can simplify obtaining z1 � v3 = v1 � z3, i.e., z1v1 � z3v3 , and so the relation istransitive.We can then form a quotient Q = Q=�. Its members are equivalence classes { the sets of pairs whichrepresent the same rational number. To compute with this set, for instance, to perform addition onrational numbers represented this way may seem a bit complicated, but we will see in a moment howthis can be done.Gathering elements into one equivalence class corresponds to making them \indisitnguishable"(equivalent) { they can be treated as one element. In the context of algebras, such indistin-guishability would also require that we cannot see the di�erence when applying operations to suchelements, i.e., if a � b then applying f(a) should not yield a result distinguishable from applyingf(b). This requirement is formalized as congruence { an equivalence relation which is \compatible"with the operations in the algebra.De�nition 2.20 Let A 2 Alg(�) and � be an equivalence on jAj (i.e., an S-indexed family ofequivalences on the carrier of each sort). Then � is a � congruence on A i� for each f 2 �w;s withw = s1 : : : sn, and each (a1 : : : an); (b1 : : : bn) 2 Awif ai � bi for 1 � i � n then fA(a1 : : : an) � fA(b1 : : : bn)Example 2.21 [2.19 continued]In example 2.19 we de�ned an equivalence � on the set Q. There were no operations de�ned on thisset, and so this equivalence will automatically be a congruence. Let us now de�ne an operation ofmultiplication on Q by zv � ab def= z � av � b : (2.5)In other words, we are now considering the algebra Q� = hQ; �i. We have seen that � is an equivalenceand it only remains to verify that it is a congruence. So assume z1v1 � z2v2 and x1y1 � x2y2 , i.e.,z1 � v2 = v1 � z2 and x1 � y2 = y1 � x2. We have to show that this implies z1�x1v1�y1 � z2�x2v2�y2 , i.e.,(�) (z1 � x1) � (v2 � y2) = (v1 � y1) � (z2 � x2).Multiplying both sides of the respective equations we obtain that (z1�v2)�(x1�y2) = (v1�z2)�(y1�x2).But this means exactly that (�) holds, and so implies that � is a congruence wrt. �.Example 2.22 [Identity and Unit Congruences]Given an A 2 Alg(�), the identity =A on A, i.e., the relation = f(a; a) : a 2 jAjg is the �nestcongruence on A, with equivalence classes being singletons [a]=A = fag. The unit congruence �A =A�A is the coarest congruence, which makes any two elements of A congruent.We obviously have =A� �A, and this is the general notion: �1 is �ner then �2 i� �1 � �2. It isalso easy to see that this relation holds i� for any a 2 jAj : [a]�1 � [a]�2 . That =A is the �nestcongruence means in particular that for any other congruence � on A we will have: a = b) a � b.These two congruences exist for any A 2 Alg(�). =A is obviously the least reexive relation on A {it is easy to verify that it satis�es also the other congruence axioms. �A \collapses" all elements toone and therefore will also satisfy all congruence axioms. If they are the only ones, we say that A issimple. Otherwise, there are other congruences which lie \between" =A and �A.



16 Universal AlgebraExample 2.23 [Integers modulo n]Let Z be the algebra hZ; 0;+;�i { the group of integers with addition + and inverse � over thesignature �Z = hZ; 0;+;�i. For an n 2 N, de�ne the following relationz �n y , z � y mod n; (2.6)i.e., i� there is a k 2 Z such that z � y = n � k (i.e., z � y is divisible by n). For any n, it is a wellknown equivalence on Z:1. obviously, z � z = n � 0, i.e., z �n z;2. if z �n y then y �n z; and3. if x �n y and y �n z, then x� y = k1 � n and y � z = k2 � n, hence x� z = (k1 + k2) � n, i.e.,x �n z.4. It is also a �Z -congruence: if z �n y then obviously �z �n �y; and if z1 �n y1 and z2 �n y2,i.e., z1 � y1 = k1 � n and z2 � y2 = k2 � n, then (z1 + z2)� (y1 + y2) = (z1 � y1) + (z2 � y2) =(k1 + k2) � n, i.e., (z1 + y1) �n (z2 + y2).For any n, the congruence yields n equivalence classes [0]; [1]; :::; [n�1], with [i] = fi+k�n : k 2 Zg for0 � i < n. The largest among such congreunces will be �1 which would collapse all integers into oneequivalence class [0]. The larger n, the �ner will the congruence be, though for �n � �m it obviouslywouldn't su�ce that n > m (that, for some positive k : n = k �m, would). The �nest among thesecongruences will again be the identity which, a bit oddly, could be here called \congruence modulo0" and denoted �0.As illustrated by the above examples, it may be possible to de�ne several congruences on a givenalgebra. The following lemma states a general fact about the set of all congruences on any algebra.Lemma 2.24 Let � (A) be the set of all � congruences on A 2 Alg(�) ordered by �. � (A) is acomplete lattice.Proof. A complete lattice is a PO where each subset of elements has a lub and glb.3 (Inparticular, there is the least and the greatest element.) Obviously, =A and �A are, respectively,the least and the greatest element of �(A).Let f�igi2I � �(A). The glb is given by � def= Ti2I �i. Since each �i is reexive, symmetricand transitive, so is �. To show that it is also a congruence, consider any f 2 � andaj � bj for 1 � j � n. Then aj �i bj for all i 2 I and, since each �i is a congruence,fA(a1; : : : ;an) �i fA(b1; : : : ;bn). But then also fA(a1; : : : ;an) � fA(b1; : : : ;bn).This is enough, for by a general fact, any PO P where each Y � P has a glb is a completelattice. (Let X � P , Y = fp 2 P : p � Xg and s = glb(Y ). Then s = lub(X), for s � X , andif p � X then p 2 Y , i.e., s � p.)The congruence condition is exactly what is required to generalize the quotient construction onsets to algebras.De�nition 2.25 Let � be a � congruence on A 2 Alg(�). The quotient algebra A=� is a �-algebragiven by:� for each s 2 S, the carrier (A=�)s def= As=�s� for each f 2 �w;s and each ([a1] : : : [an]) 2 jA=�jw : fA=�([a1] : : : [an]) def= [fA(a1 : : : an)].Since on the right side of the last equation we might choose di�erent representatives from each[ai] in order to determine the value of the function in A=�, we have to check that this value doesnot depend on the representatives chosen. This is exactly the place where we need the congruencecondition.3`Least upper' and `greatest lower' bounds, respectively. In a PO hP;�i, a lub(X) for an X � P is de�ned asthis element p 2 P for which p � X (meaning p � x for all x 2 X) and, furthermore, whenever q � X then q � p.The notion of glb is de�ned dually.



I.2. Constructions with Algebras (week 2) 17Lemma 2.26 A=� is a �-algebra.Proof. For all �-constants we have cA=� = [cA]. We only have to check that the secondpoint yields well-de�ned functions. Assume a1 � b1; :::; an � bn, for some ai; bi 2 jAj. Wemust show that fA=�([a1] : : : [an]) = fA=�([b1] : : : [bn]) (2.7)i.e., that the values of function applications do not depend on the choice of the representatives.Since � is a congruence, we have that fA(a1 : : : an) � fA(b1 : : : bn), i.e., [fA(a1 : : : an)] =[fA(b1 : : : bn)]. But this implies exactly the required equation (2.7).The lemma ensures that, if the equivalence is a congruence, then the results of applying operationsin the quotient do not depend on the representatives chosen. That is, we may choose arbitraryrepresentatives from each equivalence class and perform the required operation in the originalalgebra { the result in the quotient will be the equivalence class of the result thus obtained.Example 2.27 [2.21 continued]In example 2.21 we have shown that � was a congruence on the algebra Q� = hQ; �i. Hence, multipli-cation in the quotient Q�=� can be done by choosing arbitrary (most convenient) representatives fromeach class and multiplying them according to the de�nition (2.5) from example 2.21. For instance,[ 36 ]� [ 168 ], in Q�=� can be computed by choosing the representatives 12 and 21 , multiplying them in Q�,which yields 22 , and concluding that the result will be [ 22 ] = [ 11 ].Example 2.28 [2.23 continued]We saw that �n is a congruence on a �Z -algebra Z. Thus, according to the lemma, Zn = Z=�n isalso a �Z -algebra. Let us see what the operations + and � do in this quotient algebra.Fix for example's sake n = 5 { then the carrier is the set of equivalence classes f[0]; [1]; [2]; [3]; [4]g.What is, for instance, [3] + [4]? From the de�nition 2.25, we have that [3] + [4] = [3 + 4] = [7] = [2].In fact, addition in the quotient Zn will be the expected addition modulo n!What about the inverse? For instance, what is �[3]? From the congruence we have �[3] = [�3],and we show that [�3] = [2]. Again from the congruence, the identity in Zn is the equivalence classof the identity in Z, i.e., [0]. We must verify that �[�3] + [2] = [3] + [2] = [0], which holds since2 + 3 = 1 � 5 + 0.Thus, the quotient of the group Z by the congruence �n gives us the group Zn of integers modulo n.2.3.1: Induced CongruencesIf the carrier of an algebra is in�nite, specifying the entire congruence relation might be rathertime-consuming. Typically, one speci�es congruence by a few equalities which induce a congruence.More generally, any binary relation can be closed to a minimal congruence according to thefollowing de�nition.De�nition 2.29 Let A be a �-algebra and let E � jAj � jAj be a binary relation on jAj. Thecongruence closure of E is �E def= Tf� : E �� ^ � 2 �(A)g.The set f� : E �� ^ � 2 � (A)g is not empty since it contains, at least, the unit congruence.By (the proof of) lemma 2.24, �E is a congruence and it is the least congruence containing E.Example 2.30 [Congruence induced by equations]Typically, a congruence is induced by a �nite set of equations. For instance, in the example 2.23, thealgebra Z=�n was obtained from Z by forcing the equations z = z0 , 9k : z � z0 = k � n to hold.Let A 2 Alg(�) and E0 be a set of �-equations, i.e., pairs s = t for some s; t 2 T (�; X). The initialrelation E on jAj is obtained by interpreting all equations from E0 in A for all assignments. Let Xbe all the variables in E0. If � : X ! jAj is an assignment, we let tA� be the element of the carrierdenoted by the term tA under this assignment (cf. de�nition 1.20). We get E def= fhsA� ; tA� i : s = t 2E0 ^ � : X ! jAjg and carry out the construction from de�nition 2.29.For instance, given f(t; x) = g(s(x); y) 2 E0 and an �, f(t; x)A� is the element fA(tA; �(x)). Forsuch an equation we include, in E, the pairs hfA(tA; �(x)); gA(sA(�(x)); �(y))i, for all assignments� : fx; yg ! jAj, and then carry out the construction.



18 Universal AlgebraA special, and very important case of the quotient construction, is taking a quotient of a termalgebra induced by some equations.Example 2.31 [2.15 continued]Take the term algebra T�1 from example 1.26 { the one with the carrier f0; s0; ss0; sss0; :::g and allcombinations of +terms, like +(0; 0);+(s0; 0);+(+(ss0; s0); sss0)::: (We do not bother to underlinethe terms here.) Let � be the congruence induced on this algebra by the following equations:+(x; 0) = x (2.8)+(x; sy) = s(+(x; y)) (2.9)The equivalence class of 0 will then be [0] = f0;+(0; 0);+(0;+(0; 0));+(+(0; 0); 0); :::g, of s0 :[s0] = fs0; s(+(0; 0)); s(+(0;+(0; 0))); :::;+(s0; 0);+(s0;+(0; 0)); :::;+(0; s0);+(+(0; 0); s0); :::g. Theinclusion of the second and the following terms is forced by 0 � +(0; 0), congruence and because s0is included. The term +(s0; 0) is included by equality (2.8), the following ones by congruence, and+(0; s0) by equation (2.9), and the rest by congruence.Example 2.32 [1.26 continued]The signature �B = hB;>;? : ! B; : : B ! B; ^ : B � B ! Bi is a natural choice fora (minimal) signature for a Boolean algebra, for instance, algebra B2 from example 1.2. How-ever, we observed that the term algebra T�B will have the carrier with (ini�nitely many) elements:>;?;:?;:>;::?; :::;> ^ ?;? ^ >; (? ^ ?) ^ >;> ^ :?; :::.What is needed to make T�B into a \real" Boolean algebra B is to take an appropriate quotient,namely, such a one which would identify any t 2 T (�B) with either > or ?. This can be done verysimply, for instance, by the equation x = ?. The intention is, however, that the operations from �Bbe interpreted in the quotient B as usual Boolean operations. For instance, we would like to have:(? ^ :>), when interpreted in B, yield the same as >. This e�ect may be achieved by takingB = T�B=�E , where E is the set of �B-equations corresponding to the truth table de�nitions of theoperators : and ^: E => ^ > = > ? ^ ? = ?> ^ ? = ? ? ^ > = ?:> = ? :? = >In exercise 2.8, you are asked to verify that the carrier of B will have only two elements (twoequivalence classes) and that the interpretation of the operations will correspond to the usual Booleanoperators.Finally, we register a useful fact relating congruences and subalgebras.Lemma 2.33 If A is generated by a set X , then A=� is generated by X=�.Proof. Assume, contrapositively, that A=� isn't generated by X=�, i.e., there is a propersubalgebra B1 v A=� which contains X=�. We show that then A 6= AdXe by showing thatB = fb : [b] 2 B1g is a proper subalgebra of A containing X .Since B1 is a proper subalgebra of A, there is at least one [a] 2 A=� such that [a] 62 B1.So B � A. Since X=� � B1, we have that X � B. We have to show that B is a �-algebra. Since B1 v A=�, the interpretation of all constants cA=� = [cA] 2 B1, and socA 2 B. Take any b1; : : : ;bn 2 B and a function symbol f . Since B1 is a subalgebra, we have[fA(b1; : : : ;bn)] = fA=�([b1]; :::; [bn]) 2 B1. But then [fA(b1; : : : ;bn)] � B and, in particular,fA(b1; : : : ;bn) 2 B. So X � B, B v A and B 6= A, which implies A 6= AdXe.Exercises (week 2)exercise 2.1 Take the signature with three constants �3 = hD; a; b; c : ! Di and three setsS1 = f0g, S2 = f0; 1g and S3 = f0; 1; 2g and de�ne



I.2. Constructions with Algebras (week 2) 191. a �3-algebra G on the carrier S1, i.e., an interpretation of �3-symbols in the set S1;2. a generated �3-algebra A on the carrier S2;a �3-algebra A0 on the carrier S2 such that G v A0;a �3-algebra A1 on the carrier S2 such that G 6v A1;3. a generated �3-algebra B on the carrier S3;a �3-algebra B0 on the carrier S3 such that A0 v B0;a �3-algebra B2 on the carrier S3 such that A v B2;a �3-algebra B3 on the carrier S3 such that A 6v B3 and A0 6v B3.exercise 2.2 Take the signature �N from example 1.12 and the algebra Z = hZ; 0;+1i of integerswith ZN = Z, 0Z = 0 and sZ = +1. Is Z a generated �N-algebra? What is the minimal subalgebraof Z?exercise 2.3 Suppose that A and B both are minimal �-algebras. Is also A � B a minimal�-algebra?exercise 2.4 Prove the statements made in example 2.22, i.e., that: identity =A and unit �Arelations on any A are congruences, and =A � �A, i.e., a =A b) a �A b.exercise 2.5 Proceeding as in example 2.27, de�ne the addition on the set Q (i.e., an algebraQ+ = hQ; +i instead of Q�) which would correspond to addition of rational numbers. Verify thatthe equivalence � from example 2.19 is a congruence wrt. to this addition. Use then this resultand your de�nition of addition in Q+ to evaluate [ 36 ] + [ 148 ], [ 714 ] + [ 1938 ] in Q+=�.exercise 2.6 Let N = hN; 0;+1i be the �N-algebra of natural numbers, and � be a congruenceon N induced by the equation ss0 = 0. What will be the carrier of N=�? What will be theinterpretation of term sss0 in this quotient algebra?exercise 2.7 Let �N and N be as in exercise 2.6 and x 62 N. What will be the carrier of thefree extension Nbxc? What will be the carrier of the quotient Nbxc by the congruence � fromexercise 2.6?exercise 2.8 Refer to example 2.321. What will be the carrier of B = T�B=�E?2. Evaluate the following terms in B (i.e., determine to which equivalence class they will belong{ use the simplest possible representatives to represent each equivalence class)::::(:? ^ :>), and > ^ :(:(? ^ >) ^ (> ^ >)).3. Which of the following statements are true (s; t are arbitrary �B-terms)?(a) if sB = >B then (:s)B = ?B ;(b) if sB = ?B then (:s)B = ?B ;(c) if sB = tB = >B then (s ^ t)B = >B ;(d) if either sB = ?B or tB = ?B then (s ^ t)B = ?B ;(e) B j= 8x(x = > _ x = ?).: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :exercise 2.9 Let �1, �2 be non-void signatures and �1 � �2. Is T (�1) � T (�2)? Is T�1 v T�2?exercise 2.10 Let � be non-void, A 2 Alg(�) and C v A and B v A. Show that1. there is a subalgebra M v A such that M v B and M v C;2. there is an M like in 1 and such that, whenever for some other subalgebra N v B andN v C, then N vM .(Lemma 2.7 is a special case of these facts.)
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I.3. Homomorphisms (week 3) 21Week 3: Homomorphisms� Definition� Homomorphisms and Constructions on Algebras� Homomorphism TheoremsDe�nition 3.1 Let A;B 2 Alg(�). A �-homomorphism � : A ! B is an S-indexed family ofmappings � = h�s : As ! Bsis2S , such that for each f 2 �w;s with w = s1 : : : sn, and each(a1 : : : an) 2 Aw : �s(fA(a1 : : : an)) = fB(�s1(a1) : : : �sn(an)) (3.10)As1 � : : :�Asn fA //�S1 �� �sn �� As�s��Bs1 � : : :�Bsn fB // BsIn particular, for any constant c 2 �, the homomorphism condition (3.10) specializes to therequirement that �(cA) = cB .Saying homomorphism we always mean �-homomorphism for a given �. Also, we will not beso carefull to emphasize that a � is an S-indexed family of mappings { saying that it is injective(or whatever) we will implicitly mean that each �s is so.Example 3.2 [1.24 continued]The homomorphism condition (3.10) amounts to the requirement that it preserves the algebraic�-structure. For instance, sets have no structure so mappings between them are usually just set-functions. Semigroups, on the other hand, have the structure: they are algebras over signature withone binary operation (which, in addition, must be associative), and this operation will have to bepreserved by the semigroup morphisms. Thus, a semigroup morphism g between hS1; �1i and hS2; �2iwill be just a set-function S1 ! S2 which, in addition, preserves the operations, i.e., g(x �1 y) =g(x) �2 g(y). For the hierarchy of classes of algebras from the example 1.24, the homomorphismcondition will translate into the following requirements:a morphism of between must satisfygroupoids g : hR1; �1i ! hR2; �2i g(x �1 y) = g(x) �2 g(y)semigroups g : hS1; �1i ! hS2; �2i g(x �1 y) = g(x) �2 g(y)monoids g : hM1; �1; 01i ! hM2; �2; 02i g(x �1 y) = g(x) �2 g(y)g(01) = 02groups g : hG1; �1; 01; �1i ! hG2; �2; 02; �2i g(x �1 y) = g(x) �2 g(y)g(01) = 02g(x�1) = g(x)�2Notice that just like any group is a monoid is a semigroup and a groupoid, so any group morphismis a monoid morphism is a semigroup morphism and a groupoid morphism.Example 3.3 [2.28 continued]Take � = hN; 0; s;+i and consider the usual �-algebra N of natural numbers and the algebra Nn ofnatural numbers modulo n (which also is a �-algebra by the same argument as in example 2.23).Can we construct any homomorphisms between them for, say, n = 4?For the �rst, there is no homomorphism  : Nn ! N . For if there were one, it would have to preservethe operations, in particular,  (0Nn) (3.10)= 0N and  (sNn(z)) (3.10)= sN ( (z)). But sN4(3) = 0Nn , sowe would get sN ( (3N4 )) =  (sN4(3)) =  (0Nn) = 0N . But there is no natural number in Nwhose successor is 0, i.e., there is no possible image of the element sN4(3) which would satisfy thehomomorphism condition (3.10).



22 Universal AlgebraLet us see if the mapping � : N ! N4, de�ned by �(x) = x mod 4 will work. We do have �(0N ) =0 mod 4 = 0N4 . We also have �(sN (x)) = x + 1 mod 4 = (x mod 4) + (1 mod 4) = sN4(�(x)), aswell as the required equality �(x+N y) = �(x)+N4 �(y) { which follow by the same calculation as inexample 2.23. Thus, we have veri�ed that the mapping � is a �-homomorphism from N into N4.Example 3.4 [3.3 continued]Cnsider the algebra BN2 of two-bits' words, i.e., with the carrier f00; 01; 10; 11g over the signature� from example 3.3. We can de�ne binary addition of such words (treating the rightmost bit as theleast signi�cant) which will give, for instance, 00+10 = 10; 10+01 = 11; 11+01 = 00; 10+10 = 00,etc.As it is typically done in computers, we can consider these words to be binary representations of thenatural numbers (modulo 4), i.e., word b10b0 represents the number b1�2+b0. De�ning the s-operationon these words by s(b1b0) = b1b0 + 01 we obtain a �-algebra. There are obvious homomorphisms� : BN2 ! N4 sending each word onto the number it represents and  : N4 ! BN2 sending eachnumber (modulo 4) onto its binary representation.More generally, for an arbitrary n, a binary word bn�1bn�2:::b1b0 of length n can represent the number(bn�1 � 2n�1) + (bn�2 � 2n�2) + :::(bi � 2i) + :::(b0 � 20). Generalizing the above mappings, we willobtain the homomorphisms � : BNn ! N2n from the binary representations of length n to thenatural numbers modulo 2n, and vice versa,  : N2n ! BNn.It is easy to verify that homomorphisms compose (exercise 3.4). Now, one of the central conceptsin algebraic data types to be studied later is that of isomorphism.De�nition 3.5 For any algebra A there is a special identity homomorphism idA : A ! A de�nedby idA(a) = a for all a 2 jAj.An isomorphism is a homomorphism � : A ! B such that there is a homomorphism ��1 : B ! Awith ����1 = idA and ��1 �� = idB . If there is an isomorphism between A and B, we write A ' B.Notice that for two algebras there may be several homomorphisms between them and not all ofthem need to be isomorphisms. But if only there exists at least one isomorphism, we call the twoalgebras isomorphic.Example 3.6 [Isomorphism]Consider two algebras over the signature �N from example 1.12:� the term algebra T�N = hT (�); 0; si with the carrier f0; s0; ss0; sss0; :::g where the successoroperation is simply sT�N (x) def= sx; and� the algebra N = hN; 0;+1i over natural numbers, where 0N = 0 and sN (x) def= x+ 1.De�ne the homomorphism � : N ! T�N by �(n) def= sn(0), i.e., the image of a natural number n isthe term with n-succesor applications to the term 0. It is easy to verify that � is a homomorphism.For the constant 0, we have �(0) = 0, and for any n we have �(sN (n)) = �(n+ 1) = sn+10 = ssn0 =s(�(n)) = sT�(�(n)).We can de�ne the converse mapping �� : T�N ! N by ��(0) def= 0 and ��(sx) def= ��(x) + 1. It isequally trivial to verify that �� is a homomorphism.We then have ��(�(n)) = ��(sn(0)) = 0 + 1 + :::+ 1| {z }n = n, i.e., � � �� = idN . Similarly, for anyx = sn0 2 T (�) we have �(��(sn0)) = �(0 + 1 + ::: + 1| {z }n ) = �(n) = sn0, i.e., �� �� = idT�N . Thus theterm algebra T�N with successor and the algebra N over natural numbers with +1 are isomorphic.Example 3.7 [3.4 continued]The pairs �;  of the homomorphisms from example 3.4 gave another example of isomorphism, forany n, between the algebra of binary representations BNn and the algebra of naturals modulo 2n.(These algebras were over signature with 0; s and +, but one can easily verify that these mappingswill remain isomorphisms if we extend the signature with, for instance, substraction and de�ne thisoperation in both algebras in the natural way.)



I.3. Homomorphisms (week 3) 23In the example 3.3, on the other hand, we have shown that N 6' N4 { although there was a homo-morphism � : N ! N4, ther was no, in particular no inverse, homomorphism from N4 to N .Isomorphism means in the mathematical context \indistinguishable structure". Isomorphic alge-bras may have di�erent carriers and operations may perform very di�erent functions, but as far asthe structures, or properties of these structures are concerned, they cannot be distinguished. In asense, the only di�erence between two isomorphic algebras is the way in which they \represent"or \realize" the symbols from the signature. The s-operation in T� amounts merely to adding oneoccurence of s to the argument term { it is a kind of unary representation of natural numbers.In N , this operation is realized by adding 1 to the argument. They work on di�erent carriers {di�erent representations { but these carriers are in a one-to-one correspondence not only as setsbut as algebraic structures.In exercise 3.5, you are asked to show that a homomorphism is an isomorphism i� it is bothsurjective and injective.3.1: Homomorphisms and SubalgebrasThe facts we emphasize here are that an image of a homomorphism is a subalgebra of the target,and that homomorphisms are uniquely determined by their image of the generating sets.Lemma 3.8 Let A;B 2 Alg(�) and � : A! B be a homomorphism. De�ne �[A] as the subset ofjBj which is the image of A under �, i.e.,�[A] = fb 2 jBj : 9s 2 S; 9a 2 As : b = �s(a)gThen �[A] v B.Proof. Obviously, for all constants c 2 � : cB = �(cA) 2 �[A]. We must show that �[A]is closed under the operations in B, i.e., if (b1; : : : ;bn) 2 (�[A])w then fB(b1; : : : ;bn) 2 �[A].We have that for each 1 � i � n there is an ai 2 A : bi = �(ai). Thus fB(b1; : : : ;bn) =fB(�(a1); :::; �(an)) = �(fA(a1; : : : ;an)) since � is a homomorphism, and so fB(b1; : : : ;bn) 2�[A] because fA(a1; : : : ;an) 2 A.An important property of generating sets is that their image determines a unique homomorphism.Lemma 3.9 Let A;B 2 Alg(�); X � jAj, A = AdXe and �;  : A ! B be �-homomorphisms.Then � =  , 8x 2 X : �(x) =  (x).Proof. )) is obvious. So assume 8x 2 X : �(x) =  (x). Let Y � jAj be fa 2 A : �(a) = (a)g. We want to show that Y = jAj. Y is non-empty since X � Y and �A" � Y (andA = AdXe, i.e., X [�A" 6= ;). Furthermore Y is closed under operations of A, since whenevera1; : : : ;an 2 Y we have�(fA(a1; : : : ;an)) = fB(�(a1); :::; �(an)) = fB( (a1); :::;  (an)) =  (fA(a1; : : : ;an))Thus Y � jAj { in fact, Y has the �-structure and Y v A. But since A = AdXe and X � Y ,lemma 2.8 implies that Y = A.Corollary 3.10 Let � be non-void, A;B 2 Alg(�), � : A! B, and A be minimal:1. for any  : A! B : � =  ;2. if also B is minimal and there is a  : B ! A then A ' B.Proof. The �rst point says that all homomorphisms from a minimal algebra are unique; thesecond that two minimal algebras with homomorphisms between them are isomorphic.1. By lemma 2.11 A = Ad;e, so it follows directly from lemma 3.9.



24 Universal Algebra2. By point 1. both � and  are unique. Now, � �  is a homomorphism A ! A, and bylemma 3.9 it is unique. However, there is also the identity homomorphism idA : A! A,so we must have � �  = idA. In the same way,  � � = idB . Hence A ' B.As we saw in example 2.12, the number of elements in the carrier of an algebra has nothing to dowith minimality. This corollary provides a much better \characterization" of minimal algebras {there is at most one homomorphism from such an algebra to another one. Also, by lemma 3.8,if there is a homomorphism into a minimal algebra, it must be surjective { for otherwise, itsimage would be a proper subalgebra. Thus, if we want to show that an algebra is not minimalbut have di�culties with showing a proper subalgebra, we may either try to construct a non-surjective homomorphism from another algebra into it or, alternatively, construct two distincthomomorphisms from it to some other algebra.Example 3.11Let � contain one sort S and two constants a; b : ! S. Consider the following four �-algebrasA;B;C;D : AS = f1; 2g with aA = 1; bA = 2, BS = f0g with aB = bB = 0, CS = f1; 2; 3; 4g withaC = 1; bC = 2 and DS = f4; 5; 6g with aD = bD = 5.Verify that both A and B are minimal while neither C nor D are. Thus, according to corollary 3.10,any homomorphism from A and B must be unique. In fact, there is a homomorphism from A to anyother algebra determined by the interpretation of a and b. !B : A! B given by !B(1) = !B(2) = 0,!C : A! C given by !C(1) = 1 and !C(2) = 2, and !D : A! D given by !D(1) = !D(2) = 5.B is minimal too, but there is no �-homomorphism B ! A or B ! C. For a and b are interpreted inA and in C as distinct elements of the carrier while in B they are both interpreted as the same element0. The homomorphism condition (3.10) requires then for any �-algebra X and any homomorphism� : B ! X, that aX = �(aB) = �(0) = �(bB) = bX . I.e., if there is such a homomorphism � then aand b must be interpreted in X as the same element of the carrier. Since this isn't the case in A andC, there can be no homomorphism from B to any of these algebras.In D we have aD = bD = 5 and so there is a unique homomorphism � : B ! D given by �(0) = 5.3.2: The Universal Property of ProductsThe product of a family of algebras also has a relation to the homomorphisms. For the future use,we only register the following universal property of products.Lemma 3.12 Let �A be the product algebra Qi2I Ai, as given in de�nition 2.3 together with theprojections �i from (2.2).1. The projections �i : �A! Ai are surjective �-homomorphisms.2. Let C be any �-algebra with homomorphisms �i : C ! Ai for all i. There is a unique homo-morphism !C : C ! �A such that for all i : !A � �i = �i. (The diagram illustrates it for abinary product.) C�1������������������ �2 ��777777777777777
7!C���A�1zzuuuuuuuuu �2 $$IIIIIIIIIA1 A2Proof.1. First, we verify that the projections �i from (2.2) are �-homomorphisms. For anyconstant, we have c�A(i) = � 2 j�Aj : �(i) = cAi , and hence �i(c�A) = �(i) = cAi . Letnow (�1; : : : ;�n) 2 j�Ajw. �i(f�A(�1; : : : ;�n)) = �i(�), where �(i) = fAi(�i(i); :::; �n(i)),i.e., �i(f�A(�1; : : : ;�n)) = fAi(�i(�1); :::; �i(�n)). Since for any a 2 Ai, there is a � 2 �Awith �(i) = a, we will have that �i(�) = a, i.e., the �i are surjective.



I.3. Homomorphisms (week 3) 252. Let now C 2 Alg(�) be another algebra with homomorphisms �i : C ! Ai. The unique!C : C ! �A making !C � �i = �i for all i is given by !C(x) = � : �(i) = �i(x). Thismapping obviously satis�es the required equations. It is a �-homomorphism: for anyconstant c : �i(cC) = cAi and so !X(cX) = � : �(i) = cAi , i.e., � = c�A. Similarly,for any (x1; : : : ;xn) : !C(fC(x1; : : : ;xn)) = � such that �(i) = �i(fC(x1; : : : ;xn)) =fAi(�i(x1); :::; �i(xn)) = fAi(�i(x1); :::; �i(xn)). Since this holds for all i 2 I we get!C(fC(x1; : : : ;xn)) = f�A(!C(x1); :::; !C(xn)), i.e., !C is a homomorphism.Uniqueness of !C follows easily from the requirement that for all i : !C � �i = �i.Point 2 expresses the so called universal property of products which, in a more general categoricalsetting, functions as the de�nition of a product. One of the main implications of the categoricalperspective is that all concepts are de�ned only up to isomorphism. In fact, if there are twodistinct objects P1 and P2 which both satisfy this property then they will be isomorphic. In ourconcrete language this means that, for instance, as a product of A1 and A2 we may take A1 �A2with the obvious projections or, equivalently, A2 � A1 with the projections �01 : A2 � A1 ! A1and �02 : A2 �A1 ! A2 where �01 returns the second, rather than the �rst, component.One of the facts related to this universal property, to which we may refer later, is that it ismeaningful to talk about empty products. It turns out that such products have a special propertywhich we will later use to de�ne the concept of terminal objects.Remark 3.13 [Empty products]Empty products are a special case of products, which is just a product of the empty familyof objects. Recasting the universal property 2 from lemma 3.12, we obtain the followingrequirement. An empty product is:� an object P (with no projections, since there are no objects to which projections wouldgo)� such that for any other object C (without any further ado, since there are no objects towhich we could require homomorphisms from C)� there is a unique homomorphism �C : C ! P (which does not have to do anything, sincethere is nothing to commute with).In short, an empty product is an algebra to which there is a unique homomorphism from anyother algebra (in the given class).3.3: Homomorphisms and CongruencesIn the rest of this section we will study a fundamental relation which exists between homomor-phisms and congruences on an algebra.De�nition 3.14 Kernel of a homomorphism � : A ! B, is a relation �� � jAj � jAj given bya �� b, �(a) = �(b).The �rst crucial fact is:Lemma 3.15 The kernel �� of any �-homomorphism � : A! B is a congruence on A.Proof. Since equality on B is an equivalence, �� is an equivalence on A. To check that itis a congruence, let a1 �� b1; :::; an �� bn, i.e., �(a1) = �(b1); :::; �(an) = �(bn) and f 2 �.Since � is a homomorphism, we have:�(fA(a1; : : : ;an)) = fB(�(a1); :::; �(an)) = fB(�(b1); :::; �(bn)) = �(fA(b1; : : : ;bn))i.e, fA(a1; : : : ;an) �� fA(b1; : : : ;bn).Thus, any homomorphism from A induces a congruence on A. On the other hand, any congruenceon A gives rise to a special, so called natural, homomorphism.



26 Universal AlgebraLemma 3.16 For any congruence � on A the mapping � : A ! A=� given by �(a) = [a] is asurjective homomorphism.Proof. We have seen in lemma 2.26 that A=� is a �-algebra. For all constants, we havecA=� = [cA] = �(cA). For a1; : : : ;an 2 A and f 2 � we have�(fA(a1; : : : ;an)) = [fA(a1; : : : ;an)] 2.25= fA=�([a1]; :::; [an]) = fA=�(�(a1); :::; �(an))i.e., � is a �-homomorphism and it is clearly surjective.Theorem 3.17 [First Homomorphism Theorem] For any surjective � : A ! B there is an isomor-phism  : A=�� ! B such that � = � �  .A � //� !!CCCCCCCC BA=��  =={{{{{{{{Proof. De�ne  ([a]) def= �(a). If [a] = [b] then �(a) = �(b) and hence  ([a]) is well (i.e.,uniquely) de�ned.  is a homomorphism: for all constants we have c 2 � :  (cA=�� ) = ([cA]) = �(cA) = cB , and for other f 2 �: (fA=�� ([a1]; :::; [an]) =  ([fA(a1; : : : ;an)])= �(fA(a1; : : : ;an))= fB(�(a1); :::; �(an)) = fB( ([a1]); :::;  ([an]))We obviously have that � = � � . Also, since � is surjective so is  . Finally, if [a] 6= [b] then�(a) 6= �(b), and so  ([a]) 6=  ([b]), i.e.,  is injective, and hence an isomorphism.An important consequence of this theorem is that each homomorphism � has a kind of \normalform": it can be factorized into a surjective homomorphism into the quotient by �� followed byan injection.Corollary 3.18 For any homomorphism � : A ! B there is a surjective � : A ! A=�� and aninjective � : A=�� ! B such that � = � � �.A � //� !!CCCCCCCC BA=�� � =={{{{{{{{Proof. Follows from lemma 3.8 and theorem 3.17.The following theorem is slightly more technical but almost equally important and useful.Theorem 3.19 [Second Homomorphism Theorem] Let �1 � �2 be two congruences on A, and�1=2 be the congruence on A=�1 given by[a]�1 �1=2 [b]�1 , a �2 b: (3.11)Then the mapping � : ((A=�1)=�1=2) ! A=�2 de�ned by �([[a]1]1=2) def= [a]2 is an isomorphism.A �2 //�1 �� A2 = A=�2A=�1 = A1 �1=2 // A3�OO = (A=�1)=�1=2



I.3. Homomorphisms (week 3) 27Proof. To simplify the notation, let us use the abbreviations as in the diagram and write�3 for �1=2.First we must show that �3 actually is a congruence on A1. That it is an equivalence followstrivially from its de�nition (3.11). So, assume that [ai]1 �3 [bi]1. Then (3.11) implies thatai �2 bi and, since �2 is a congruence on A, that fA(a1; : : : ;an) �2 fA(b1; : : : ;bn). So[fA(a1; : : : ;an)]1 �3 [fA(b1; : : : ;bn)]1, and hence fA1([a1]1; :::; [an]1) �3 fA1([b1]1; :::; [bn]1),i.e., �3 is a congruence on A1.We show that � is a homomorphism. For all constants c 2 �, we have �([[c]1]3) = [c]2 = cA2 .For other symbols f 2 �:�(fA3([[a1]1]3; :::; [[an]1]3)) = �([fA1([a1]1; :::; [an]1)]3)= �([[fA(a1; :::; an)]1]3)= [fA(a1; : : : ;an)]2= fA2([a1]2; :::; [an]2) = fA2(�([[a1]1]3); :::; �([[an]1]3))The �rst equality follows from the fact that A3 = A1=�3 , the second one from A1 = A=�1 , thethird one from the de�nition of �, the next one from A2 = A=�2 , and the last one from thede�nition of �.Clearly � is surjective. For any [a]1; [b]1 2 A1, if [[a]1]3 6= [[b]1]3, i.e., [a]1 6�3 [b]1, then a 6�2 b(3.11), and so �([[a]1]3) = [a]2 6= [b]2 = �([[b]1]3). So � is injective and thus an isomorphism.This theorem should be seen in the context of lemma 2.24 which stated that all the congruenceson an algebra formed a complete lattice. According to the theorem, this lattice structure is carriedover to the system of quotients: whenever �1 � �2, we will have a homomorphism A=�1 ! A=�2 .Even more interestingly, whenever two congruences �1 and �2 are not related by inclusion, theywill have a lub = �[ and glb = �\. Thus there will be quotients A=�[ and A=�\ with the uniquesurjective homomorphisms �i : A=�\ ! A=�i and  i : A=�i ! A=�[ .Exercises (week 3)exercise 3.1 De�ne explicitly the mapping � : BNn ! N2n as described in example 3.4 andverify that it is a homomorphism wrt. to the signature � from example 3.3. De�ne then theoperation of substraction modulo n in both algebras, and verify that � is a homomorphism wrt.to this operation as well.(Hint: Instead of de�ning substraction explicitly, it will be easier to de�ne it indirectly usingthe unary minus (inverse) operation. I.e., de�ne �rst the latter by the properties inverse mustsatisfy, verify that these properties determine a unique inverse for each element, and then checkthe homomorphism condition wrt. the substraction.)exercise 3.2 Consider the �N algebras N and Nbxc from exercise 2.7.1. De�ne a homomorphism ! : N ! Nbxc. Now, either de�ne some other homomorphism� : N ! Nbxc or else give an argument why there is no other � with � 6= !.2. De�ne at least three di�erent homomorphisms Nbxc ! N . Verify that they are homomor-phisms and indicate their kernels.exercise 3.3 Let � = hB;?;> : ! B;: : B! Bi, and consider the following two �-algebras:B = hB; ff ; tt; noti { the algebra of Booleans with negation, i.e., BB def= B, ?B def= ff , >B def= ttand :B(x) def= not(x) (in particular, not(tt) = ff , not(ff) = tt and tt 6= ff), andN = hN; 0; 1;+1i { the algebra with natural numbers, BN def= N, >N def= 1, ?N def= 0 and:N (x) def= x+ 1.



28 Universal AlgebraIs there any �-homomorphism from B into N? There is exactly one homomorphism ! : N ! B{ de�ne it, verify that it is a homomorphism and determine its kernel �!. Show that B andN=�! are isomorphic by de�ning the isomorphism between them. (This follows immediately fromtheorem 3.17, but you are here asked to make an explicit construction of this isomorphism.)exercise 3.4 Show that if �1 : A! B and �2 : B ! C are two homomorphisms, then so is theircomposition �1 � �2 : A! C.exercise 3.5 Prove that1. for any �-homomorphism � : A ! B, � is an isomorphism i� it is surjective and injectivehomomorphism;2. if � : A ! B is an isomorphism with the inverse ��1 : B ! A, then also ��1 is anisomorphism.exercise 3.6 Given a �-algebra A, a set of variables X and an assignment � : X ! jAj, supposethat we have the � algebra T�;X (i.e., �[X is non-void.) De�ne the mapping � : T�;X ! A by�(t) def= tA� , for all t 2 jT�;X j (de�nition 1.20). Verify that this mapping is a �-homomorphismand that for all x 2 X : �(x) = �(x).



I.4. Some, all �-algebras, and all Algebras (week 4) 29Week 4: Some, all �-algebras, and all Algebras� Closure Properties of Alg(�)� Free Algebras� Subclasses of Alg(�)� The Class of All Algebras4.1: Closure properties of Alg(�)We will now study subclasses of the class Alg(�) with respect to di�erent closure properties.The de�nitions will be therefore given for an arbitrary class K � Alg(�). We begin howeverby introducing the de�nitions of various properties and verifying whether the whole class Alg(�)satis�es them.De�nition 4.1 Let K be any class of �-algebras. K is closed under :1. isomorphisms i� for any A 2 K, whenever B ' A then B 2 K;2. quotients i� for any A 2 K and any � 2 �(A) : A=� 2 K;3. homomorphic images i� for any A 2 K, if � : A! B is a �-homomorphism then �[A] 2 K.4. subalgebras i� whenever A 2 K and B v A then B 2 K;5. (�nite) products i� for any (�nite) collection fAigi2I � K : Qi Ai 2 K;Lemma 4.2 For any K � Alg(�): K is closed under homomorphic images i� it is closed underisomorphisms and quotients.Proof. Directly from the First Homomorphism theorem 3.17. () Any homomorphic im-age can be obtained by the composition of a surjective mapping into the quotient and anisomorphism. )) Any isomorphisms is a homomorphism, and any image of a surjectivehomomorphism is isomorphic to a quotient.Lemma 4.3 The class Alg(�) satis�es all the closure properties from de�nition 4.1.Proof. Follows from earlier lemmata. Since Alg(�) contains all �-algebras, it is obviouslyclosed under isomorphisms. 2 is lemma 2.26 and 3 follows then by lemma 4.2. 4 follows fromthe de�nition of subalgebra 2.5, and 5 is the fact 2.4.4.1.1: Initial/Terminal Objects in Alg(�)The concept of initial algebras, although not the central one in the classical algebra, was the basisof the emergence of the �eld of algebraic speci�cation. We will soon see its relevance { at themoment we only give the general de�nition and characterize the initial algebras in the whole classAlg(�). Terminal algebra is a dual concept of less importance.De�nition 4.4 An object I 2 K is initial in K i� for any objetc A 2 K there is a unique homomor-phism !A : I ! A.An object Z 2 K is terminal in K i� for any objetc A 2 K there is a unique homomorphism �A : A! Z.Theorem 4.5 For a non-void �, the term algebra T� is initial in Alg(�).Proof. It is enough to show that T� is a minimal �-algebra and that there is a homomor-phism !A : T� ! A for any A 2 Alg(�). Then, by corollary 3.10, each such !A will beunique.



30 Universal AlgebraThat T� is minimal was shown in lemma 2.14. So let A be an arbitrary �-algebra. De�ne!A : T� ! A by !A(t) def= tA for each t 2 T (�). Since distinct ground terms are distinctelements of the carrier of T� this yields a well-de�ned mapping. Since for each t 2 T (�) :tT� = t, this is obviously a homomorphism.Example 4.6 [Initial object]Consider the signature �N for natural numbers (example 1.12). There are a lot of di�erent �N-algebras, for instance, as observed in remark 1.14, the unit algebra f�g. Such an algebra is hardlyinteresting. According to the theorem 4.5, the term algebra with the carrier f0; s0; ss0; :::g will beinitial in Alg(�). And, as a matter of fact, when writing the signature �N one may expect that thisis the (carrier of the) intended algebra.The example illustrates the fact that initial objects often have exactly the properties which cor-respond to our intuitive understanding of the intended algebras. Other algebras in the modelclass, although satisfying the same axioms over the signature, may display additional features notintended by the speci�er.Example 4.7 [1.30 continued]Recall the signature � of a simple programming language. The carrier of the term algebra T� willhave all �-terms, i.e., expressions, tests and programs, as elements. As we observed, the class Alg(�)will, among other things, contain all algebras which are intended implementations of this signatureon concrete machines.Since we know that T� is initial, there will be a unique homomorphism from it to any of these algebras.Such a homomorphism can be viewed as a semantics of the language. For instance, s(s0 + 0) andss0+0 are two distinct expressions { they are di�erent programs and, in T� will be di�erent elements.However, one would certainly expect that evaluating these two program expressions should yield thesame result. Similarly, we expect that the meaning of `repeat 1 do S od' is to execute the program Sonce, that is, these two programs should actually mean (do) the same thing. The �rst and crucial stepin de�ning semantics of a language is to determine which expressions are equivalent { denote equalvalues. We want to enforce, for instance, the equalities s(s0 + 0) = ss0 and repeat 1 do S od = S.A set of such equalities induces a congruence on the set of terms, and a congruence determines ahomomorphism. But also vice versa, any homomorphism will induce a congruence. And so thesemantics of � can be stated by associating T� with another algebra and an appropriate homomor-phism. For instance, we can take an algebra A with the carrier AE = Z and the homomorphism� : T� ! A which will map, for instance, �(s(s0+0)) = 2 = �(ss0+0) onto the same element 2 2 AE .The homomorphism condition, i.e., �(P (p1 : : : pn)T�) = PA(�(p1):::�(pn)), expresses compositionalityof the semantics { the meaning of the whole expression is determined by determining the meaningsof all the subexpressions �(pi) and combining them by means of the meaning PA. Thus, designing aprogramming language, one will de�ne its signature with the associated initial term algebra, and ahomomorphism to another algebra which de�nes the semantics of the language. (Example 4.10 andthe subsequent remark 4.11 elaborate this idea and show how we can use homomorphism in compilerconstruction.)The following lemma states a general fact about terminal algebras.Lemma 4.8 For any signature � the unit algebra is terminal.Example 4.9 [4.6 continued]The terminal algebra for the signature from example 4.6 will collapse all the element to a singleelement. Terminal algebras play sometimes important role. However, as this and the previousexamples illustrate, the initial algebras will often be of more interest.Notice that lemma 4.8 states the existence of terminal algebras for any signature, wile theorem 4.5guarantees the existence of initial algebras only for non-void signatures. Thus, for instance, in theclass of groupoids (or semigroups, example 3.2) there will be no initial algebra since the signature isvoid. Unit algebra with one binary (associative) operation will be terminal in the class of groupoids(semigroups).



I.4. Some, all �-algebras, and all Algebras (week 4) 31Later, studying various subclasses of Alg(�), we will discover more speci�c properties characteriz-ing initial and terminal algebras. In such more restricted subclasses, terminal algebras may turnout to be more sophisticated and interesting than the unit algebras.We now give a more elaborate example illustrating how one can use homomorphisms for de�ningsemantics and compilers of a programming language.Example 4.10 [Compilers as Homomorphisms]This example will illustrate the idea of \compilers as homomorphisms". We have to simplify theexample, so let us consider merely the language �N+ = hN; 0; s;+;�i of natural numbers with additionand substraction. (The latter is usually de�ned as monus, cf. example 1.3.) A compiler will translateexpressions of this language to the expressions in a language L which, we assume, is a machinelanguage for some concrete machine M .1) Let us �rst consider a model of this machine. It has a number z of registers R = fR1; R2:::Rzg,each of length n, i.e., each capable of storing n bits. In addition, there is a single bit cell, call itCurry { each operation on the registers can take into account the bit stored in C and, in addition toupdating the registers, can update the contents of C.The machine language L will have various operations for fetching and updating the contents of theregisters, loading them to the \working" register, etc. We ignore these ones here. In addition, it willhave operations for performing computations: given a content of some register(s), one can updatevarious bits. In particular, one will have a set of basic operations for manipulating (pairs, or tuplesof) single bits. Here are some examples of a few operations B �B ! B :OR 0 10 0 11 1 1 XOR 0 10 0 11 1 0 AND 0 10 0 01 0 1Treating 0 as `false' and 1 as `true', these are the well-known truth tables. Each such operation canalso be applied to a pair of registers { then it will iterate through all the bits (usually, from right toleft) applying the basic bit-operation \bitwise". For instance, applying XOR(R1; R2) to two registerswith R1 = 0010 and R2 = 0110 will yield 0100. (This operation is called \exlusive OR".)The above operations neither read nor write the curry cell C. Nevertheless, any operation has animplicit additional argument { and result { namely, the contents of C. Thus, de�ning a new operation,say ADD : N�N! N, we are really de�ning an operation ADD : N�N�B ! N�B (N is the sort ofwords, and B the sort of bits). This cell, additional bit B, is used as a ag indicating some specialsituations, like error, overow, etc.2) As the �rst thing, we have to de�ne translation of the primitive operations of our programminglanguage, i.e., of all the symbols from �. Given the above set of L-primitives, let us see how we cande�ne bitwise addition. We will use C to keep the curry. Let say that we are processing bits x and y(and C contains the curry resulting from processing the two previous bits). The result which shouldremain at the position we are processing, should correspond to the binary addition, i.e., it should be 1if either exactly one or exactly three of the current bits are 1. This corresponds to XOR(XOR(x; y); C).Setting C to 1 should indicate that this last operation gave overow, i.e., that both bits were 1. Wemust however remember that, when processing these last two bits, C contained the curry resultingfrom processing the previous pair of bits. Thus, we will make it 0 i� at most one of the three bitsx; y or C is 1. We can write it in a more familiar way: C must become `true' if at least two ofthe operands are initially `true', i.e., C := (x ^ y) _ (x ^ C) _ (y ^ C). Distributing in order tominimize the number of operators, we get C := (x ^ y) _ ((x _ y) ^ C), which in our L will look asOR( AND(x; y); AND(OR(x; y); C) ).This leads to the following de�nition of the bitwise operation ADD : B �B �B ! B �B :ADD(x; y;C) = h XOR( XOR(x; y); C ) ; OR( AND(x; y); AND(OR(x; y); C) ) i (4.12)Addition of two numbers, i.e., words n;m 2 N is then de�ned by n + m def= ADD(n;m; 0), and thesuccessor operation s(x) def= ADD(x; 0n�11; 0). You should verify that, applying this operation to thewhole words (from right to left) yields expected results, for instance ADD(0110; 0011; 0) = h1001; 0i,ADD(0110; 1011; 0) = h0001; 1i.



32 Universal Algebra3) Let TL be the term algebra for this language. With the above de�nitions of + and s, we may viewthis algebra as containing a subalgebra T�. A compiler will be a homomorphism  : T� ! TL! Thatis, given the above translations of the primitive �-operations, any �-program P will be compiledas a homomorphic image of P : from a program P (p1 : : : pn) we will produce a term (P (p1 : : : pn))by translating the innermost pieces (p1); :::; (pn) and combining them with the translation of theoutermost operator into (P )((p1):::(pn)).Of course, the compiler will, in addition, replace T�-terms by their TL-de�nitions. For instance,given an input program, say ss0 + s0, it will �rst map the terms ss0 and s0 onto their binary rep-resentations (and, of course, add a lot of code, e.g., for storing them in some registers R1 andR2). The operation + translates to ADD and the whole thing will result in an L-program term like(ss0 + s0) = ADD((ss0); (s0); 0). Observe that although ADD is an operation with three arguments,ADD( ; ; 0) has only two arguments { the 0-bit appearing in the resulting program is an exampleof how a compiler adds some necessary details. (Of course, we have ignored a lot of similar otherdetails.)Remark 4.11The example illustrated only the idea of translating expressions of a higher-level programming lan-guage � into expressions of some machine language L. But, as indicated in example 4.7, any program-ming language is given with a semantics, i.e., some associated algebra. In this example, we certainlywill expect that the legal algebras for the �-programs should satisfy, for instance, s(s0 + 0) = ss0.1) That is, the starting point of the compiler construction process is the term algebra T� togetherwith its semantics, e.g., a homomorphism to the algebra N of natural numbers with addition andsubstraction. (This algebra will ensure, for instance, that two distinct programs s(s0 + 0) and ss0have the same meaning.) What we have actually implemented here is N2n { natural numbers modulo2n where n is the length of the words on our machine. More precisely, we have the machine-languageL with the term algebra TL which comes equipped with the semantics { the algebra BNn. Thecompiler translates the expressions of the respective languages and this translation must be reectedat the semantic level. At the semantic level, we have actually several homomorphisms { in additionto the semantic interpretation of the languages, we have also the homomorphisms � : N ! N2n(example 3.3) and � : BNn ! N2n (example 3.4). The whole picture looks thus as follows:T��� sem  //� !!DDDDDDDD TLsem��N //� N2n BNn�ooAlthough we imagine � to have the semantics N , in practice we have to take into account the factthat any real computer has a limit, maxint, which it can store and manipulate. The actual semanticsof the language will then be something like � : T� ! N2n .4 This algebra is represented on the actualmachine { here, by BNn. As we saw in example 3.4 these two are actually isomorphic but, inthe general case, we will require the existence of a homomorphism (abstraction function) from theimplementing to the implemented algebra which here is � : BNn ! N2n . Then we require thatgoing from our program in � directly to its meaning along � should be the same as: 1) compiling theprogram along  into machine code 2 TL, 2) evaluating its meaning on the machine M by means ofsem, and �nally 3) abstracting from the concrete representation in BNn by means of �. That is  isa correct compiler if, � =  � sem � �, i.e., if for any �-program p : �(p) = �(sem((p))).2) Observe that, although the �-homomorphism from the initial T� algebra is unique, the compilerneed not be so. That is, it will be unique when seen as such a homomorphism (e.g., it has to satisfy(x+ y) = (x) + (y)) but, since the objective is to preserve the semantics, it may also modify thecode as long as this semantics is not changed. In particular, the operations from � may be de�ned indi�erent ways in L. For instance, the resulting bit in (4.12) may be computed as XOR(x; XOR(y; C)).In more advanced examples, this kind of di�erences may lead to compilers of various quality. Inthis case what stands on the right hand side of the de�nition x + y def= ::: in L will be di�erent.Nevertheless, seen as a �-homomorphism,  still will be unique.4This was actually the way early computers treated overow. Modern machines will usually produce an overowerror, perhaps, abort the program when encountering such situations.



I.4. Some, all �-algebras, and all Algebras (week 4) 333) Also, the real compilers may perform some additional optimization. If we take n = 4, we obtainhere an implementation of natural numbers modulo maxint = 24 = 16. Seen as an implementationof natural numbers, this will give correct results as long as we do not add numbers, e.g., 9 + 8,which result in a number greater than maxint. Consider the expression maxint+ 2 � 5. A simplecompiler may parse it in the straightforward way producing a code ((maxint)+(2))�(5) which,almost for sure, gives wrong result. A \bit smarter" compiler may, instead, generate the code(maxint) + ((2) � (5)). Whether this is a homomorphic image of the original algebra (notT� but N2n) depends on how the semantics of � was de�ned. As a matter of fact, we do not wantthe expected equality (x + y) � z = x + (y � z) to hold (when x = maxint) and the semantics� should consider that. This semantics should take into account maxint and provide the rules forhow such situations should be treated. This means, the semantics of the programming languageshould be de�ned with enough degree of precision to make it possible to construct a compiler as ahomomorphism.4.1.2: Free AlgebrasInitial objects are actually only a special case of a more general concept which has been morecentral in the traditional algebra.De�nition 4.12 Let K � Alg(�) and X be any set. An algebra F (not necessarily in K) withjF j � X is free for K on X i� for each A 2 K and each assignment � : X ! jAj there exists a uniquehomomorphism � : F ! A such that � = � � � where � : X ,! F is the inclusion mapping, i.e., suchthat the following diagram commutes: X � � � //8 � &&NNNNNNNNNNNNN F9! ���AIf, in addition, F 2 K, we say that it is free in K on X .Free algebras play very central role in the study of various subclasses of algebras because bymeans of the unique homomorphisms they, in a sense, \represent" the whole class. Now, if K hasfree algebras for each X then it has initial algebra! Simply, take X = ; and the de�nition 4.12reduces to the de�nition of an initial object. Initial algebras \represent" the whole class in thesimilar manner as the free algebras do with one exception. There is a unique homomorphism froman initial algebra to any other algebra in the class but this homomorphism need not be surjective.If a class has all free algebras (for arbitrary X) then each algebra in the class will actually be(isomorphic to) the image of a free algebra.Theorem 4.13 If F is free for K on X and, for an A 2 K and each sort s : jXsj � jAsj then A isisomorphic to a quotient of F .Proof. Since jX j � jAj we have a surjection � : X ! A. By the freenes property, we thenhave a unique homomorphism � : F ! A which, agreeing with � on X , will be surjective.So, by the First Homomorphism theorem 3.17 A is isomorphic to a quotient of F .Another important property of free algebras (at least in the context we are studying them) is thatthey can be constructed from the given signature. First, we register this fact for the whole classK = Alg(�).Theorem 4.14 For any set of variables X , T�;X is free in Alg(�) on X .Proof. Given an assignment � : X ! A, it is easy to verify that the interpretation of termsT (�; X) in A under � gives a homomorphic extension � : T�;X ! A, de�ned by �(t) def= tA�(exercise 3.6). Since, by lemma 2.16, the algebra T�;X is generated by X , so by lemma 3.9,this extension is unique. Since T�;X 2 Alg(�) it is free in Alg(�).Theorem 4.5 is now a simple corollary of this more general theorem. The fact that interpretationof terms tA� for t 2 T (�; X) in an algebra A under an assignment � is actually a homomorphisms� : T�;X ! A is a very useful result which we will encounter several times.



34 Universal AlgebraExample 4.15 [4.7 continued]Consider again the signature � of a simple programming language. We saw that the unique homo-morphism from T� to any given �-algebra A might be considered as the semantics of the language.Now, let X be a set of variables. The carrier of the free algebra T�;X will contain all the programexpressions with the variables from X. We can think of these as \input variables" to the program.Freeness of T�;X means that, given the semantics A and initial values for all the variables, i.e., anassignment � : X ! A, there is a unique way of determining the result (under the semantics A) ofany program expression containing these variables.As a special case of theorem 4.14, we have that any substitution � : X ! T (�; Y ), which isactually an assignmnet to T�;Y , induces a unique homomorphism between the respective termalgebras � : T�;X ! T�;Y . This extension corresponds to the de�nition 1.17 of application ofa substitution. That is, a substitution � determines the terms from T (�; Y ) to be substitutedfor the variables X . The homomorphism � extends this to the whole terms T (�; X) { for anyt 2 T (�; X) we will have �(t) = t�.Theorem 4.14 allows us to de�ne a mapping F : Set! Alg(�) which sends each set X to the freealgebra T�;X . It also \transforms" set functions into �-homomorphisms between the respectivealgebras as follows. Let f : X ! Y be a morphism in Set. It can be looked at as an assignment� : X ! T�;Y , so by the theorem, it will induce a unique homomorphism � : T�;X ! T�;Y .Corollary 4.16 The mapping F : Set! Alg(�) de�ned by F (X) def= T�;X and F (�) def= � preservescompositions, i.e., if X ��! Y  �! Z then � �  = � �  : T�;X ! T�;Z .Proof. If � : X ! Y and  : Y ! Z, then for all x 2 X :  (�(x)) =  (�(x)) and also� �  (x) =  (�(x)). By lemma 3.9, we then get that � �  = � �  .Set F // Alg(�)X� ��GF@A�� //
� F // T�;X� �� EDBC �� ooY �� � F // T�;Y ��Z � F // T�;ZThis corollary adds to the theorem 4.14 the possibility of extending the functions between sets tothe homomorphisms between the corresponding free algebras.4.2: Subclasses of Alg(�)So far we have considered a very simple and general situation: the class of algebras was the wholeclass Alg(�). This class is in a sense fundamental because all other classes will be contained in it.What is of interest, however, and what we have seen several examples of, is the way of choosinga more speci�c class of algebras which have some desired properties. This is done by means ofaxiomatization expressed in some formal language. We will study this in the following sections.In this section, we no longer consider the whole class Alg(�) but study some semantic propertieswhich various subclasses K of Alg(�) may or may not have.The main message of this section will be that not all subclasses of Alg(�) have similarlystrong properties, given in lemma 4.3, as the whole class itself. A simple example of the semanticproperties we have in mind was given in lemma 4.2: any class is closed under homomorphicimages i� it is closed under isomorphisms and quotients. However, not all classes K will have



I.4. Some, all �-algebras, and all Algebras (week 4) 35initial objects or free algebras, not all will be closed under products, etc. Here we will consideronly characterization of initial/terminal algebras and the existence of free algebras in arbitrarysubclasses of Alg(�). In later sections, we will study the closure properties in relation to the formof the axioms de�ning a subclass of Alg(�).4.2.1: Initial/Terminal Objects in a Class of AlgebrasThe example 4.9 showed the importatant di�erence between initial and terminal objects whichhappens to apply to the general case of an arbitrary class of algebras.Lemma 4.17 Let K � Alg(�), and I; Z 2 K be generated. Then1. If I is initial in K then for all s; t 2 T (�) : I j= s = t , 8B 2 K : B j= s = t2. If Z is terminal in K then for all s; t 2 T (�) : Z j= s = t , 9B 2 K : B j= s = tProof. 1: () is obvious. For 1: )) let !B : I ! B be the unique homomorphism andassume I j= s = t for some s; t 2 T (�). Then sB = !B(sI) = !B(tI) = tB , i.e., B j= s = t.2: () Let �B : B ! Z be the unique homomorphism. By the same argument as above, weobtain that sB = tB implies sZ = tZ . Since there is a unique �B into Z from each B, theclaim follows. 2: )) is obvious, since Z 2 K. So if for each B 2 K : B 6j= s = t, then, inparticular, Z 6j= s = t.Remark 4.18It may seem surprising that the notion of homomorphism which is the basis of the de�nition ofintial/terminal algebras has such a tight relationship with the satisfaction of equations as stated inthis lemma. The proof should clarify this relationship. As a rough informal intuition, one shouldbear in mind that homomorphisms induce and are induced by congruences on the algebras. Identityrelation, which determines satisfaction of equations in an algebra, is the basic congruence { on thisalgebra. Since T� is an initial algebra in Alg(�), there is a unique homomorphism �A from it to anyother �-algebra A, in particular to any A 2 K (even if T� 62 K). This homomorphism (which, byexercise 3.6, corresponds to the evaluation of ground terms in A) induces a congruence on the carrierof T�, i.e., the set of ground terms T (�). The �rst point of the lemma says that such a congruenceinduced by �I : T� ! I will be the least among all the congruences on T (�) induced by the uniquehomomorphisms �A : T� ! A 2 K T��I~~~~~~~~~~ �A   AAAAAAAAI !A // AThe homomorphism �I will, typically, identify some elements and so will !A. Uniqueness of �Aimplies that �A = �I �!A. Since there is a !A from I to any other A 2 K, the initial algebra I cannotidentify interpretation of some ground terms which are not identi�ed in some A 2 K. (The situationwith the terminal algebra Z is analogous, but dual.)Notice that the assumption that I; Z are generated is essential here. It means that �I (resp. �Z) issurjective. A non-generated algebra may satisfy the same ground equations as all (or some) otheralgebras from K without being initial (terminal).Thus, initial algebra will distinguish as many elements of its generated carrier as possible, while aterminal one will identify them. This is the slogan that initial algebras contain \no confusion" {things are not identi�ed unless this is explicitly required.This was the case { in a rather simple setting { in example 4.9. The importance of lemma 4.17consists in the fact that it characterizes the respective algebras in arbitrary class and not only inthe whole Alg(�). Choosing such a class by means of appropriate axioms, we may obtain terminalalgebras which are quite relevant.Example 4.19 [Initial vs. Terminal Algebras]Assume that we have given sorts N and B of usual natural numbers and Booleans. Consider thefollowing axiomatization:



36 Universal AlgebraSb = S : S;N;B
 : emp : ! Sins : N� S ! Sisin : N� S ! BA : ins(x; ins(y; Z)) = ins(y; ins(x; Z))isin(x; emp) = ?isin(x; ins(y; Z)) = or(eq(x; y); isin(x; Z))Sort S represents collections of N. Operation ins inserts a natural number into a collection, and �rstaxioms states that the order of such insertions is irrelevant. Operation isin detemines whether its�rst argument occurs in the collection provided as the second argument.In an inital model of Sb, the sort S will contain bags of natural numbers, i.e., collections where thenumber of occurrences of an element matters. Two collections will be di�erent i� at least one numberhas been inserted a di�erent number of times (as many elements are distinct as possible). Thus, itwill satisfy, for instance, the formula ins(1; ins(1; emp)) 6= ins(1; emp).In a terminal algebra two collections distinct only by the positive number of occurrences of variouselements will be identi�ed, since their di�erence does not follow from the axioms of Sb. It will satisfythe formula ins(x; ins(x; Z)) = ins(x;Z). Thus it will yield not bags but sets of natural numbers:two sets are di�erent i� one contains an element not contained in the other. In fact, since the terminalalgebra tends to identify everything possible, the �rst axiom of Sb will be redundant { the terminalmodels will be isomorphic whether we include it or not.As can be seen from the example and lemma 4.17, terminal semantics will collapse everythingto a single point unless we have a means of preventing this. In the example we achieved thisby requiring the sorts N and B to be included with their expected meaning. However, if thespeci�cation Nat from example 4.6 were given terminal semantics, we would obtain a trivial unitalgebra, since there is nothing in the axioms forcing any two things to be di�erent.Since intial objects are special cases of the free algebras, we do not study the existence of theformer but turn to the latter. Su�cient conditions for the existence of free algebras will also besu�cient for the existenco of the initial ones (but not vice versa!)4.2.2: Existence of Free AlgebrasLemma 4.2 was an example of a semantic property of some class K of algebras. We will now proveanother property of this kind (which is one of the central theorems from the classical algbera),namely, we will demonstrate the su�cient conditions (some closure properties) for an arbitrarynon-empty class to have free algebras. In fact, we will show more { the proof will actuallydemonstrate how one can construct a free algebra for a class satisfying these closure properties.De�nition 4.20 Let K be a non-empty subclass of Alg(�) and X be a set of variables. By �K wedenote the following relation on T (�; X)�K def= TA2Kf��: where � : T�;X ! A is a homomorphismgBy TK;X we denote the quotient algebra T�;X=�K .Since each ��i is a congruence (lemma 3.15), so is �K (lemma 2.24) and thus TK;X is well de�ned.Theorem 4.21 Assume that we have a � with term algebra T�;X , and that K � Alg(�) is non-empty. Then TK;X is free for K over X=�K .Proof. Let � : X=�K ! A be an assignment to an arbitrary A 2 K. We have to show the



I.4. Some, all �-algebras, and all Algebras (week 4) 37existence of a unique homomorphic extension � : TK;X ! A.Xk �� � ��11111111111111
11 T�;Xk�����X=�K � !!CCCCCCCC TK;X�}}{{{{{{{{ALet k : X ! X=�K be the natural function mapping x 7! [x], and k : T�;X ! TK;X its uniquehomomorphic extension (existing by theorem 4.14). Notice that neither T�;X nor TK;X needto belong to K. � induces then the assignment � = k � � : X ! A which, by theorem 4.14,gives a unique homomorphism � : T�;X ! A. De�ne � : TK;X ! A by �([t]) def= �(t) for all[t] 2 TK;X . This is a well-de�ned mapping, for if t1; t2 2 [t] then t1 �K t2, i.e., for each A 2 Kand assignment � : X ! A we have (t1)A� = (t2)A� , and so �(t1) = �(t2).� is a �-homomorphism: for all constants c we have �([c]) = �(c) = cA, and for otherfunction symbols f : �(fTK;X ([t1]; :::; [tn])) = �([fT�;X (t1; :::; tn)]) = �(fT�;X (t1; :::; tn)) =fA(�(t1); :::; �(tn)) = fA(�([t1]); :::; �([tn])).Since T�;X exists, either � is non-void or X , and hence X=�K , is non-empty. T�;X is generatedby X (lemma 2.16), so TK;X = T�;X=�K is generated by X=�K (lemma 2.33). So, by lemma 3.9,any homomorphism which agrees with � on X=�K is the same as �, i.e., � is unique.A and � were arbitrary so TK;X is free for K over X=�K .We know that, for instance T�;X , is free for any K � Alg(�), since it is free for Alg(�). Theimportance of this theorem consists in constructing a more speci�c algebra which also is free forK. The central result, is the following theorem which gives su�cient conditions for the algebraTK;X to belong to K.Theorem 4.22 [Birkho� 1935] Assume that we have a � with term algebra T�;X , and that a non-empty K � Alg(�) is closed under isomorphisms, subalgebras and non-empty products. Then TK;X isfree in K over X=�K .Proof. To simplify the notation, let C be the set of all the congruences on T�;X fromde�nition 4.20 and J an arbitrary indexing set for C, i.e., C = f�jgj2J = f��g where � issome homomorphism from T�;X into some A 2 K, and �K = Tj2J �j .1. By corollary 3.18, for each j, there is an A 2 K and a subalgebra B v A such thatT�;X=�j ' B. Since K is closed under subalgebras and isomorphisms, this means that Tj =T�;X=�j 2 K.2. Since K is closed under non-empty products, �T = Qj2J Tj 2 K. �K � �j for each j,so by theorem 3.19 there is a homomorphism  j : TK;X ! Tj for each j. By the categoricalproduct property (lemma 3.12), there is a (unique)  : TK;X ! �T making  � �j =  j foreach j.3. In fact,  is injective because �K= Tj2J �j : if [t]�K 6= [s]�K then there must be a j suchthat  j([t]�K) 6=  j([s]�K). But then �j( ([t]�K)) =  j([t]�K) 6=  j([s]�K) = �j( ([s]�K)), sowe must have that  ([t]�K) 6=  ([s]�K). This means that there is a subalgebra  [TK;X ] v �Twhich is isomorphic to TK;X . Since K is closed under subalgebras and isomorphisms, we obtainthat TK;X 2 K.Corollary 4.23 Let � be non-void, and K be any subclass of Alg(�) closed under isomorphisms,subalgebras and non-empty products. Then TK is initial in K.



38 Universal AlgebraWe will later encounter important classes of algebras which have some stronger properties thanthose in the theorem 4.22. We therefor register the following consequence of this theorem andlemma 4.2.Corollary 4.24 Any class K � Alg(�) closed under subalgebras, all products and homomorphicimages has free algebras. If � is non-void, then K has initial algebras.4.3: The Class AlgWe have now seen the class Alg(�) and some of its subclasses characterized by some closureproperties. In the study of abstract data types we will have to relate also algebras over di�erentsignatures. For this purpose, we will have to consider the class Alg which is a collection of all classesAlg(�) for all di�erent signatures �. The crucial constructions in this large class are obtained byrelating the di�erent signatures.De�nition 4.25 Let �; �0 be two signatures. A signature morphism � : �0 ! � is a pair ofmappings �S : S 0 ! S and �
 : 
0 ! 
 such that if f 0 2 �0w;s then �
(f 0) 2 ��S (w);�S(s).f 0 :�
 �� S01 � : : :� S0n //�S �� �S �� S0�S��f : S1 � : : :� Sn // SExample 4.26 [Signature morphism]Take the following signatures:�N =S : Nat
 : zer : ! Nsuc : N ! N �N =S : N
 : 0 : ! Ns : N ! N �+ =S : N
 : 0 : ! Ns : N ! N+ : N� N ! N �Z =S : Z
 : 0 : ! Zs : Z ! Z+ : Z� Z ! Z� : Z� Z ! ZThe following are examples of possible signature morphisms:�1 : �N 7! �N �2 : �N 7! �+ �3 : �+ 7! �Z �4 : �Z 7! �+Nat 7! N Nat 7! N N 7! Z Z 7! Nzer 7! 0 zer 7! 0 0 7! 0 0 7! 0suc 7! s suc 7! s s 7! s s 7! s+ 7! � + 7! +� 7! +�1 is a bijective morphism { it merely causes renaming which can be reversed. �2 is injective { itrenames the symbols from �N including them in the larger signature �+. Notice that there can be nosignature morphism from �+ into �N or �N since the latter lack any operation which could possiblybe the image of +.�3 is similar to �2 in that it includes the subsignature �+ into �Z. �4 is an opposite mapping whichidenti�es the two operation symbols + and � { this is possible, since their pro�les, after mappingZ 7! N coincide.Example 4.27Recall example 1.8. We have a signature �P with three sorts A, B and P , where P is ment to be a



I.4. Some, all �-algebras, and all Algebras (week 4) 39product sort [A�B]. We take also another signature �C with sorts C and S where S is ment to bethe binary product sort [C � C]. We thus have the following signature:�P =S : A; B; P
 : � : A�B ! PpA : P ! ApB : P ! B �C =S : C; S
 : � : C � C ! Sp1 : S ! Cp2 : S ! CThere is no signature morphism �C ! �P . But we may de�ne a signature morphism � : �P ! �Csending �(A) = �(B) = C and �(pA) = p1 and �(pB) = p2.It may seem that signature morphisms allow one to de�ne quite arbitrary mappings. However, suchmappings are (or can be) reected in the corresponding classes of algebras. In the example 4.27 wemapped a \more complicated" signature of arbitrary binary product sort to \simpler" signatureof a 2nd-power sort. It shouldn't be surprising that any algebra over �C can be seen as an algebraover �P after we have renamed the operations appropriately. On the other hand, an arbitrary�P -algebra may not correspond to any �C algebra { the latter has only a sort which is a productof one single sort C, while the former may have a product sort of two di�erent sorts A and B.Let � : �0 ! � be a signature morphism and A 2 Alg(�). The important relation betweenthe former and the latter is based on the fact that these two pieces of information allow us to\recover" a �0-algebra A0 \burried within" A.De�nition 4.28 Let � : �0 ! � be a signature morphism and A 2 Alg(�). The �-reduct of A,Aj� 2 Alg(�0) is de�ned as follows:� for each s 2 S 0 : (Aj�)s def= A�(s);� for each f 2 �0w;s de�ne fAj� def= �(f)A.Observe the important point that �-reduct is contravariant wrt. �, i.e., while � is a morphismfrom �0 into �, the �-reduct goes in the opposite direction: it takes a �-algebra and delivers a�0-algebra.Working within one class Alg(�) for some speci�c signature �, we related various �-algebrasby means of �-homomorphisms. The reduct construction plays a corresponding role in relating thealgebras of di�erent signatures. It can be seen a bit more abstractly as relating classes of algebras.In a class Alg(�) the objects are �-algebras and a �-homomorphism brings us from one suchalgebra to another � : A! B. In the class Alg the objects are classes of algebras (namely, classesAlg(�) for all possible �) and a �-reduct (for some � : �0 ! �) brings us from one such class toanother, j� : Alg(�) ! Alg(�)0, by taking each �-algebra and converting it into a �0-algebra.The reduct construction achieves a range of di�erent e�ects depending on the kind of signaturemorphism.Example 4.29 [4.26 continued]� is bijective { renaming: �1 was a bijective morphism { thus for any �N-algebra N , its reduct N j�1will be essentially the same algebra with renamed operations. The interpretation of the operationsucNj�1 will be sN , etc.� is injective/inclusion { forgetting: �2 was injective (but not surjective). �2-reduct of any �+-algebra N will be esentially the same algebra but without the + operation which is \forgotten"{ i.e., on the algebra N j�2 , we can perform operations zer and suc, but not +. Very similar e�ectof just forgetting some operations would be achieved if we tok a straight inclusion, for instance, of�N ,! �+. When the signature morphism is an inclusion � : �0 ,! �, we also write Aj�0 instead ofAj�.Let Z be the usual �Z-algebra of integers with addition and multiplication. Zj�3 will be a �+ algebrawith the carrier Z the set of all integers, 0 and s operations interpreted in the same way as in Z andwith + operation interpreted as multiplication (�) on integers. Here, in Zj�3 we have forgotten the�Z operation � and (re)interpreted the �+ operation + as the operation � on Z.



40 Universal Algebra� is non-injective { separating: Finally, let N be the �+-algebra of natural numbers with addition.N j�4 will be the �Z-algebra with the Z-carrier the natural numbers, where both operations + and �will be the usual addition on natural numbers. That is, the algebra N j�4 will have two �Z operations+ and �, but they will be both interepreted as addition on natural numbers. Thus, the same semanticentity +N gets separated in N j�4 as two operations +Nj�4 and �Nj�4 .Example 4.30 [4.27 continued]Another example of \separation" follows from the morphism in example 4.27. Here we do not separatean operation but sorts. Let N be a �C algebra where NC is the set of natural numbers, NS is thecartesian product NC � NC , the operation � returns the pair and p1, p2 are the �rst and secondprojections. Taking the �-reduct of N will amount to \separating" the sorts corresponding to the �rstand second component. N j� will have three sorts: (N j�)A = NC , (N j�)B = NC , and (N j�)P = NS .The operations pA and pB will be just the �rst and second projections, i.e., pNj�A = pN1 and pNj�B = pN2 .Example 4.31 [4.10 continued]Recall the construction of a compiler for the language � to the machine-language L. In the ex-ample 4.10 we were actually cheating a bit claiming that the compiler was a �-homomorphism.We compiled, for instance, the addition x + y to the operation ADD(x; y; 0). What we really didwas to design a signature morphism  : � ! �L which mapped, for instance, + 7! ADD( ; ; 0)and s 7! ADD( ; 0n�11; 0). These latter expressions can be seen as \derived operations" on the sig-nature �L, i.e., as a two-argument addition Add(x; y) def= ADD(x; y; 0), and one-argument successors(x) def= ADD(x; 0n�11; 0).We also said that the compiler had to preserve the semantics of the language � and expressed it, inremark 4.11, as the requirement that, for any �-program expression p : �(p) = �(sem((p))), where� was the semantics of � and � : BNn ! N2n was the abstraction function mapping the binaryrepresentations back to the natural numbers (modulo n). In fact, this last homomorphism � is thereduct corresponding to the signature morphism  { it takes an L-algebra implementing the machinelanguage L and recovers the respective �-algebra by, among other things, mapping the binary wordsonto respective numbers and forgetting the low-level operations like XOR and ADD.Exercises (week 4)exercise 4.1 Let � = hD; ;i { have only one sort symbol D and no operation symbols. Is theclass Alg(�) closed under products? What does the homomorphism condition (3.10) reduce towith this simple signature? Is Alg(�) closed under homomorphic images?exercise 4.2 Let Set4 be the collection of sets with at least 1 and at most 3 elements, consideredas algebras over � from the previous exercise. Is this class closed under products? Undersubalgebras? Under homomorphic images?Let Set3 be the class of sets with exactly three elements, considered as �-algebras. Is this classclosed under products? Under subalgebras? Under homomorphic images?(You may consult exercise 2.1 but be aware that the signature �3 used there was di�erent from� used here.)exercise 4.3 In example 1.24 and 3.2 we saw the classes of monoids (over signature �M) andgroups (over signature �G). Remember that both where not just the classes of �M-, resp. �G-algebras, but that they had to satisfy the respective axioms (example 1.24).1. What will be an initial algebra in the class Alg(�M)? And in Alg(�G)? What will be terminalalgebras in these two classes?2. What will be an initial algebra in the class of monoids? And in the class of groups? Whatwill be the respective terminal algebras?3. Consider term algebras T�M;fxg, and T�G;fxg. Let �M, resp. �G be the congruences inducedon these term algebras (by the respective equations from example 1.24) according to the de�ni-tion 2.29 (example 2.30). What will be the carrier of the quotient monoid T�M;fxg=�M? And ofthe quotient group T�G;fxg=�G?



I.4. Some, all �-algebras, and all Algebras (week 4) 41(You may use here some well-known facts about monoids and groups: 1. if for all x : x � 0 =0 � x = x � a = a � x = x, then a = 0, (i.e., the neutral element is unique), 2. if a � x = x � a = 0and b � x = x � b = 0, then a = b (i.e., the inverse is a function { for any x there is a uniqueinverse element x�), 3. (x�)� = x and 4. (x � y)� = y� � x�.)exercise 4.4 Consider the class of algebras K determined by the following signature and satisfyingthe axioms E: � = S : N
 : 0 : ! Ns : N ! N+ : N� N ! NE : x+ 0 = xx+ sy = s(x+ y)Show that1. if A 2 K and B v A then also B 2 K (i.e., any subalgebra of an algebra satisfying E willsatisfy E);2. if A;B 2 K then A� B 2 K (i.e., the product A �B of two algebras satisfying the axiomsE will also satisfy E);3. if A 2 K and B ' A then also B 2 K.We do not prove it here but, in fact, the construction showing 2. can be generalized to show thatK is closed under all non-empty products. Thus the conditions of theorem 4.22 are satis�ed, andso K will have free algebras and, since � is non-void, an initial algebra TK = T�=�K 2 K.According to de�nition 4.20, �K is the least congruence on the ground terms T (�) which is akernel of some homomorphism from T� into some algebra A 2 K. Since all A 2 K must satisfythe equations E, we will have that the respective terms will be congruent under �K. (This is justanother way of saying that TK 2 K.) For instance, since the equation s0 + 0 = s0 must be valid inany algebra A 2 K, i.e., (s0 + 0)A = (s0)A, we will have that for any homomorphism � : T� ! A,�(s0 + 0) = �(s0), i.e., s0 + 0 �� s0. Since this must hold for all A 2 K and all �, we obtain thats0 + 0 �K s0. Write4. at least three terms t 2 T (�) such that t �K 0;5. at least three terms t 2 T (�) such that t �K ss0;6. \the simplest possible" term t 2 T (�) such that s(s0 + s0) �K t.7. Can you guess the structure of the carrier of TK?exercise 4.5 Consider the following two signatures:�L = S : D;L
 : nil : ! Lcons : D � L ! Ltail : L ! L �Z = S : Z
 : 0 : ! Zs : Z ! Zp : Z ! Z+ : Z� Z ! Z� : Z� Z ! ZLet Z be a �Z-algebra over integers with the natural interpretation of all the operations (i.e., zero,successor, predecessor, addition and multiplication). De�ne a signature morphism � : �L ! �Zsuch that the reduct Zj� is essentially the algebra of natural numbers with addition. This reductalgebra will not satisfy the equation cons(x; y) = cons(y; x) { why?exercise 4.6 Let � � �0 � �00 be three signatures and A00 2 Alg(�00), and A0 2 Alg(�0).1. Give a counter-example (of �;�0) showing that, in general, T� 6= T�0 j�. Then give anexample where T� = T�0 j�.2. Show that (A00j�0)j� = A00j�.3. For a �-equation e, show that A0 j= e, A0j� j= e.
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II.1. Languages and Logics (week 5) 43Week 5: Languages and Logics� Various Equational Languages� Reasoning Systems� Inductive Calculi5.1: Primitive vs. Defined BooleansThe language typically used, and the one we will be using to describe algebras is some subset of�rst-order language with equality. In fact, since algebras do not contain interpretation of predicatesbut merely functions, the only primitive operation of our language will be equality \=" interpretedas identity and, possibly, Boolean operators like \:", \_". Predicates appear in algebras only asde�ned functions returning Boolean values.In several examples, we have introduced a sort B and then used the operators like = and _to specify some of its properties. But, apparently, we would like our Boolean sort to include suchoperators as well! Recall, for instance, example 4.19, where we used de�ned Boolean operationsto say isin(x; ins(y; Z)) = or(eq(x; y); isin(x; Z)). Here or was a de�ned operator taking twoarguments from the de�ned sort B and returning an element of this sort. Similarly eq was ade�ned equality operator returning an element of sort B. That is, in addition to \_" { which doesnot operate on the sort B { we have a disjunction operator or : B�B! B within our speci�cation.This is a very subtle and important di�erence between the de�ned Boolean sort and operationsand the used Boolean meta-values and meta-operations which correspond to the formulae of ourspeci�cation language. The two must be clearly kept apart!Example 5.1 [Primitive vs. de�ned Booleans]Consider the following speci�cationBl =S : B
 : > : ! B? : ! Bor : B� B ! Beqv : B� B ! B� : 1: > 6= ?2: eqv(>;?) = >3: x = > _ x = ?4: or(eqv(x;>); eqv(x;?)) = >5: or(x = >; x = ?) = >The di�erence between = and _ on the one hand, and eqv and or on the other is that the meaningof the former is built into the semantics of the speci�cation language: = means identity, and _means disjunction. The semantics of the other two is determined from the axioms on the basis of thesemantics of the speci�cation language. The �rst axioms states that the interpretation of > and ?are distinct objects of the carrier of B, while the second says that the result of operation eqv appliedto the arguments > and ? is identical to the iterpretation of >. eqv is just an additional de�nedoperation. Nowhere is it said that, for instance, eqv(?;>) is the same as eqv(>;?).Similarly, axiom 3. says that the carrier of B has at most two elements interpreting > and ?(together with axiom 1. it amounts to B having exactly two elements). Axiom 4., on the other hand,speci�es the de�ned operation or as returning > for the two arguments which are results returnedby, respectively, eqv(x;>) and eqv(x;?).Axiom 5. is syntactically incorrect: the operation or requires two arguments (i.e., terms) of sort B,while x = > is not a term and does not return such an element { it has a Boolean meta-value whichis used for interpreting the formulae of the speci�cation language. We use the usual symbols =;_,



44 Describing Classes of Algebras: Logicsetc. for the meta-operators building the formulae. Textual versions like eq; eqv are de�ned operators,i.e., terms over a given signature. eqv(>; x) is a term but not a formula; > = x, on the other hand,is a formula but not a term.A consequence of this distinction is that the homomorphism condition requires homomorphisms topreseve the operations like eqv, or, i.e., the de�ned operators. A homomorphism � : A! B betweentwo algebras over the signature of Bl, will have to satisfy �(or(x; y)A) = orB(�(x); �(y)). But thereis no corresponding requirement that it also preserves the formulae.5.2: The Hierarchy of LanguagesFrom now on we will consider various subclasses K � Alg(�), in particular, such subclasses whichmay be de�ned by means of some language and are model-classes, i.e., such K that there is alogical language L and a set of L-formulae �, such that K is the class of models of �, i.e.,K = Alg(�;�) = fA 2 Alg(�) : A j= �g.The axioms are given as a set � = f�1; : : : ;�zg where each �i is a formula of the language weare using at the moment. Given the primitive (meta) Booleans, such a set is understood to be theconjunction (8x1 : �1)^ : : :^ (8xz : �z), where xi are all the variables occurring in �i. It is alwaysimplicitly assumed that variables occurring in our formulae are universally quanti�ed. Since weknow that any FOL formula has an equaivalent conjunctive normal form, assuming that each �imay be an arbitrary disjunction of equalities and negated equalities, i.e., an arbitrary clause� : s1 6= t1 _ : : : _ sn 6= tn _ s01 = t01 _ : : : _ s0p = t0por equivalently : s1 = t1 ^ : : : ^ sn = tn ) s01 = t01 _ : : : _ s0p = t0p (5.13)we would obtain the full power of universally quanti�ed �rst order equational formulae. Such alanguage is quite expressive but, as we will see, expressiveness has its price which one is not alwayswilling to pay. It turns out that the form of the formulae admitted among the axioms has a veryclose relationship with various properties of the class of models. This relationship will be now thetopic of our study. For this purpose, we will arrange the languages in a hierarchy depending onhow closely they appraoch the form (5.13). They are determined by the possible values of n andp, i.e., the admissible number of negative and positive equalities in one formula { see table 1.language of n=p formulae �1. clauses : L=8 n � 0; p � 0 s1 6= t1 _ : : : _ sn 6= tn _ s01 = t01 _ : : : _ s0p = t0p2. equational n � 0; p � 1 s1 6= t1 _ : : : _ sn 6= tn _ s = tHorn formulae : L=H s1 6= t1 _ : : : _ sn 6= tn3. conditional n � 0; p = 1 s1 6= t1 _ : : : _ sn 6= tn _ s = tequations : L=)4. equations : L= n = 0; p = 1 s = t5. speci�c n = 0; p = 1 s = tequations s; t 2 W � T (�; X)Table 1: The hierarchy of languagesFormulae of L=) are conditional equations because of the equivalence mentioned in (5.13). Asmentioned above, conjunction amounts to listing each conjunct as a separate axiom. In particular,C ) e1 ^ : : : ^ ep will be expressed by p conditional formulae C ) e1; : : : ; C ) ep.Each higher language contains the lower ones as special subcases. L=H contains also a specialcase which we did not mention explicitly of simple positive and negative equations (the thirdline). There is also a possible variant where all variables are quanti�ed existentially rather thanuniversally. Since existential quanti�cation is much less used in algebra, we will not consider it indetail.



II.1. Languages and Logics (week 5) 45Example 5.2Simple equations s = t belong to all the languages 1.-4. A conditional equation, e.g., p = r ) s = tbelongs to languages 1.-3. but not to 4. (nor 5.) Horn formula, unlike the conditional equations,do not require a positive equation, e.g., s 6= t or s 6= t _ p 6= r will be a Horn formula (belongs to1.-2.) but not a conditional equation (does not belong to 3.-4. or 5.) Finally, clauses 1. allow alsodisjunction of positive equations: s = t _ p = r belongs to 1. but not to any of the lower languages.The speci�c equational languages 5. may vary depending on the kind of terms they admit toappear in the equations. In general, not all terms are allowed to occur there (but only someW � T (�; X)). Often, one puts even more speci�c restrictions allowing only some terms in theLHSs and some (possibly others) in the RHSs of equations. These languages are often of capitalimportance in computing because they are executable. The theory of term rewriting systems studiessuch variants with the view to the properties of the computations which result from various choicesof the combination of terms admissible in single equations.As example 5.2 indicates, moving upwards in this hierarchy one does increase the expressivepower of the language. Using merely equations one cannot require an equation to hold relative toother equations. Using only conditional equations one is still unable to require a negation of anequation to hold in all models. Finally, Horn formulae do not allow one to require a disjunctionof two equations to hold without forcing one of them to hold in all models.Notice that any set of axioms in the languages L= and L=) will be consistent. These languagesdo not provide the possibility of expressing negation. First at the level of L=H we may run into asituation where both s = t and s 6= t are present among (or follow from) the axioms.Given a set of axioms � in a higher langugage, it is not certain that one cannot �nd anequivalent set �0 in one of the lower languages such that they determine the same model-class.In particular, since higher languages contain the lower ones, an axiomatization �0 can alwaysbe considered as belonging to any higher language. Typically, when saying that � is a set ofL-formulae, we implicitly assume that it properly belongs to L, i.e., there is no lower language L0and a set of L0-formulae �0 such that Alg(�;�) = Alg(�;�0). On the semantic side, saying that Kis equational we mean that it is de�nable in L= , i.e., it is the model class of some set of equations.Saying that it is conditional we mean that it is de�nable in L=) which does not mean that it isnot also equational.Example 5.3 [Equational axiomatization of Lists]We want to axiomatize some properties of lists (of integers). To construct lists, we need an operationgenerating a new (empty) list, and one adding an element (integer) to a list. We also want anoperation telling us what is the head of a list, and one returning the tail of a list. Thus, we need thefollowing signature: S : Z; Listnil : ! Listcons : Z� List ! Listhead : List ! Ztail : List ! Listand the axioms: head(cons(x; l)) = xtail(cons(x; l)) = l (5.14)Notice that this is a very loose axiomatization. It puts only very general restrictions on the models.For instance, it does not say what happens when we try to �nd head(nil) or tail(nil). We may addthe following axioms: head(nil) = 0tail(nil) = nilBut one should observe that these axioms are not necessary to express the intentions stated at thebegining of the example. They represent a kind of \design decisions" restricting the class of modelsof (5.14) to the ones which treat these special situations in this particular way.



46 Describing Classes of Algebras: LogicsLet us now add the operation app : List�Z! List which appends an element at the end of the list.It will have to interact with the cons operation in the following way:app(nil; x) = cons(x; nil)app(cons(y; l); x) = cons(y; app(l; x)) (5.15)The above example shows that some interesting classes of algebras can be axiomatized with simpleequations. We will later see that this is not alwas possible { there are classes of algebras for whichno equational axiomatization exists. Then one has to resort to a more general language.Example 5.4A preorder on a set S is a binary relation which is reexive and transitive. Assuming an axiomatizationof the Booleans, to axiomatize the algebras of preorders over signature hB; S; r : S�S ! Bi we needthe following two axioms: r(x; x) = > � reexivityr(x; y) = > ^ r(y; z) = > ) r(x; z) = > � transitivityTransitivity requires the conditional equation { as we will see later, it is impossible to express thisproperty by mere equations.Finally, we give a more complicated axiomatization of �nite arrays of integers.Example 5.5 [1.29 continued]We assume given an axiomatization of Booleans, integers and natural numbers { the latter with thecomparison operations <; �; >; �. In addition, the signature will then contain:S : ZdNe
 : new : N ! ZdNe � new array with upper boundins : ZdNe � N� Z ! ZdNe � insert new valueev : ZdNe �N ! Z � evaluateup : ZdNe ! N � the upper bound of arrayNotice that we do not introduce the error constant for the possible error element �. Consequently,some of our algebras will and some will not have such an element. The axiomatization requires merelythat the results of evaluating arrays outside their bounds are consistently the same.A : up(new(n)) = nup(ins(a; n; x)) = up(a)ev(new(m); n) = ev(new(p); r)n � up(a) ) ev(a; n) = ev(new(0); 0)n < up(a) = >^ n = m ) ev(ins(a;m; x); n) = xn < up(a) = >^ n 6= m ) ev(ins(a;m; x); n) = ev(a; n)The �rst two axioms ensure that the upper bound of an array is determined at the moment it iscreated. The third axiom then says that evaluation of a new array at any point returns the samevalue { what this value is, will depend on the actual algebra. The fourth axiom then ensures thatevaluating any array at a point outside its upper bound will return the same value as evaluatinguninitialized array. The last two axioms give the expected relation between insert and evaluateoperations withing the array bounds.In order to obtain the algebra from example 1.10 among the models of this axiomatization, we haveto extend it with the operation up. Verify that it will then satisfy all the above axioms.Verify then that an array algebra constructed as in example 1.10 but without any additional elementsof sort Z, in which ev(new(m); n) = 0, also satis�es the above axioms.5.3: Reasoning SystemsAn axiomatization in some language itself, as described in the previous section, determines a classof its models and provides a syntactic means for studying the properties of these models. However,



II.1. Languages and Logics (week 5) 47a model of a given set of axioms � will, typically, satisfy many more formulae than those includedin �. In order to see what consequences our axioms have, the language must be equipped with areasoning system enabling us to deduce the implications of the axioms we have written.I. Equational Logic :The language is L= , that is the formulae are simple equations s = t where s; t 2 T (�; X). E'sdenote sets of equations, x is a variable, and the rules of EQ are:(I.0) E ` s = t for any s = t 2 E(I.1) E ` t = t (reexivity)(I.2) E ` t0 = t1E ` t1 = t0 (symmetry)(I.3) E ` t0 = t1 ; E1 ` t1 = t2E [ E1 ` t0 = t2 (transitivity)(I.4) E ` t0 = t1E ` t[x=t0] = t[x=t1] (substitutivity-of)(I.5) E ` t0 = t1E ` t0[x=t] = t1[x=t] (substitutivity-in)Of course, since any equational theory is also a FOL theory, one might use any reasoning systemfor FOL to prove consequences of a set of equations. The importance of this calclulus (andthe following theorem) consists in the fact that it is much simpler than any general system forFOL. Notice that all the rules, except for (I.3), have only single equation in the premise. Thus,a derivation will often consist of just a series of substitutions which can be \glued together"(chained) using the transitivity rule. In many (though not all) cases the reasoning with EQ canbe fully automated as it is studied in the theory of term rewriting systems.The rule (I.0) allows us simply to deduce any axiom from a given set of axioms E. The followingthree rules (I.1) through (I.3) ensure that the syntactic equality = is an equivalence relation onterms. The last one combines two derivations: if t0 = t1 can be deduced from the set of equationsE, and t1 = t2 can be deduced from E1, then the union of the equations in E and E1 entail theequality t0 = t2.The substitutivity rules correspond to the congruence claim. (I.4) allows us to substitute twoequal terms into another term: if t0 = t1 then we can take any term t(::x::x::), possibly containinga variable x, and substitute for all occurrences of x, i.e., deduce t(::t0::t0::) = t(::t1::t1::). The rule(I.5) is a kind of dual allowing us to substitute a term into equal terms: if t0(:::x:::) = t1(:::x:::)then using this rule we can conclude that t0(:::t:::) = t1(:::t:::).Example 5.6Let � = hfS; S1; S2g : a; b : ! S1; c; d : ! S2; f : S1 � S2 ! Si, and E = fa = b; c = dg. From thesetwo axioms, we prove f(a; c) = f(b; d) as follows:E ` a = b (I.0)E ` f(a; c) = f(b; c) (I.4) E ` c = d (I.0)E ` f(b; c) = f(b; d) (I.4)E ` f(a; c) = f(b; d) (I.3)



48 Describing Classes of Algebras: LogicsIn the application of rule (I.4) on the left side, we used the term t = f(x; c), where f(a; c) =f(x; c)[x=a] and f(b; c) = f(x; c)[x=b]. In the application on the right side, we substituted the equalsc = d into the term f(b; y).The example illustrates the fact that the relation of EQ-provability, i.e., de�ned byt �E s, E `EQ s = t; (5.16)is a congruence on the set of terms.Lemma 5.7 Given a set of �-equationsE over the set of variablesX , the relation�E is a congruenceon the set of terms T (�; X).Proof. That it is an equivalence follows from the rules of reexivity, symmetry and transi-tivity. Congruence follows from the substitutivity rules: if t0 �E t1, i.e., E `EQ t0 = t1, thenfor any term t, in particular for any function symbol f 2 � of arity 1, the rule (I.4) yieldsE `EQ f(t0) = f(t1), i.e., f(t0) �E f(t1). For function symbols of arity 2, this derivationinvolves rule (I.3) (example 5.6), and for arities greater than 2, also rule (I.5). Details are leftas exercise 5.7.The crucial result concerning this calculus { its soundness and completeness { was proved byBirkho� in 1935.Theorem 5.8 Let E be an arbitrary set of �-equations and Alg(�; E) the set of all �-algebras withnon-empty carriers satisfying all E. Then, for any �-equation e : Alg(�; E) j= e , E `EQ e.Proof. (Soundness) We only show soundness of (I.1) and (I.4) { the rest is left as exercise 5.8.Let A be an arbitrary algebra in Alg(�; E), and t; t0; t1 2 T (�; X).To show soundness of (I.1), we have to verify that A j= t = t, i.e., that for an arbitraryassignment � : X ! A, tA� = tA� . By theorem 4.14 � induces a unique homomorphism� : T�;X ! A which, by exercise 3.6, coincides with the interpretation of t in A under �.Thus we have tA� = �(t) = tA� . Since A and � were arbitrary, the claim follows.For (I.4), let X be the variables occurring in t0; t1; Y the variables occuring in t[x=t0] andt[x=t1]; and Z the set of variables in t[x]. (We write here explicitly the possible occurrence(s)of x in t.) Notice that X � Y and Y = X [Z nfxg (without loss of generality we may assumethat x 62 X).Assume that A j= t0 = t1, i.e., for all � : X ! A, (t0)A� = (t1)A� . We have to show thatthen A j= t[x=t0] = t[x=t1]. So let � : Y ! A be an arbitrary assignment. Since X � Y ,the assumption A j= t0 = t1 implies that (t0)A� = (t1)A� = a for some a 2 A. Let  : Z ! Abe the same as � with (x) def= a, which makes (t0)A� = �(t0) = (x) = �(t1) = (t1)A� . Fromsoundness of (I.1) we have that t[x]A = t[x]A . But then we also have that (t[x=t1])A� =tA� [�(t1)] = tA� [(x)] = tA [(x)] = t[x]A = tA [(x)] = tA� [(x)] = tA� [�(t1)] = (t[x=t1])A� . SinceA and � were arbitrary, we obtain that the rule (I.4) is sound.(Completeness) Write TE;X for T�;X=�E - cf. lemma 5.7. We �rst showTE;X j= s = t , E `EQ s = t (5.17)which, in particular, means that the quotient algebra TE;X 2 Alg(�; E). We have to show thatfor any assignment � : X ! TE;X , TE;X satis�es all and only such s = t that E `EQ s = t,i.e., sTE;X� = tTE;X� , E `EQ s = t.() Assume E `EQ s = t. Any � can be factorized (not necessarily uniquely) as �0��E, whereX �0�!T�;X �E�!TE;X and �0(x) 2 �(x) while �E(t) = [t]. Since T�;X is free in Alg(�) and hence,



II.1. Languages and Logics (week 5) 49at least, for Alg(�; E) over X , we have unique homomorphic extensions �0 : T�;X ! T�;Xand �0 � �E : T�;X ! TE;X which agree on X with, respectively �0 and �0 � �EX � � � //�0 %%JJJJJJJJ � ��88888888888888 T�;X�0�� X � � � //�0��E=� ��88888888888888 T�;X�0��E=���T�;X�E��1: TE;X 2: TE;XThe mappings �0 � �E and �0 � �E will agree on X and so, since T�;X is generated by X(lemma 2.16), these two mappings will be identical (lemma 3.9) and both equal to �. Hence,for any t 2 T�;X , we will have that �(t) = �E(�0(t)).Now, by the assumption E `EQ s = t and hence, by (possibly repeated applications of)the rule (I.5), E `EQ �0(s) = �0(t).5 That is �0(s) �E �0(t), and so �(s) = �E(�0(s)) =�E(�0(t)) = �(t). Since � was arbitrary, we obtain that TE;X j= s = t ( E `EQ s = t, inparticular TE;X 2 Alg(�; E).)) For the opposite, suppose E 6`EQ s = t. Consider now the assignment � as in the diagram2. above with �0 = id, i.e., id(x) = x for all x 2 X . As above, we obtain the �rst of thefollowing equalities id � �E = id � �E = �E . Since E 6`EQ s = t, s 6�Et and so �E(s) 6= �E(t),i.e., TE;X 6j= s = t. Thus (5.17) holds.So, since E `EQ e for all e 2 E, we have that TE;X 2 Alg(�; E) (by (). If for somee : E 6`EQ e, then TE;X 6j= e (by )) and hence Alg(�; E) 6j= e. This proves the requiredimplication Alg(�; E) j= e) E `EQ e.II. Clausal Equational Logic :Equational calculus is one of the central tools in algebra since many imoprtant classes of algebrasare de�ned by means of simple equations. We will not study in details the calculi for more generallanguages but merely give the rules for the calculus CEQ of Clausal Euqational Logic. Thecalculus for Conditional Equations can be obtained from CEQ by restricting all the formulaeoccurring in the rules to conditional equations. The following formulation is not necessarily thesimplest one, but we choose it because its rules correspond very closely to the rules of EQ.The langugage is L=8 , i.e., all formulae C are clauses considered as sets of equations and negatedequations (i.e., multiplicity and order of their occurrence do not matter): we separate them withcomma rather than _. � is a set of clauses, and the rules of CEQ are as follows:(II.0) � ` C;D for any C 2 � and any D(II.1) � ` C where t = t 2 C or ft0 = t1; t0 6= t1g � C(II.2) � ` C; t0 � t1� ` C; t1 � t0 � is = or 6=(II.3) � ` C; t0 � t1 ; �1 ` C; t1 = t2� [ �1 ` C; t0 � t2 � is = or 6=5It is helpfull (if not necessary) to remember that �0 : X ! T�;X is just a substitution, and its homomorphicextension �0 : T�;X ! T�;X application of this substitution to terms (cf. theorem 4.14 and comment afterexample 4.15). In particular, the e�ect of �0(s) will be to substitute �0(x) for each variable x occuring in s.



50 Describing Classes of Algebras: Logics(II.4) � ` C; t0 = t1� ` C; t[x=t0] = t[x=t1] (substitutivity-of)(II.5) � ` C� ` C[x=t] (substitutivity-in)(II.6) � ` C; t0 = t1 ; �1 ` C; t0 6= t1� [ �1 ` C (resolution)Notice that the rule (II.4) substitutes only into one equation, while the rule (II.5) replaces alloccurrences of x in the whole clause by a new term t. If the clause C happens to be a singleequation we will obtain the corresponding rule (I.5) from EQ. In fact, all the rules of EQ arespecial cases of the rules given here. The resolution rule does not apply in the simple equationalcase, since there are no inequations there.Example 5.9 [5.6 continued]Consider the same signature as in example 5.6 but without any axioms. Using L= , we could notwrite (an instance of) the congruence axiom a = b^ c = d) f(a; c) = f(b; d) explicitly { instead, weshowed that under the assumption that the antecedent of this implication holds (axioms E), then sodoes the conclusion. In the language L=), this formula should be provable without any assumptions.In fact, we have the following proof:` a = b; c = d) a = b (II.1)` a = b; c = d) f(a; y) = f(b; y) (II.4)` a = b; c = d) f(a; c) = f(b; c) (II.5) ` a = b; c = d) c = d (II.1)` a = b; c = d) f(b; c) = f(b; d) (II.4)` a = b; c = d) f(a; c) = f(b; d) (II.3)Notice that the left derivation might have been shortened by using the same schema as in example 5.6,i.e., applying the rule (II.4) directly to term f(x; c) instead of f(x; y).5.4: Inductive CalculiThe calculus EQ is sound and complete with respect to the class of all models Alg(�; E) (of agiven set E of equations). However, there are situations (which we will encounter when studyingabstract data types) when one is interested only in special subclasses of all models, in particular,only in generated or else only the initial ones. (We will later see that, for a non-void �, any classAlg(�; E) has an initial model.) Soundness of EQ implies that whatever it proves will hold also inthese subclasses. But completeness does not carry over { a proper subclass will have fewer modelsthen the whole class Alg(�; E), so it may very well happen that these fewer models satisfy moreequations than the whole class.Example 5.10 [Incompleteness of EQ wrt. initial models]Consider the following axiomatization (exercise 4.4)Nat+ = S : N
 : 0 : ! Ns : N ! N+ : N� N ! NE+ : x+ 0 = xx+ sy = s(x+ y)We do not verify it here (we will in example 6.9), but for instance the natural numbers with additionN+ may serve as an initial model I(�; E+) 2 Alg(�; E+). So, in particular, I(�; E+) j= x+y = y+xsince addition in N+ is commutative. However, this equation is not provable from E+ with EQ. The



II.1. Languages and Logics (week 5) 51simplest way to convince oneself about it is to �nd a model M of Nat+ which does not satisfy thisequation. (Then, since EQ is sound, we will know that it cannot prove it.)Such a model M may be the following: the carrier is the set of all 2� 2-matrices of natural numbers,where 0M is the matrix � 1 00 1 �, the successor sM is the scalar multiplication by an arbitrarynumber n > 0, and +M is the matrix multiplication. Verify that it does yield a model of Nat+. Butit is well known (and easy to check for those who do not know it) that the matrix multiplication isn'tcommutative. So M 6j= x+ y = y + x.The example shows that initial models of some E may satisfy more equations than all the modelsof E, and hence some equations which are not provable by EQ. The following result is weakerthan 5.8 in that it addresses only ground equations.Theorem 5.11 Let � be non-void, E be a set of �-equations and e be an arbitrary ground �-equation. Then I(�; E) j= e , E `EQ e.Proof. () Soundness is a direct consequence of soundness of EQ. Since, for any equatione : E `EQ e) Alg(�; E) j= e) I(�; E) j= e, this holds in particular for ground e.)) Follows from completeness of EQ and lemma 4.17. � is non-void and the initial modelI(�; E) is generated. By lemma 4.17, I(�; E) satis�es exactly the same ground equations asthe whole class Alg(�; E).Example 5.12 [5.10 continued]For any ground terms s; t we will be able to prove E+ `EQ s+ t = t+ s. For instance,E+ `EQ ss0 + s0 = s(ss0 + 0) = sss0 = s(s(s0 + 0)) = s(s0 + s0) = s0 + ss0And so, each such equation will hold in all the models of E+. In the model M (for instance, withn = 2), this equation will look as follows:(2 � 2 � � 1 00 1 �) � (2 � � 1 00 1 �) = � 4 00 4 � � � 2 00 2 � = � 8 00 8 � =� 2 00 2 � � � 4 00 4 � = (2 � � 1 00 1 �) � (2 � 2 � � 1 00 1 �)One of the speci�c features of initial models is that they are generated. This means that even if wewrite a non-ground equation, its variables may refer to elements of the carrier which, in the initialmodels, will also be denotable by some ground terms. In other words, in a generated (and hencealso initial model), if all ground instances of an equation hold, then the equation itself holds. Forinstance, if x+ y = y+x holds for all ground substitutions for x and y, then in a generated modelthe equation itself will hold. In a general model, however, which may contain undenotable \junk"elements, the fact that all ground instances of an equation hold does not necessarily mean thatthere are no other (undenotable) elements in the carrier for which the equation does not hold.This observation is expressed in the following lemma.Lemma 5.13 Let � be non-void, I(�; E) be an initial model of a set of equations E and Gen(�; E)be the class of all generated models of E. Let e be an arbitrary (not necessarily ground) �-equation.Then I(�; E) j= e , Gen(�; E) j= e.Proof. () is trivial since I(�; E) 2 Gen(�; E).)) If I(�; E) j= e then it models all ground instances e� of e (where � ranges over all groundsubstitutions to the variables in e). Hence Alg(�; E) j= e� and, in particular, Gen(�; E) j= e�for all ground �. But since for each G 2 Gen(�; E), for any element x 2 jGj there is a groundterm t with tG = x, this means that G j= e.



52 Describing Classes of Algebras: LogicsThe observation that satisfaction of all ground instances of an equation by a generated model Gimplies that G j= e, gives rise to the extension of the calculus EQ with the so called !-rule:III. Inductive Calculus :EQI is obtained by augmenting the rules of EQ with the !-rule. Let s; t 2 T (�; X), and � : X !T (�) be ground substitution:(III.1) E `EQI s� = t� for all ground �E `EQI s = t (!-rule)With this extension, we obtain the result for the initial (and hence generated) models whichcoresponds to theorem 5.8.Theorem 5.14 Let � be non-void, E a set of �-equations and e an arbitrary �-equation. ThenI(�; E) j= e , Gen(�; E) j= e , E `EQI e.As a matter of fact, the !-rule can be added to other calculi to obtain the same e�ect. Addingthe corresponding rule (where instead of a simple equation s = t we have a clause C) to CEQ willgive us a sound and complete calculus for clauses.5.4.1: Structural InductionNotice that, unlike the other rules we have seen so far, this one is (in general) in�nitary, i.e., it hasin�nitely many premisses, since the set of ground terms is typically (though not always) in�nite.This makes it very hard to use in practice, although there are techniques of inductive proofs whichin some cases allow one to automate the use of this rule.Among various strategies for using the !-rule, one of the central ones is structural inductionon ground terms. Assuming that � is non-void, we �rst prove the premise of the !-rule for allconstants �". Then, for any function symbol (of appropriate sort) f : s1 � :::� sn ! s, we showthe premise for f(t1:::tn) under the assumption that it holds for all t1:::tn (of appropriate sorts).Example 5.15In a somehow informal way, exercise 4.4 attempted to show that each equivalence class in the algebraTK contained a cannonical representative, namely a term of the form sn0. We now show that, in fact,each congruence class determined by the signature and axioms as in this exercise (and example 5.10)contains a term of this form, i.e., 8[t] 2 jTE j 9n � 0 : sn0 2 [t] or, equivalently:8t 2 T (�) 9n � 0 : E `EQ t = sn0 (5.18)and we prove it by structural induction on �-terms:1. For t = 0, we have trivially 0 = 0 = s00.2. For t = sx, by IH we may assume that x = sn0 and so t = sn+10.3. For + we have to show that the assumption of IH, i.e., x = sn0 and y = sm0, implies that alsox+ y = sk0 for some k � 0. We prove by (sub)induction on m that k = n +m :(a) m = 0 and �rst axiom yield x+ 0 = sn0 + 0 1= sn+00.(b) As the induction hypothesis IH 0 we have now that, for all x = sn0 and for an y = sm0,x+ y = sn+m0. Then x+ sy 2= s(x+ y) = s(sn0 + sm0) IH'= s(sn+m0) = sn+m+10.Thus we have shown (5.18). Notice that we did not prove that such an n is unique for each t!Remark 5.16What we actually showed in example 5.15 is that congruence classes wrt. the congruence �E asde�ned in (5.16) satisfy the claim. In exercise 4.4 we indicated that this congruence is related to(�ner than) the congruence �K from de�nition 4.20. That these two actually coincide will be shownlater in lemma 6.6.



II.1. Languages and Logics (week 5) 53Example 5.17 [5.10 continued]Take the signature and the axioms from the example 5.10 and consider the formula x+y = y+x. Itsinductive proof by structural induction will go as follows. Since there are two variables in the formula,we have to perform induction on both. We use nested induction { �rst on y with subinduction onx. In the proof, we use symbols m for x and n for y to emphasize the fact that they are not usualvariables but range over \simpler" terms.1. n = 0 : We must showm+0 = 0+m - since 0 is the only constant. We show it by (sub)inductionon m.(a) m = 0 : We have to show 0 + 0 = 0 + 0 which follows immediately by rule (I.1).(b) sm : So, assuming the (sub)induction hypothesis IHm : m + 0 = 0 +m we have to showthat it implies sm+0 = 0+ sm. We have sm+0 1= sm 1= s(m+0) IHm= s(0 +m) 2= 0+ sm.2. sn : Now, assuming the induction hypothesis IHn, namely that m+n = n+m holds for all m,we have to show m+ sn = sn+m. Again, we use subinduction on m:(a) m = 0 : We have to show 0+sn = sn+0. We have 0+sn 1= s(0+n) IHn= s(n+0) 1= sn 1= sn+0.(b) sm : Here, in addition to the main induction hypothesis IHn (which applies to all m), weassume the subinduction hypothesis IHm : m+ sn = sn+m and show sm+ sn = sn+ smas follows: sn+ sm 2= s(sn+m) IHm= s(m+ sn) 2= ss(m+ n) IHn= ss(n+m) 2= s(n+ sm) IHn=s(sm+ n) 2= sm+ sn.Notice that in the last point it was necessary to use both { the main and the subinduction hypothesis.Although the structural induction is a powerful mechanism it is not, unlike the !-rule, complete.I.e., there are cases when some equations valid in the initial model won't be provable by thestructural induction.Exercises (week 5)exercise 5.1 Recall the algebra of in�nite arrays from example 1.9. Assuming some given sort Aand natural numbers N, write the signature for these algebras with the operations null, evaluateand insert. We want to put the following requirements on these algebras:� Two arrays g; h 2 AN should be considered equal if they have exactly the same values storedat the same indices, i.e., if for all i 2 N : ev(g; i) = ev(h; i). (In particular, the order inwhich elements are inserted at di�erent indices should not matter.)� Evaluating the value stored at an index i returns the element which was inserted there mostrecently.Express these claims as formulae over your signature. To which of the languages from table 1does your axiomatization belong?exercise 5.2 Use the axioms E from exercise 4.4 and the equational calculus to prove that E `EQss0+s0 = sss0. Specify explicitly the substitutions whenever you are using the rules (I.4) or (I.5).exercise 5.3 Recall the axiomatization of groups from example 1.24. Use EQ to show that forany group G and any x; y 2 G the following equations hold1. (x�)� = x2. (x � y)� = y� � x�exercise 5.4 Using the axioms from example 5.3 prove the following two equations:1. head(app(cons(x; l); y)) = x2. tail(app(cons(x; l); y)) = app(l; y).



54 Describing Classes of Algebras: LogicsNow, extend the signature with a new operation rev : List ! List which reverses a list(e.g., rev([1; 3; 5; 2]) = [2; 5; 3; 1]). Write equational axioms for this operation, and then provethat rev(cons(1; cons(2; nil))) = cons(2; cons(1; nil)). Can you prove from your axioms thatrev(rev(l)) = l?exercise 5.5 Axiomatize the algebras of stacks of integers over the following signature:� = hZ; St ; e : ! St; push : Z� St! St; pop : St! StiThe constant e returns an empty stack, push(x; S) pushes element x on the top of the stackS, and pop(S) returns the stack S with the topmost element (the one pushed most recently)removed. pop of the empty stack may return the empty stack (since there is nothing to removefrom its top).1. Write equational axioms (in L=) ensuring these properties.2. Extend � with a new operation top : St ! Z. We want it to return the topmost elementof the stack (the one which is removed by pop). Write necessary axioms in appropriatelanguage (not necessarily in L=) for this operation. Notice that top(e) is a special case.3. Can you prove from your axioms the equation push(top(S); pop(S)) = S? If not, give analgebra satisfying all your axioms but where this equation does not hold.exercise 5.6 Refer to example 2.32 and exercise 2.8. Prove by induction on the structure of�B-terms that given the equations E from example 2.32, any ground �B-term is identi�ed witheither > or ?.exercise 5.7 Complete the proof of lemma 5.7. For any function symbol f 2 � with a givennumber n of arguments, you have to show that from `EQ s1 = t1,...,`EQ sn = tn, one can obtain aproof `EQ f(s1; :::; sn) = f(t1; :::; tn). Fix an n and show this by induction going from 1 to n. I.e.,show �rst that from `EQ s1 = t1 you can get a proof of `EQ f(s1; x2; :::; xn) = f(t1; x2; :::; xn),and then that induction hypothesis for i enables you to perform one more substitution of si+1,resp. ti+1, for xi+1. (Example 5.6 shows a special case { you will need all the rules (I.4), (I.5)and (I.3).)exercise 5.8 Prove soundness part of theorem 5.8.



II.2. Equational Classes and Variety Theorem (week 6) 55Week 6: Equational Classes and Variety Theorem� Classes of Algebras axiomatized by Equations� Initial Algebras in Equational Classes� Variety TheoremWe say that a language L is closed under some semantic construction (isomorphisms, quotients,homomorphic images etc.) i� for an arbitrary signature � and set of axioms � � L(�), the modelclass Alg(�;�) is closed under this construction. Notice that this statement does not mean thatthere is no � for which the model class is closed under the construction { only that using thislanguage we are not guaranteed that it is.As a terminological variation, one speaks about respective classes: an equational class is a classof models of some set of axioms in L= , a conditional equational class a class of models of a set ofaxioms in L=). Thus saying that \every equational class is closed under products" means the sameas saying that \L= is closed under products". For simplicity, we will drop � from the notation {it is always implicitly assumed given.In this section we study model-classes of axioms which are simple equations and prove theclassical theorem that there is a one-to-one correspondence between such classes and the so calledvarieties. The corresponding properties of more expressive languages will be the object of ourstudy in next week.De�nition 6.1 A class K � Alg(�) is a variety i� it is closed under subalgebras, homomorphicimages and products (also empty).Notice that since closure under homomorphic images implies closure under quotients, a varietyK will always have the unit algebra obtained by taking the quotient of an arbitrary A 2 K by themaximal congruence A�A.Before looking closer at varieties, we prove a lemma which will be useful in several contexts.Lemma 6.2 Let fAigi2I � Alg(�) be non-empty, �A = Qi2I Ai be its product, s = t be a�-equation with variables X , and � : X ! �A be any assignment. Then �(t) = �(s) , 8i :� � �i(t) = � � �i(s). (In particular, �A j= s = t , Ai j= s = t for all i 2 I .)Proof. The main claim is that �A satis�es an equation under an assignment � i� all com-ponents satisfy the equation under the respective assignments � � �i. Informally, elements ofthe product are tuples a = ha1; a2:::ani and two such tuples are equal a = b if they are equalcomponentwise, i.e., for all i : ai = bi. This gives the intuitive meaning to the claim.More formally, let X be all the variables in an equation s = t, and � : X ! �A be anyassignment. We have the following diagram for each iX���i �� � ''OOOOOOOOOOOOOO T�;X������iwwoooooooooooooAi �A�iooSince T�;X is free for Alg(�), the assignments � and � � �i induce the unique homomorphicextensions � and � � �i, and by the universal product property (lemma 3.12) � � �i = � � �i,and �i are surjective.)) If �(t) = �(s), then � � �i(t) = �i(�(t)) = �i(�(s)) = � � �i(s). (In particular, if�(t) = �(s) holds for all �, i.e., �A j= t = s, then, since �i are surjective, we have thatAi j= t = s.)() Conversly, assume that for all i : � � �i(t) = � � �i(s), and let �t = �(t), �s = �(s). Then�t(i) = �i(�(t)) = � � �i(t) = � � �i(s) = �i(�(s)) = �s(i). Since we thus have that for all



56 Languages and Logicsi : �t(i) = �s(i), it follows that �t = �s, i.e., �(t) = �(s). (In particular, if for all i : Ai j= t = s,then for all i and �i : X ! Ai we have �i(t) = �i(s). By the universal property of productswe then get a unique � : T�;X ! �A such that �i = � � �i and so, by the above argument,�(t) = �(s). Actually, � will be induced by an � : X ! �A with �i = � � �i, and anyassignment X ! �A can be obtained in this way. Hence we get �A j= t = s.)This lemma states the important property relating the semantic construction (of non-empty prod-ucts) with the fact of satifaction of equations. Its concise formulation would be: equations arepreserved and reected under non-empty products. That they are preserved under non-emptyproducts means that if all the algebras fAigi2I satisfy an equation then so does their product.That equations are reected by non-empty products means that if a product of a non-empty familyfAigi2I satis�es an equation then so do all the component algebras Ai (or dually, if some Ai doesnot satisfy an equation then neither does non-empty product involving Ai.)As a consequence, we obtain that if E is a set of simple �-equations and fAigi2I � Alg(�; E)is any family of models of E, then also their product will satisfy E, i.e., it will belong to Alg(�; E).In short, Alg(�; E) is closed under products and, since E was arbitrary, we can say that L= isclosed under products.However, equational classes are guaranteed to preserve more properties { in fact, each equa-tional class is a variety.Theorem 6.3 Every equational class K � Alg(�) is a variety.Proof. By assumption, there is a set of �-equations E such that K = Alg(�; E). Let X bethe set of all variables occurring in E.1. K is closed under subalgebras.Let A 2 K and B v A. Any assignment � : X ! B is also an assignment � : X ! A.So, for any equation s = t 2 E, we will have sB� = sA� = tA� = tB� , where the middleequality holds since A j= E, and the others since B v A.2. K is closed under homomorphic images.Let A 2 K and � : A ! B be a surjective homomorphism. Then, any assignment � :X ! B can be factorized (not necessarily uniquely) as � = � � � where � : X ! A. Lets = t be an arbitrasry equation in E. Then, since A j= E so sA� = tA� , i.e., �(sA� ) = �(tA� ),which implies the middle equality in sB� = sB��� = tB��� = tB� . Since � was arbitrary, thismeans that B j= s = t.3. K is closed under products.Closure under non-empty products follows directly from lemma 6.2. Unit algebra isterminal in Alg(�) and it satis�es all equations, hence it belongs to any equational class.6.1: Initial algebras in equational classesAs an immediate consequence of theorem 6.3, we conclude thatCorollary 6.4 For any set of �-equations E, K = Alg(�; E) contains free algebras. If � is non-void,then K has initial objects.Proof. Since K is a variety, it satis�es the conditions of theorem 4.22.In fact, the congruence �K used in the proof of theorem 4.22 (de�nition 4.20) will be the same asthe congruence �E induced by the equations E. Hence a free algebra in K can be obtained as thequotient T�;X=�E . We show this fact using the following two lemmata:Lemma 6.5 Let K � Alg(�) and X be a set of variables. Then �K = �K where both relations arethe following congruences on T (�; X) :�K def= TA2Kf�� : where � : T�;X ! A is a homomorphismg (de�nition 4:20)�K def= fhs; ti : A j= s = t for all A 2 Kg



II.2. Equational Classes and Variety Theorem (week 6) 57Proof. We have the following chain of equalities:�K def= fhs; ti : A j= s = t for all A 2 Kg= TA2Kfhs; ti : A j= s = tg= TA2Kfhs; ti : sA� = tA� where � : X ! Ag= TA2Kfhs; ti : s �� t where � : X ! Ag= TA2Kf�� : where � : X ! Ag= TA2Kf�� : where � : T�;X ! A is a homomorphismg def= �KThe last but one equation follows since any assignment � induces a unique homomorphism� : T�;X ! A while any homomorphism � : T�;X ! A maps all the variables X to someelements in A, i.e., is also induced by such an assignment.Lemma 6.6 Let E be some set of equations with variables X , and K = Alg(�; E). Then �K = �E ,where for s; t 2 T (�; X) : s �E t (5.16), E `EQ s = t.Proof. Direct consequence of lemma 6.5 and theorem 5.8. We haves �E t def, E `EQ s = t 5.8, K j= s = t def, s �K t 6.5, s �K t:We thus obtain a simple corollary which, actually, is a very signi�cant result in the theory ofabstract data types.Theorem 6.7 For any set of equations E and variables X , T�;X=�E is free in Alg(�; E). (If � isnon-void, then T�=�E is initial in Alg(�; E).)Proof. By theorem 6.3, K = Alg(�; E) is a variety, so (by theorem 4.22) T�;X=�K is free inK. But by lemma 6.6, �K = �E, and so T�;X=�K = T�;X=�E .Remark 6.8 [Construction of initial algebras]The signi�cance of theorem 6.7 consists in that it gives us the means of actually constructinginitial (free) algebras for equational axioms. Congruence �E is determined \syntactically"and thus much more tractable than �K. Typically, writing such axioms we have a speci�calgebra A in mind and we are trying to axiomatize it { that is, we want to obtain a modelclass where A is initial. To verify that we have succeded, we have then to check that thequotient algebra T�=�E is isomorphic to our intended A. This is done as follows:1. Verify that A j= E, i.e., A 2 Alg(�; E).2. Determine the carrier of TE = T�=�E . Typically, try to �nd the cannonical representa-tives for each equivalence class [t], i.e., a unique term C[t] 2 T (�) such that C[t] 2 [t],and [s] 6= [t] i� C[s] 6= C[t]. (This is typically an elaborate inductive argument.)3. Initiality of T� in Alg(�) and of TE in Alg(�; E), gives the following homomorphisms:T� ! //�E !!BBBBBBBB ATE � >>~~~~~~~~For any t 2 T (�) : �E(t) = [t] and, since both ! and � are unique, ! = �E � �. Thismeans that the image of [t] under � can be determined as the value of its C[t] in A, i.e.,�([t]) = �([C[t]]) = �(�E(C[t])) = !(C[t]) = C[t]A. This forces � to be a homomorphismand there is no need to verify it each time. (The burden of this veri�cation was movedto �nding the cannonical representatives.)4. This fact is used to show that � is an isomorphism. For C[t] 6= C[s] we have to showthat C[t]A = !(C[t]) 6= !(C[s]) = C[s]A (injectivity), and that for any a 2 jAj there isa C[t] 2 T (�) : a = C[t]A (surjectivity).



58 Languages and LogicsExample 6.9 [5.15 continued]Recall the signature and axiomatization from exercise 4.4 and example 5.15. Its intention was tospecify the usual natural numbers with addition, i.e., the algebra N+ = hN; 0; + 1; + i. Theexercise attempted to indicate (if not verify) that the carrier of the quotient algebra will containexactly the congruence classes [0]; [s0]; [ss0], etc. In particular, each such a congruence class containsthe cannonical representative sn0 for n � 0. This, i.e., the claim (5.18), was proved in example 5.15.What we did not proved there, was the uniqueness of such representatives. We have to show not onlythat for each term t there is an n and a proof E `EQ t = sn0, but also that for no t there exist n 6= mwith E `EQ sn0 = t and E `EQ t = sm0. Since these would give a proof of sn0 = sm0, it su�ces toshow that no such equality is provable, i.e., for any n 6= m : E 6`EQ sn0 = sm0. This is a hard part,which does not follow by a mere syntactic proof but requires a semantic argument. It can be veri�edby, for instance, checking that the intended natural numbers algebra N+ satis�es the axioms E andhence belongs to the model class (this does not, as yet, show that it is initial!). N+ does not satisfyany such equality, and so, since EQ is sound, no such proof can exist.Having thus determined the cannonical representatives for each class, we obtain the homomorphisminto N+ by �([sn0]) = (sn0)N+ = n. The general facts (from remark 6.8) guarantee that it is ahomomorphism. Checking that it is injective and surjective is trivial.6.2: Variety TheoremThe real signi�cance of varieties consists in the fact that they not only are among the equationalclasses but are exactly the equational classes.Theorem 6.10 [Variety Theorem] For any � and K � Alg(�) : K is a variety i� it is equational.Proof. () is theorem 6.3 so, for proving )), assume that K is a variety. We have to �nda set of equations E such that K = Alg(�; E). K is non-empty, since closure under products(also empty products!) means that the unit algebra { the empty product �; 2 K.(1) Let X be an in�nite set of variables and letEqK(�; X) def= fs = t : s; t 2 T (�; X) ^ K j= s = tgbe the set of all �; X-equations which hold in each A 2 K. Consider so the class of algebrasK� def= Alg(�; EqK(�; X))Obviously K � K�. Showing the opposite inclusion, we will prove the theorem.(2) We �rst show that for any set of variables Y : EqK(�; Y ) = EqK�(�; Y ). For any e 2EqK�(�; Y ) : K� j= e, so since K � K�, K j= e and hence e 2 EqK(�; Y ). Conversely,let e 2 EqK(�; Y ), V be all the variables occurring in e, and � : V ! X be an injection(renaming the V -variables to X { such a � exists since V is �nite while X is in�nite). Thene� 2 EqK(�; X) and by de�nition of K� we have that K� j= e�. But this means that K� j= e,i.e., e 2 EqK�(�; Y ).(3) Let A 2 K�, and Y be a set of variables such that jY j � jAj, and � : Y ! A a surjectiveassignment. T�;Y is free for K� � Alg(�) (theorem 4.14), and so by theorem 4.13, A isisomorphic to a quotient of T�;Y , i.e., A ' T�;Y=�� , where � : T�;Y ! A is the uniquesurjective homomorphic extension of �. Thus, by the �rst homomorphism theorem, � can befactorized through T�;Y=�� as � = �0 � � where � is isomorphism (cf. the diagram below).The kernel of � satis�es �K� � �� : for A 2 K� and so if t �K� s then tA� = sA� for all A 2 K�and all �, i.e., s �� t. So, by the second homomorphism theorem 3.19, �0 can be factorizedthrough T�;Y=�K� as �0 = ! � � where � is surjective.T�;Y! �� � **UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU �0 &&NNNNNNNNNNNT�;Y=�K � // T�;Y=�� �oo // A



II.2. Equational Classes and Variety Theorem (week 6) 59Target of ! is T�;Y=�K because the identity T�;Y=�K = T�;Y=�K� follows from (2) and lemma 6.5:EqK(�; Y ) = EqK�(�; Y ) implies �K = �K� , and so �K 6.5= �K (2)= �K� 6.5= �K� .K is a variety so corollary 4.24 implies that it has free algebras, in particular, T�;Y=�K 2 K(which is free in K by theorem 4.21). Since �, and so � � �, is surjective, A is a homomorphicimage of T�;Y=�K 2 K. Since K is closed under homomorphic images we obtain that A 2 K.Since A was arbitrary, we have shown K� � K, and so K = Alg(�; EqK(�; X)).Thus we have shown that any variety K can be axiomatized by a set of equations EqK(�; X).Obviously, this set will be in�nite: �rst because X was in�nite but, secondly, because typicallythere will be an in�nite number of equations (up to renaming of variables) satis�ed by K. Whether,and when, a variety can be axiomatized by a �nite number of equations is another, di�cult problemwhich we do not address here.The strength of this theorem, except that it is a very elegant characterization of equationalclasses, lies in the implication that if we generalize the language L= (for instance to conditionalequations, or allowing negation, etc.), then at least one of the varieties' closure properties (undersubalgebras, products or homomorphic images) gets lost.6.3: Applications of Variety TheoremVariety theorem 4.22 gives us a very powerful tool in determining whether some speci�c class ofalgebras can or cannot be axiomatized by means of simple equations. We may try to look for anappropriate set of equational axioms which would determine the required properties. However, ifno such axiomatization exists, we might spend quite a long time in this process. Using insteadthe Variety theorem, it may be very easy to see that the answer is no.Example 6.11Suppose we want to specify a class of algebras which have exactly two elements in their carriers. Letus consider the signature with one sort and two constants �2 = hS; a; b : ! Si. Can we axiomatizethis class using only equations?Let A be an algebra with two elements a and b in the carrier, and � be the congruence on A inducedby a � b. Then the quotient A=� will have one elemnt, i.e., such a class would not be closed underhomomorphic images. Hence it is not a variety and so is not axiomatizable by mere equations.Example 6.12 [5.4 continued]Consider the algebras of preorders over signature from example 5.4. We claimed that they arenot axiomatizable by mere equations. We show that the class of preorders is not closed underhomomorphic images { Variety theorem implies then that no equational axiomatization exists forthis class of algebras.Let A be a preorder algebra with AS = fa; b; c; dg where r(a; b) and r(c; d) hold. It is obviously apreorder (we have also r(x; x) for all x 2 AS). Consider the congruence b � c { the homomorphism� : A! A=� will result in the followingaEDGFr@A // r // bGFEDrBCoo fagGFEDrBCoo r ##GGGG: A � // A=� : fb; cgGF EDrBCoo r ##GGGGcEDGFr@A // r // dGFEDrBCoo fdgGFEDrBCooThe resulting algebra A=� is not a preorder because the relation r is not transitive. The homomor-phism condition implies only the relations indicated in the diagram { but A=� 6j= r(a; d) = >.



60 Languages and LogicsExample 6.13Let �i be the signature with two sorts Data and Labels and an operation mark : Data ! Labels.The intention is to specify a class K of algebras where the marking function is injective, i.e., wheredi�erent data elements have di�erent marks.K can not be speci�ed equationally { it is not a variety, because it is not closed under homomorphicimages. Take an algebra A with AData = f0; 1g and ALabels = fa; bg, and where markA can be givenby mark(0) = a and markA(1) = b. markA is injective so A belongs to K. The equation a = b givesimmediately a congruence on A, so we have a homomorphism A ! B = A=a=b. But markB is notinjective, so B 62 K.Example 6.14Let us consider a signature with one sort D(ata) and an if then else operation if : D�D�D�D ! Dwhich we want to work according to the de�nitionif(x1; x2; x3; x4) = � x3 if x1 = x2x4 if x1 6= x2Such an alegbra clearly exists, for instance, A with AData = Z, and if de�ned by the above equation.However, the class of such algebras cannot be de�ned by simple equations since it is not closed under,for instance, products. In the product A�A, we will for instance haveifA�A(h1; 2i; h1; 3i; h5; 6i; h7; 8i) def= hifA(1; 1; 5; 7); ifA(2; 3; 6; 8)i = h5; 8iwhich is not the result h7; 8i prescribed by the de�nition of if . Since the class isn't closed underproducts, it isn't a variety and hence no equational axiomatization for this class exists.Notice the negative character of all these examples: Variety theorem is used in all of them toshow that an equational axiomatization does not exist. This isn't a coincidence and it is the usual(though not the only) way of using such characterization results. If no equational axiomatizationexists, it would be very di�cult, if at all possible, to prove it without such a characterization. If,on the other hand, such an axiomatization exists, it will often be easy to �nd it directly insteadof checking all the required closure properties.Exercises (week 6)exercise 6.1 Verify that the class D of �i algebras with injective marking function from exam-ple 6.13 is closed under subalgebras and products.exercise 6.2 Axiomatize �nite sets of natural numbers over the following signature �Set :S : N; Set
 : 0 : ! Ns : N ! N; : ! Set � empty setadd : N� Set ! Set � inserts a new N into set1. Give an equational axiomatization ESet of the add operation (you'll need two axioms express-ing, respectively, that a set is unordered and that each element can occur at most once in a set).What will be the initial term algebra T of your speci�cation? What will be a terminal algebra?2. Add to the signature �Set the operation [ : Set � Set ! Set (for union of two sets) andaxiomatize it in L= . (Try to write these axioms so that each congruence class in the term algebrawill have a representative built exclusively from ; and add (and N-terms).)3. Since Alg(�Set; ESet) is a variety it is closed under homomorphic images. Let � and � be twocongruences induced on the initial algebra T from 1. by the respective equations:ss0 � sss0 add(0; add(1; ;)) � add(2; add(3; ;))What will be the carriers of the quotients T=� and of T=�?



II.2. Equational Classes and Variety Theorem (week 6) 61exercise 6.3 Let �Str be the following signature for Strings of symbols from some alphabet S :S : S; Str
 : " : ! Str � empty stringconc : Str � Str ! Str � concatenates two stringsen : S ! Str � a string with one element SLa : S � Str ! Str � prepends an element on the left of stringRa : Str � S ! Str � appends an element on the right of stringWrite �rst axioms for the concatenation and then de�ne the La and Ra operations using en {all the axioms should be in L= . Does the model class of your speci�cation have initial algebras?exercise 6.4 Let us consider the following �Str-algebra A : AS = f0; 1g; AStr = (AS)� (i.e.,all the strings (also the empty one) of symbols 0 and 1), and operations given by: "A gives theempty string, enA(x) = x (i.e., a one-element string `x'), concA(s; t) def= st, LaA(x; s) def= xs andRaA(s; x) def= sx (where st is the string obtained by concatenating s and t, while sx (resp. xs) isobtained by appending (resp. prepending) the symbol x to the string s.) Following the remark 6.8and example 6.9, we will verify that A is a free algebra over set f0; 1g of the speci�cation fromexercise 6.3.1. Verify that A satis�es the axioms E you have written in exercise 6.3, i.e., that A 2 Alg(�; E).2. Now, let X = fx; yg be the set of two elements (variables) of sort S, and consider the free �Str-algebra TE;X (i.e., the quotient T�Str;X=�E by the congruence �E induced by your equationalaxioms E). We assume that in each congruence class [t] 2 (TE;X)Str (except for ["]) there is aunique canonical representative C[t] of the form La(z1; La(z2; :::La(zn; "):::)), where each zi iseither x or y. That is, [s] 6= [t] i� either C[s] and C[t] have di�erent lengths, or else for somei, zi in C[s] is di�erent from the respective zi in C[t]. (You may try to prove this by structuralinduction but the proof will be rather elaborate.)3. Using this assumption, show that A ' TE;X . Consider the assignment � : X ! AS givenby �(x) = 0 and �(y) = 1. By theorem 6.7, the algebra TE;X is free in Alg(�; E), so, sinceA 2 Alg(�; E), the assignment � induces a unique homomorphism � : TE;X ! A. By the proofof theorem 4.21, this homomorphism will coincide with the evaluation of terms in A under �,i.e., for each [t] : �([t]) = tA� . Showing that this homomorphism is injective and surjective willdemonstrate the required isomorphism.exercise 6.5 In lemma 6.6 and (the proof of) theorem 5.8 we used the relation �E on T (�; X)de�ned in (5.16) by s �E t , E `EQ s = t (6.19)where E is a set of equations with variables X and s; t 2 T (�; X). (In lemma 5.7 we showedthat it is a congruence on the algebra T�;X .) Given such a set of equations, we can, instead,de�ne the congruence �E on T�;X using the de�nition 2.29 (cf. example 2.30). I.e., as the basisrelation we take the set E of all pairs (of terms) obtained by performing all substitutions to theequations from E : E def= [�:X!T (�;X)fhs�; t�i : s = t 2 Egand then taking the minimal congruence on T�;X containing this relation, i.e.:�E def= \f� : E � � ^ � is a congruence on T�;Xg (6.20)Show that (6.19) and (6.20) actually de�ne the same relation, i.e., that �E = �E .1. First show that E � �E and use this fact to conclude that �E � �E .2. For the opposite inclusion, use the fact that E � �E to show �rst that T�;X=�E 2 Alg(�; E).Then use theorem 5.8 (and the fact (5.17)) to conclude that �E � �E . (Here you will use thefact that, for any congruence � on T�;X we have T�;X=� j= s = t , s � t.)
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II.3. Closure Properties of Other Languages (week 7) 63Week 7: Closure Properties of Other Languages� Conditional Equations� Horn Equational Formulae� ClausesWe will now study the closure properties of the more general equational language. We will movealong the hierarchy from table 1 on page 44 and see, how moving to a more expressive language,single closure properties get lost.7.1: Conditional Equations : L=)Recall that formulae of L=) are of the form s1 = t1 ^ :::^ sn = tn ) s = t, for n � 0. Generalizingthe language L= to conditional equations we lose closure under homomorphic images.Lemma 7.1 L=) is not closed under homomorphic images.Proof. We show it by a simple counterexample. Let � contain one conditional equations = t) p = r, and A be such that A j= s 6= t, and A j= p 6= r. Obviously A 2 Alg(�). Let �be the congruence on A given by s � t. Then A=� j= s = t but A=� 6j= p = r. Thus, althoughA=� is a homomorphic image of A it is not a model of �.Example 7.2 [2.2 continued]Recall example 2.2. We used there the signature � :S : N;B;
 : >;? : ! B0 : ! Ns : N ! Nleq : N�N ! Beq : N�N ! Band the algebra N = hN;B; tt; ff ; 0; s; leq; eqi where leqN (x; y) = tt, x � y.We saw that the total order leq ceased to be total in the product algebra N � N and became apartial order (this fact is commented in example 7.14). The product algebra N �N can be seen asa �-algebra satisfying the partial order axioms:1: leq(x; x) = >2: leq(x; y) = >^ leq(y; z) = > ) leq(x; z) = >3: leq(x; y) = >^ leq(y; x) = > ) eq(x; y) = > (7.21)The last two axioms are conditional equations and, as stated in lemma 7.1, need not be preservedunder homomorphis images.To simplify the example, let's take a smaller PO algebra A (satisfying (7.21)) with the carrierf0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5g instead of N and with with eqA being the identity onAN and leqA(0; 1) = leqA(1; 2) = ttand leqA(3; 4) = leqA(4; 5) = tt. (Axiom 2 forces then leqA(0; 2) and leqA(3; 5). We do not have anyaxioms for s, so we may take it to be identity on AN.)0 leq //@A BCleq OO1 leq // 2 3 leq //@A BCleq OO4 leq // 5f1g@A BCleq OOf0;2gEDGF leq�� A 2�3 ++WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW0�2uujjjjjjjjjjjjB Cf3g leq //@A BCleq OOf4g leq // f5g f0g leq //@A BCleq OOf1g leq // f2;3g leq //@A BCleq OO4 leq// f5g



64 Languages and LogicsLet B be the quotient of A by the congruence 0 � 2. We then get the equivalence class [0] = [2] =f0; 2g as an element in the carrier of B, with leqB(f0; 2g; 1) = tt and leqB(1; f0; 2g) = tt but withf0; 2g 6= 1, i.e., eqB(f0; 2g; 1) 6= tt and so B does not satisfy the third axiom.Similarly, if we let C be the quotient of A by the congruence 2 � 3, the resulting algebra willnot satisfy the second axiom. We will have leqC(1; f2; 3g) = tt and leqC(f2; 3g; 4) = tt but notleqC(1; 4) = tt.In fact, there is a general theorem (by Lyndon) that only positive formulae are preserved byhomomorphisms, i.e., if e is a positive formula, A j= e and B is a homomorphic image of A, thenalso B j= e. (Positive formulae are those built without use of negation, in our case, only simpleequations and their conjunctions or disjunctions.) Since a conditional equation e1 ^ :::^ en ) e isequivalent to :e1 _ :::_:en _ e, it follows that it is not, in general, preserved under homomorphicimages.All the other properties of varieties remain valid for conditional equational classes.Theorem 7.3 L=) is closed under isomorphisms, subalgebras and products.Proof. Isomorphisms and subalgebras are easy and left as exercise. Closure under non-empty products follows from lemma 6.2. Let fAigi2I � K where K = Alg(�; C) with C aset of conditional equations. Let c : t1 = s1 ^ ::: ^ tn = sn ) t = s be any of the formulaein C. Let � : X ! �A be any assignemnt and assume that for 1 � j � n : �(tj) = �(sj).(Otherwise, we get immediately �A j= c under �.) By lemma 6.2 in all Ai we will have� � �i(tj) = � � �i(sj) and so all � � �i(t) = � � �i(s) since Ai 2 K. So by lemma 6.2�(t) = �(s). Since � was arbitrary, it follows that �A j= c.Empty product { a terminal unit algebra Z { satis�es all equations, in particular, all theequations occurring in the right hand side of ) in all c 2 C. Thus Z j= C and so Z 2 K.Using theorem 4.22 the lema yields.Corollary 7.4 Let C be a set of conditional �-equations and K = Alg(�; C). Then K contains freealgebras and, if � is non-void, initial algebras.There exists an analogous characterization of conditional classes as the Variety theorem 4.22 forthe equational classes. It requires however the construction of so called ultraproducts which we donot introduce here.Example 7.5 [6.11 continued]Example 6.11 showed that the class of algebras with exactly two element carriers cannot be axioma-tized by mere equations. Will conditional equations do? Let A be an algebra with two elements inthe carrier. Then A�A will have four elements, i.e., such a class would not be closed under products.Since, by theorem 7.3 any conditional equational class must be closed under products, we see thatL=) is not su�cient to axiomatize this class.Example 7.6 [6.13 continued]The class of �i-algebras with injective marking function did not have an equational axiomatization{ it wasn't closed under homomorphic images.In order to see whether D can be axiomatized in L=) we should check if it is closed under productsand subalgebras. (In fact, it is, as we saw in exercise 6.1). But here it may be easier to justobserve that the required property of injectivity is expressed by the standard conditional equation:mark(x) = mark(y)) x = y.Example 7.7 [6.14 continued]Algebras with one sort and if then else were not closed under (non-empty) products, hence theycannot be axiomatized by conditional equations.



II.3. Closure Properties of Other Languages (week 7) 657.2: Equational Horn Formulae : L=HFormulae of L=H are either conditional equations s1 6= t1 _ ::: _ sn 6= tn _ s = t, for n � 0, ordisjunctions of inequations s1 6= t1 _ ::: _ sn 6= tn, for n � 1. Since L=) � L=H , lemma 7.1 impliesthat L=H is not closed under homomorphic images. But there is also another price we have to paywhen moving from L=) to L=H .The classes we have considered so far were guaranteed to be non-empty. Any equationalor conditional equational class was closed under empty products, i.e., it contained at least theunit algebra. This reects the fact that the languages L= and L=) are not capable of expressingnegation, and hence, of introducing a possibly inconsistent set of axioms. An obvious examplewould be the set fs = t; s 6= tg which certainly does not have any model. But s 6= t is notexpressible in L=). Horn formulae are the �rst on our way where such inconsistencies may occur.s 6= t is a Horn equation(al formula) which is neither conditional nor simply equational. Thispossibility of writing inconsistent axioms corresponds to the possibility of having empty modelclass. Thus, since existence of empty products guarantees non-emptiness of the model class, thefollowing lemma should not be surprising.Lemma 7.8 L=H is not closed under empty products.Proof. Since empty product is the same as terminal object, we show that we may have asituation where no terminal object exists in the model class.Let � contain one disjunction a1 6= a2 _ b1 6= b2, for a1; a2; b1; b2 2 T (�). Let A;B besuch that A j= a1 = a2, A j= b1 6= b2, and B j= a1 6= a2, B j= b1 = b2. ObviouslyA;B 2 Alg(�). If Z is terminal in Alg(�) then there exist unique homomrphisms !A : A! Zand !B : B ! Z. We then must have that aZ1 = !A(aA1 ) = !A(aA2 ) = aZ2 , and similarly,bZ1 = !B(bB1 ) = !B(bB2 ) = bZ2 . But this means that Z j= a1 = a2 and Z j= b1 = b2, soZ 62 Alg(�).Another simple counterexample would be the set of axioms fs = t; s 6= tg. Its model class isempty and hence it does not contain empty products. In fact, the existence of unit algebras iswhat separates Horn classes from conditional equational classes.Lemma 7.9 Assume that K � Alg(�) is an equational Horn class. Then K is a conditional equationalclass i� it contains a unit algebra.Proof. )) follows from theorem 7.3.() Since K is Horn, it is axiomatized by a set H of Horn formulae. The only formulae whichare Horn but not conditional are of the form h : :(t1 = s1)_ :::_:(tn = sn). So suppose thatsuch a formula belongs to H . But a unit algebra Z will satisfy all the equations Z j= ti = si,i.e., Z 6j= h, so if Z 2 K, no such h may be among the axioms H .This lemma is not a general characterization of the conditional equational classes, i.e., it does notsay that a class is conditional equational i� it contains unit algebras (and, perhaps, satis�es theconditions of theorem 7.3). It says when a Horn equational class is also a conditional class. Ifwe wanted to achieve a full characterization of conditional classes, we could now look for such acharacterization of Horn classes and add to its properties the existence of unit algebras. Howeversuch a characterization of Horn classes requires some other semantic constructions which we havenot introduced (reduced products) and therefore we won't attempt to do it here. The modelclasses of equational Horn formulae are called quasivarieties. We only show that except for emptyproducts, quasivarieties are closed under the same constructions as conditional classes.Theorem 7.10 L=H is closed under subalgebras, isomorphisms and non-empty products.Proof. Again, subalgebras and isomorphisms are left as exercise. Let K = Alg(�; H) whereH is a set of Horn equational formulae, and let fAigi2I � K be non-empty subclass of



66 Languages and LogicsK. We have to show that �A j= H . From theorem 7.3 we know that �A will model allthe conditional equations from H , so we have to show it only for those h 2 H which aredisjunctions of negated equations, i.e., of the form h : :(t1 = s1) _ ::: _ :(tn = sn).This follows again from lemma 6.2. For any � : X ! �A, we have that 8i 2 I 91 � j � n :� � �i(tj) 6= � � �i(sj). Then lemma 6.2 implies that �(tj) 6= �(sj) i.e., �A satis�es h underassignment �. Since � was arbitrary, this means that �A j= h.Example 7.11 [7.5 continued]Example 7.5 showed that the class of �2-algebras with exactly two elements in the carrier wasn'tclosed under non-empty products. Hence even Horn formulae will not be su�cient to specify thisclass.Similarly, the class of one sorted algebras with if then else from example 6.14 wasn't closed undernon-empty products, and hence cannot be axiomatized by Horn formuale.Corollary 7.12 Let K � Alg(�) be a non-empty Horn class. It contains free algebras and, if � isnon-void, initial objects.Notice the quali�cation \be a non-empty" which did not occur in earlier versions of this statement(for L= or L=), e.g., in corollary 7.4). This quali�cation is necessary here because a set of Hornformulae can be inconsistent. Then, obviously, the model class won't possess free or initial objects.We say that L=H admits free (initial) objects meaning exactly this: if the axiom set is consistentthen the model class has free algebras.7.3: Equational Clauses : L=8Clauses of L=8 are arbitrary disjunctions s1 6= t1 _ ::: _ sn 6= tn _ s01 = t01 _ ::: _ s0p = t0p, for n � 0and p � 0. Having extended the language to L=H we are left with model classes which are onlyguaranteed to be closed under isomorphisms, subalgebras and non-empty products. Moving nowto the language L=8 of clauses, we lose this last property.Lemma 7.13 L=8 is not closed under non-empty products and does not admit initial objects.Proof. Let � contain one disjunctive equation a1 = a2 _ b1 = b2, and A;B be such thatA j= a1 = a2, A j= b1 6= b2, and B j= a1 6= a2, B j= b1 = b2. Obviously A;B 2 Alg(�).However, satisfaction of the disjunction in their product A�B would require that haA1 ; aB1 i =haA2 ; aB2 i_ hbA1 ; bB1 i = hbA2 ; bB2 i. The �rst disjunct does not hold since aB1 6= aB2 and the secondone does not hold because bA1 6= bA2 . Thus A�B 62 Alg(�).The same counter-example shows the possibility of non-existence of inital objects. If alla1; a2; b1; b2 2 T (�) and I is an initial object, it must satisfy at least one of the equations. Ifit satis�es a1 = a2 then there is no homomorphism !B : I ! B and if it satis�es b1 = b2 thenthere is no homomorphism !A : I ! A.Since existence of free objects implies existence of initial objects, this leamma implies that L=8does not admit free objects either. By lemmata 7.1 and 7.8, L=8 isn't closed under homomorphicimages or empty products.Example 7.14 [7.2 continued]The order leq on N (i.e., � on N) from example 2.2 is total, i.e., in addition to the PO axioms (7.21)from example 7.2, it satis�es the axiom4: leq(x; y) = > _ leq(y; x) = > (7.22)This disjunctive formula is not equivalent to any simpler (conditional or single) equational formula andso, by lemma 7.13, need not be preserved under (non-empty) products. We saw this in example 2.2where the algebra N satis�ed this axiom, while the product N �N did not.



II.3. Closure Properties of Other Languages (week 7) 67Theorem 7.15 L=8 is closed under subalgebras and isomorphism.Proof. In spite of its simplicity, this is a classical theorem (of  Lo�s and Tarski). Its originalformulation says that the model class of any FOL theory which uses only universally quan-ti�ed formulae is closed under subalgebras and isomorphisms. Isomorphisms are obvious, solet h(x1; : : : ;xn) be any opened formula with only the free variables X = fx1; : : : ;xng, andsuppose A j= 8x1; : : : ;xn : h(x1; : : : ;xn). This means that for all assignments � : X ! jAj,i.e., for all elements a1; : : : ;an 2 jAj, hA(a1; : : : ;an) is satis�ed. If now B v A, then jBj � jAjand interpretation of all symbols in B agrees with the interpretation in A. Thus for anyb1; : : : ;bn 2 jBj � jAj we will have hB(b1; : : : ;bn) = hA(b1; : : : ;bn), which will be satis�ed byassumption.Example 7.16 [7.11 continued]The class of two-element �2-algebras was not axiomatizable in any of the languages weaker than L=8 .The �rst language (in our hierarchy) which does not imply closure under non-empty products wasL=8 . As a matter of fact, the following axiomatization will yield the required class of models:a 6= bx = a _ x = bExample 7.17 [7.7 continued]Similar trick will solve the problem with axiomatizing the if then else function. With Horn formulae(and even with the conditional equations) we could express only the �rst, but not the second, of thefollowing axioms: x1 = x2 ) if(x1; x2; x3; x4) = x3x1 = x2 _ if(x1; x2; x3; x4) = x4(i:e:; x1 6= x2 ) if(x1; x2; x3; x4) = x4)Notice a subtle point concerning the axiomatization of such an if then else. If the �rst argumentis of a Boolean sort, for which we have two constants > and ?, we can axiomatize it using simpleequations: if(>; x3; x4) = x3if(?; x3; x4) = x4This, however, presupposes that our Boolean sort has exactly two elements interpreting these twoconstants. As example 7.16 showed, axiomatization of such a sort requires L=8 . (Unless we can useinitial semantics, in which case, the constants will be the only two distinct elements, provided thatthe axioms ensure equality of any other Boolean term with exactly one of them.)7.4: SummaryThe table 2 contains the summary of the model theoretic results from this section. The placesmarked with double symbols indicate the actual lemmata we have proved { other cases follow fromthese results (negative downwards and positive upwards). The intuitive content of these relationscan be summarized thus. The more speci�c properties we want a class of algebras to have, the moreexpressive language we need to axiomatize them. By \the more speci�c properties" one shouldnot understand \the more closure properties". Rather, we mean that greater expressiveness ofa language allows us to exclude or include models according to more speci�c criteria. In orderto de�ne the class of all �-algebras we do not actually need any language (except the signature){ and the poverty of this language is reected in the richness of the closure properties posessedby Alg(�). If we use merely simple equations, the corresponding model-classes will have all theclosure proerties we have de�ned. These restricted languages do not provide the means for, forinstance, including only some models and their products but excluding homomorphic images. But



68 Languages and Logicsclosure of Alg(�) underproducts hom. admits objects� iso subalg empty non-empty images free initialL= + ++ ++ ++ ++ + +L=) + + + + = + +L=H + + = + { + +L=8 + + { = { { =Table 2: Languages and Closure Propertiesa more expressive language, for instance, one allowing us to express implication, will enable usto include products but exclude homomorphic images. A more expresive language provides moresophisticated means for \distinguishing" structures which \cannot be distinguished", and henceexcluded, by a less expressive language. In short { the more expressive language, the more freedomin manipulating the model classes and, hence, the fewer guaranteed closure properties.Exercises (week 7)exercise 7.1 We will specify a variant of in�nite arrays with counters where the insert operationplaces the new element at the end of the array increasing the value of the counter by 1. Weassume given an L= -speci�cation of natural numbers; the signature will be:S : N; A;ANnull : ! AN � an empty array with 0 counterco : AN ! N � counter is the last occupied indexins : A�AN ! AN � increases the counter and places the new element thereev : AN � N ! A � returns the element stored at the index(We ignore the question of what should be the value of ev(L; i) when no element has been storedin L at the index i.) Write equational axioms (in L=) for the operation co, and then axiomatizethe other operations.In the axiomatization of ev you should have needed a more general language than L= { whichone? Is it closed under empty products? Does the unit algebra belong to the model class of youraxioms? If the �rst answer is no and the second yes { how do you explain this?exercise 7.2 Recall exercises 2.1, 4.1 and 4.2. Let �3 be the signature with one sort symbol andthree constant symbols, i.e., �3 = hD; a; b; c : ! Di.1. Write the (set of) axioms E4 (in the appropriate language) such that the class of algebrasK4 = Alg(�3; E4) contains all and only �3-algebras with at most three elements in thecarrier.2. Verify that the class K4 is closed under homomorphic images. Now, E4 certainly isn't purelyequational, E4 6� L= { if it is you did something wrong! To which among the languagesfrom table 2 does E4 belong? How would you explain the apparent contraditiction that thislanguage is not closed under homomorphic images while K4 is?3. Write the (set of) axioms E3 (possibly, in a more general language) such that the class ofalgebras K3 = Alg(�3; E3) contains all and only �3-algebras with exactly three elementsin the carrier. (Obviously, we have that K3 � K4, so you should also have E3 � E4, i.e.,axiom(s) E4 are among the axioms E3.)4. Is K4 closed under homomorphic images? Either prove that it is or provide a counter-example.



II.3. Closure Properties of Other Languages (week 7) 69exercise 7.3 A directed multigraph is a directed graph where there may be more than one edgebetween any pair of nodes. Such a multigraph can be described as an algebra with two sorts:N(odes) and E(dges), and two operations s; t : E ! N which for each edge return, respectively,its s(ource) and t(arget) node.1. Write the signature �G and, if necessary axioms, which would de�ne the class of multigraphalgebras. Which closure properties does the model class of your axiomatization possess?Write the homomorphism condition (3.10) for your signature �G, and give an exampleof two multigraphs with a �G-homomorphism between them. Does the class have initialmodels?2. A directed graph is a special case of a multigraph where there is at most one edge betweenany two nodes. Add the necessary axioms to your de�nition of multigraphs in order toobtain the class of graph algebras.Most probably you have lost some of the closure properties { say which, and give example(s)illustrating that the class of graphs does not posses such property(ies).3. The graphs you have de�ned so far should allow self-loops, i.e., edges with source and targetbeing the same node. Extend your graph de�nition with the necessary axioms excludingsuch edges from the graphs. What closure properties will this class have?
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III.1. Programs and Abstract Data Types (week 8) 71Week 8: Programs and Abstract Data Types� Programs are Algebras� Specification determines a Class of Algebras� Constructor-Specifications8.1: Programs are AlgebrasWe have seen in examples 4.7, 4.15 that semantics of a programming language determined bya signature �, can be given by means of a homomorphism from the term algebra T� to theappropriate �-algebra representing the actual semantics of the language. The following examplegives a more detailed idea of what kind of an algebra might be appropriate as the semantics of asimple imperative language.Example 8.1 [Algebraic Semantics of a Programming Language]Let us start with the assumption that we have a set Atoms = fa1; : : : ;ang of atomic programmingconstructs (like assignment x:=5, skip, etc.) and a set Test of tests (like y=5, z<100, etc.). We de�nethe syntax of a simple programming language by the following signature:�P = S : Test; P rog
 : a1; : : : ;an : ! Prog; : Prog � Prog ! Progif then else fi : Test� Prog � Prog ! Progwhile do od : Test� Prog ! ProgAny program in this language, will be a �P ground term. Semantics of this language is de�ned as aparticular �P -algebra A, and semantics of all programs will be the meaning of ground terms in A.For �P -algebras we have various choices but we will try to make the example as simple as possible.The intended meaning of a program is a state transformation, where a state is just a state of thestore. Think of the store as an array indexed by the program variables with some actual values, e.g.,as S : X ! Z. A program simply changes the values stored at various locations. For instance, theassignment x:=5 amounts to changing the state so that evaluation of x returns 5. Thus the meaningof a program will be a function f : S ! S, where S is the set of states. In each state we can evaluatethe variables and, in particular, we can test some conditions by evaluating the state to a Booleanvalue. I.e., the set T of tests is the set of functions b : S ! ftt; ffg.So, let A be some �P algebra with �xed sets S, P : S ! S and T : S ! ftt; ffg, and with some�xed interpretation of the atomic constants Atoms. The meaning of the three operations from thesignature will be given with the help of the three functions in A, namely, sq : P�P ! P (sequencing),cd : T � P � P ! P (conditional) and it : T � P ! P (iterator). All pe and be are program- andtest-expressions over �P , p 2 P are programs and s 2 S is an arbitrary state:�P ground term meaning in A with semantic de�nitionpe1; pe2 7! sq(peA1 ; peA2 ) sq(p1; p2)(s) def= p2(p1(s))if be then pe1 else pe2 fi 7! cd(beA; peA1 ; peA2 ) cd(b; p1; p2)(s) def= � p1(s) if b(s) = ttp2(s) if b(s) = ffwhile be do pe od 7! it(beA; peA) it(b; p)(s) def= cd(b; sq(p; it(b; p)); idS)(s)Notice that in the de�nition of the semantics of while we have used idS { the identity transformationon the set of states. It is not certain whether there is a corresponding atomic operation in the actuallangugae (skip or nop). This de�nition says the following: the meaning of while b do p od is a statetransformer of the form cd(b; R; idS). When applied to any state s, it �rst evaluates b(s) { if the resultis ff the whole evaluation returns idS(s), that is s. If b(s) = tt, then one evaluates R = sq(p; it(b; p)),i.e., evaluates p(s) = s0 and continues with it(b; p)(s0).As any programmer knows, a while-loop may not terminate { if our algebra A is to be total, we haveto equip it with some element of the sort S which would represent the \state" resulting from such anon-terminating computation.



72 Abstract Data TypesWe will not spend time on more detailed examples of how one can de�ne actual atomic programs,test expressions, semantics of declarations, etc. (cf. examples 1.30, 4.7, exercise 1.3). The exampleillustrates the main intuition of the slogan \programs as algebras". An algebra for a programminglanguage will typically be generated. Nevertheless, this is not a strict requirement { one may intro-duce operations in the algebra, like the idS transformation, for which there are no correspondingconstructs in the syntax of the language. Also, the language itself will often correspond only tosome high-level operations, thus representing an abstraction from many low-level operations whichhave to be implemented in the actual algebra (as we saw in example 4.10).Furthermore, while not all algebras are executable, the ones for programming languages cer-tainly have to be. But even then the general algebraic perspective o�ers invaluable abstractionmechanisms. What we did not consider before was the possibility of looking at such an algebraicsemantics from, so to speak, di�erent levels of abstraction.Example 8.2 [Algebra for a program]For instance, assume that the following piece of code is written in some programming language �:integer array tab(1:20);procedure min(t:integer array, f,l:integer):integer;begininteger i, m;m:=f;for i:= f step 1 until l doif t(i)<t(m) then m:= i;return m;end;It can be looked at as de�ning a very concrete, executable algebra given by the detailed semantics ofthe programming language. But we may also view it as an algebra [[P ]] over the following signature(ZdNe is the sort of bounded arrays of integers { cf. example 1.29)� = S : Z�;ZdNe;B
 : tab : ! ZdNemin : ZdNe � Z� � Z� ! Z�>;? : ! B�: Z� � Z� ! BObserve that min or tab need not be the operations in � { they are only de�ned using �. Thus, wedo not have � � �. Nevertheless, the semantics of [[P ]] is obviously determined by the semantics ofthe language �. But the meaning of P can (and should) be expressed in terms of the formulae overits own signature �. For instance, we would expect that [[P ]] satis�es the following formula:f � 1 = >^ l � 20 = >^ f � i = >^ i � l = > ) min(tab; f; l) � tab(i) = >:The signature � does not correspond to all the details occurring within the declaration of the pro-cedure min. (In this narrow context, tab is a constant { the signature Z� Z ! ZdNe would be thesignature for a function modelling array declarations.) Nevertheless, � is { or may be seen as { thesignature of this program's algebra, since it is the interface of the program for its user. To cover allthe details, we would also need, for instance, a signature corresponding to this from example 1.29with the operations for creating, reading and updating arrays.(Notice again that approaching the actual program code we almost inevitably have to deal withpartiality of operations: we have �nite arrays (example 1.10), and min, when given f, l which areoutside the array bounds will have to react appropriately (or inappropriately).)Thus we do not have to consider all the details of the actual programming language algebra { wemay view it at a more convenient, more abstract level. The signature which we gave for [[P ]] wasonly a small part of all the detailed operations which had to be involved in the implementationof the program P . What we did, was to take the reduct of the actual algebra with respect to theoperations which interested us. (The same was done in example 4.10 { the algebra of binary wordsimplemented on the machine M had a lot of operations which were not present in the algebra



III.1. Programs and Abstract Data Types (week 8) 73of the programming language �.) This abstraction from the low-level details is one of the mainstrength of the algebraic approach to program development.8.2: Algebraic Program DevelopmentSince programs are algebras we can use various means of describing and manipulating algebras forthe purpose of program speci�cation and development. A set of axioms determines its model-classwhich, roughly speaking, may be viewed as the class of possible, also programmable, realizationsof these axioms. Thus a pair h�; �i, where � is a set of axioms in an appropriate language is thebasic form of a speci�cation. Initially, these axioms will state only the most general and abstractrequirements identifying the desired properties of the intended system rather than its behaviourand operational description (\what" rather than \how"). Program development amounts then togradual re�nement of these initial requirements towards a more and more concrete and, eventually,executable description. The main idea of program development from algebraic speci�cations is toinclude, at each level of such a re�nement process, only the necessary information de�ning theproperties of interest. Transition from one level to the next amounts to re�ning the speci�cationby adding new axioms or augmenting the signature with additional operations. That is, startingwith a very large, loosely described class of algebras { a requirement speci�cation { one makesmore and more speci�c design decisions arriving eventually at a concrete program which, from thevery begining was one of the algebras in the model class of the initial speci�cation:SP0 �! SP1 �! : : : �! SPn �! ProgAlg(SP0) � Alg(SP1) � ::: � Alg(SPn) 3 [[Prog]] (8.23)The model class inclusion is the basic algebraic notion of implementation: a speci�cation SP1implements SP0, SP0 �! SP1, i� Alg(SP0) � Alg(SP1).Example 8.3 [Implementation by model-class inclusion]Assuming given a speci�cation Int, we specify stacks of integers:Stack0 = Int �S : ST
 : empty : ! STpush : Z� ST ! STpop : ST ! STtop : ST ! ZA : pop(push(x; S)) = Stop(push(x; S)) = xThis puts only very general restrictions on the models. In particular, it does not address the questionas to what the results of pop or top of en empty stack might be. So, at the next step we could decidethat pop(empty) should give us an empty stack, i.e., we add one axiom:Stack1 = Stack0 �A : pop(empty) = emptyThe question of top(empty) is a bit more involved since it obviously presents us with the problemsof partiality. Its solution here amounts to a new design decision. We may decide that its result issome chosen Z element, say 0. Alternatively, we may extend the signature with an additional element� :! Z which we will use to mark the results of such applications.StackE = Stack1 �
 : � : ! ZA : top(empty) = �This is far from the most satisfying solution but let us stop here for now. We now have thatStack0 � Stack1 � StackE, and we can see how this chain of model-class inclusions reects themore detailed design decisions. The last inclusion involves actually a more elaborate construction



74 Abstract Data Typessince the models of StackE have di�erent signature than those of Stack0. But it is easy to see thateach model of the former can be converted (by reduct) to a model of the latter by forgetting thesymbol �.This view of development expresses so called loose semantics { the whole model class is taken asthe meaning of a speci�cation. The abstractness of the approach is expressed at two levels.� Axiomatic descriptions are used to determine the desired properties of the system. On thesemantic side, one has a class of models rather than one unique model.� One always requires such classes to be closed under isomorphisms.According to the second point, even when only one isomorphism class is determined or chosen,it still abstracts away from the possible, concrete representations of various elements of the car-rier. (This does not, of course, apply at the last step where only one program is taken as theimplementation.) This leads to the following de�nitionDe�nition 8.4 An abstract data type is a class of algebras closed under isomorphisms.Often, it is necessary to introduce additional restrictions on the model class in order to obtainintended algebras. For instance, the closer we are approaching the design stadium where speci�-cation becomes almost programmable, we may want to say that our signature contains now all thenecessary operations and that we want to consider only algebras generated from this signature. Wemay want to be even more speci�c: as we saw in example 4.6, one may be interested in choosingonly initial model since this is the model one \really has in mind".Such considerations lead to a variety of algebraic semantics. The most important variants aregiven in the following de�nition.De�nition 8.5 A speci�cation SP = h�;�i can be assigned semantics by the following functions:1: loose = Alg(SP )2: reachable Gen(SP ) = fG 2 Alg(SP ) : G is generated from �gGenC(SP ) = fG 2 Alg(SP ) : G is generated from C � �g3: initial I(SP ) = fI 2 Alg(SP ) : I is initial in Alg(SP )g4: terminal Z(SP ) = fZ 2 Alg(SP ) : Z is terminal in Alg(SP )gThe development process from (8.23) can be then re�ned by taking into account the possibility ofdetermining the semantics of a speci�cation (at least at the later stages of development) by meansof these more speci�c semantic functions:SP0 �! SPn �! SPm �! SPz �! ProgAlg(SP0) � Alg(SPn) � Gen(SPn) � Gen(SPm) � I(SPz) 3 [[Prog]] (8.24)We have to explain the new concept of GenC(SP ) appearing in the de�nition 8.5.8.3: Reachability and Constructor-SpecificationsThe concept of constructor-speci�cation hidden behind the notation GenC(SP ) plays a veryimportant role in developing executable speci�cations. We have seen the concept of generatedalgebras as well as the associated reasoning by means of induction principle. These concepts were\total" in the sense that they required that an algebra be generated from arbitrary ground termsin the signature. Often, however, this is all too weak a restriction.Example 8.6 [8.3 continued]Consider the speci�cation Stack0. One would expect the stacks to satisfy the following property:S 6= empty ) S = push(top(S); pop(S)); (8.25)namely, that each non-empty stack S can be obtained by pushing its top onto the stack S with itstop element removed. However, this equation does not follow from the axioms of Stack0! Simply,



III.1. Programs and Abstract Data Types (week 8) 75because the loose semantics admits models where some stacks are not constructed (reachable) byapplications of push. Take, for instance, an initial model of Stack0 and extend it freely with a newST -element X. This new model will have to satisfy the axioms, i.e., applying pop (resp. top) to anypush(x;X) will have to return X (resp. x). Nothing, however, is said what pop(X) (resp. top(X))must be. Furthermore, since X is a new { unreachable { element of sort ST , it isn't really a resultof applying push to any other stack and number.So let us take only the generated models Gen(Stack0). Can we prove the formula (8.25) now? No {because, although all ST -elements are now reachable from �, they may be reachable from \wrong"terms. In the initial model we will have elements denoted by terms of the form popn(empty) for alln > 0, for which we again cannot deduce the required equality. (This can be remedied by adding theaxiom as in Stack1, but the present case illustrates the general situation.)Intuitively, we would like to have all the elements of sort ST generated exclusively by means of theempty and push operations, even though the signature contains other operations returning elementsof the sort ST . In other words, we want to say that empty and push are the constructors whichgenerate (possibly) new ST -elements, while all the other operations of sort ST are non-constructors,i.e., return elements which are generated by constructors.This is the meaning of GenC(SP ) where C is a subset of (operations from) the signature of SP .It requires that sorts which are in the range of the C-operations be generated by these operations.Saying that our semantics is Genfempty;pushg(Stack0) amounts to taking only these models ofStack0 where the sort ST is generated by the applications of empty and push. Notice thatpush has also an argument of sort Z { this sort itself need not be generated, but for any non-empty ST -element S there must be a Z-element z and another generated ST -element S0 such thatS = push(z; S0). (For an SP over signature � = hS;
i, Gen(SP ) is the same as Gen
(SP ).)De�nition 8.7 Let � = hS;
i, C � 
 and SC � S be the set of all sorts of operations in C. A�-algebra A is generated w.r.t. the constructors C, A 2 GenC(�), i� for every S 2 SC and everya 2 AS , there is1. a constructor term t 2 T (hSC ;Ci; X) with variables X ranging only over sorts in S n SC , and2. an assignment � : X ! jAjsuch that tA� = a.Remark 8.8The quali�cation that t 2 T (hSC ;Ci; X) implies that the \constructor part" of t (and all its subterms)is \constructor-ground". For the signature of stacks from example 8.3 and C = fempty; pushg, theterm push(z1; push(z2; empty)) will be a constructor term (z1; z2 do not range over sort ST ), whilethe term push(z1; push(z2; S)) is not a constructor term since it contains the variable S of sort ST .The condition implies also that the outermost operation in t as well as all its subterms of sorts fromSC is from C. Let, for instance, � = hT ; a; b : ! T; f : T ! T i and C = fb; fg. The term f(a) is nota constructor term w.r.t. C because a 62 C. An algebra A = hN; 0; 2; si with aA = 0; bA = 2; fA = sis not in GenC(�) because the element 0 is not reachable by constructors. Similarly, 1 = f(a)A is notreachable by constructors, even though f is a constructor operation. (This is rather unusal example.Typically, one does not exclude constants from the set of constructors, because this requires that theinterpretation of the excluded constants (in the C-generated models) coincides with the interpretationof some other constructor terms { cf. example 8.11.)8.3.1: Structural Induction on Constructor-SpecificationsJust like with the semanticsGen(SP ) we associate the general !-rule (III.1), so with theGenC(SP )we associate a version of this rule !C which restricts the substitutions � not merely to the groundsubstitutions but to all and only \constructor-ground" substitutions.Example 8.9 [8.6 continued]For the semantics Genfempty;pushg(Stack0) and our formula (8.25), we will have to prove that any Sbuilt from empty and push is either empty or it satis�es the equation in the consequent. Of course,if S = empty, then (8.25) is trivially true, so let us verify that it holds for S 6= empty. The structuralinduction will then continue as follows:



76 Abstract Data Types1. S = push(x; nil) : here we have pop(S) = nil and top(S) = x, so the conclusion follows trivially:S = push(x; nil) = push(top(S); pop(S)).2. S = push(x; T ) where T satis�es the induction hypothesis T = push(top(T ); pop(T )). We thenget push(top(S); pop(S)) = push(top(push(x;T )); pop(push(x;T ))) = push(x; T ) = S.Notice that x remains an arbitrary variable here. In the second point, the induction hypothesis wasn'tactually used at all.Example 8.10We can choose di�erent signatures or, more precisely, di�erent sets of constructors, for building andaxiomatizing �nite sets:� = S : E; SetF1 : ; : ! Setadd : E � Set ! SetF 01 : f g : E ! Set[ : Set� Set ! SetA1 : add(x; add(x; S)) = add(x; S)add(x; add(y; S)) = add(y; add(x; S))A01 : fxg = add(x; ;)S [ ; = SS [ add(x; T ) = add(x; S [ T )
� = S : E; SetF2 : ; : ! Setf g : E ! Set[ : Set� Set ! SetF 02 : add : E � Set ! SetA2 : S [ ; = SS [ S = SS [ T = T [ S(S [ T ) [ P = S [ (T [ P )A02 : add(x; S) = fxg [ SWe thus have two �-speci�cations SP1 = h�; C1i and SP2 = h�; C2i, where � = hS;
1 [ 
01i =hS;
2 [ 
02i and C1 = A1 [ A01 and C2 = A2 [ A02. The (implicit) intention here would be that theunprimed parts (at least 
1 in SP1) are the constructors (with the respective axioms { A1 in SP1).Without this assumption, it is easy to verify thatSP2 j= C1 while SP1 6j= C2 (8.26)namely, SP1 6j= S [ T = T [ S. However,reach
1(SP1) j= C2 (8.27)We show reach
1(SP1) j= S [ T = T [ S, by structural induction on T and subinduction on S:1. T = ;, subinduction on S:(a) for S = ; : ; [ ; = ; = ; [ ;(b) for add(x; S) : IH = S [ ; = ; [ S ); [ add(x;S) 2= add(x; ; [ S) IH= add(x; S [ ;) = add(x; S) = add(x; S) [ ;2. IHT = 8S : S [ T = T [ S should imply ) S [ add(x; T ) = add(x; T ) [ S(a) for S = ; : ; [ add(x; T ) = add(x;; [ T ) IHT= add(x; T [ ;) = add(x;T ) = add(x; T ) [ ;(b) for add(y; S) : IHS = S [ add(x;T ) = add(x; T ) [ S. ) add(y; S) [ add(x; T ) = add(x; T ) [ add(y; S)add(y; S) [ add(x; T ) = add(x;add(y; S) [ T ) IHT= add(x;T [ add(y; S)) =add(x; add(y;T [ S)) IHT= add(x; add(y; S [ T )) = add(y; add(x; S [ T )) =add(y; S [ add(x; T )) IHS= add(y; add(x;T ) [ S) = add(x;T ) [ add(y; S)What does it mean? (8.26) means that SP1�!SP2 but not vice versa. Also, that SP1 is \reasonable"when we take the reachable part. In fact, SP2 looks more \natural" as a possible initial speci�cationof abstract requirements on sets. (8.27) does mean that SP2 �! reach
1(SP1) and this will mostprobably be the development direction.The constructive character of such a decision has many facets. One is that the desirable properties,like the commutativity of [, follow in reach
1 (SP1) from the axioms de�ning [ in terms of con-structors. In fact, any Set-term in SP1 involving [ will be provably equal to a one containing only
1. Typically, one will de�ne possible new operations in such a way, rather than impose independentaxioms on such a new operation (as it would be if we just added axioms A02 to the speci�cation SP1).



III.1. Programs and Abstract Data Types (week 8) 77Thus, any new operation will require more axioms in SP2 than in SP1. E.g. adding the operation2 : E � Set! B, will require axioms:A001 : x 2 ; = ?x 2 add(y; S) = > , x = y _x 2 S = > A002 : x 2 ; = ?x 2 fyg = > , x = yx 2 S [ T = > , x 2 S = > _x 2 T = >Constructor-speci�cations are very handy but they have to be used with a great care. Carelessapplication of this method may lead to various problems of which we give only a simple example.Example 8.11Let � = hA; a; b; c : ! Ai, and consider Genfa;bg(�), i.e., the �-algebras generated by a and b.Obviously, in this class c must be interpreted as the same element as either a or b but we do notknow which one. The induced induction principle enables us to prove c = a_c = b. If the speci�cationis more complex and a and b may have some di�erent properties, this will lead to uncertainity as towhich of these properties pertain to c.As a more grave problem, take the speci�cation SP over the same � and with axioms a 6= c andb 6= c. Then Genfa;bg(SP ) is inconsistent! The axioms state exactly the negation of c = a _ c = bwhich can be proved by the induction principle induced by the generating restriction.The theory of constructor-speci�cations is quite an elaborate research area but we won't study itin more detail. In what follows we will at most use the possibility of restricting the semantics ofthe speci�cations by means of GenC rather than only Gen. Then, in the proofs, we will of coursetake recourse to the associated induction principle. It can, however, be used as a general guidelinefor writing speci�cations (both in determining the signature and axiomatiziation) { even if we donot, at the moment, make an explicit decision what the constructors are, we can still think asof some of the operations as constructors and of others as de�nable in terms of these \not yetconstructors".8.4: Languages for Basic SpecificationsRecall that, for instance, the existence of generated models depends on the signature (whichmust be non-void), while the existence of initial/terminal objects on the form of the axioms (thelanguage for writing the axioms). This means that intending some particular semantics for ourspeci�cations, we have to consider what language ensures that this semantics will exist.Since the �nal speci�cation, i.e., the program, is an executable piece of code, the language inwhich it is written is much more restricted than, for instance, FOL, or even the merely equationalpart of FOL. Also, as we know from week 6, if we are interested in initial semantics, we cannot,in general, use more expressive language than L=). In fact, the development process as illustratedin (8.24) reects not only the gradual restriction of the model class. Typically, one will start witha more powerful language for writing the general requirements and, moving along the chain ofgradual design decisions, restrict the language coming closer to a possible programming language.There are some types which it is common to have de�ned with a �xed, often initial, semantics.If such a semantics is not the one we are using, one has to resort to a more expressive language inorder to achieve analogous (or even the same) result.Example 8.12 [Initial vs. non-initial speci�cation of Booleans]Consider the following speci�cation of Booleans:Bool =S : B
 : > : ! B? : ! B� : > 6= ?x = > _ x = ?



78 Abstract Data TypesIt tells what we want to tell about Boolean sort: it has exactly two distinct elements interpreting,respectively, > and ?.This particular speci�cation does have the initial semantics. However, it is only a coincidence { thelanguage L=8 used here does not admit initial semantics in general. Thus, Bool may be some earlyspeci�cation of the intended Booleans made at the stage where we do not focus on the existence ofinitial models.After having performed some re�nement steps on our speci�cation (Bool is supposedly only a pieceof a bigger whole), we may have arrived at the stage where we want to consider initial semantics. Atthis point, we may merely write: IBool =S : B
 : > : ! B? : ! BThe intention was from the very begining to have just two Boolean elements tt and ff , correspondingto > and ?. In Bool this was achieved by means of the axioms in a more expressive language.Since IBool is equational (no axioms are, in particular, equational axioms), we can exclude all its\junky"models by saying I(IBool). (Due to the simplicity of this examples, this model will be thesame as an initial model of Bool.) Notice (and verify, exercise 8.1) that the axioms of Bool will besatis�ed by the initial model of IBool.This simple example illustrates that sometimes we may have a choice of the language for specifyingour algebras. It does not, however, convey the generality of the problem which is this: there aresome data types (algebras) which cannot be axiomatized in all languages. I.e., axiomatization ofsome data types may require that we use a language as expressive as, for instance, L=) or L=8 .Example 8.13 [No equational speci�cation]Let �� be the signature �N (example 4.26) with one new operation symbol �� : N ! N. A knowntheorem says that the ��-algebra N with the carrier (isomorphic to) the natural numbers and ��Ninterpreted as the square function (i.e., � � (n)N def= n2) has no (�nite) equational speci�cation. Evenworse: no matter what equations we choose, and in addition require initial semantics, there is stillno way to obtain N as the model.We do not prove this fact here but only notice that if we had an operation of multiplication � wecould de�ne � � (n) = n � n. However, addition of � means extension of the signature as well asthe algebra. We would obtain an algebra which, perhaps, is our intended N but which in additioncontains the multiplication.The closure properties studied in the previous week provide the tools for determining what kindof language one may need in order to specify some intended data type.Example 8.14 [7.16 continued]Intuitively, the data type Bool should have exactly two elements in the carrier. The example 6.11demonstrated that this cannot be achieved by mere equations, and example 7.16 that we do needL=8 , as it was done in example 8.12, for this purpose.In the sequel, we will always allow ourselves to choose appropriate language. This is motivatedmainly by the fact that we do not focus on any speci�c methodology or formalism but consider thegeneral loose semantics and model-class inclusion as the notion of implementation. One shouldhowever always attempt to give speci�cations in simplest possible form, i.e., in the simplest possiblelanguage, and resort to a more expressive language only when it is necessary.Exercises (week 8)exercise 8.1 Show the statement from example 8.12.1. Show that IBool `CEQI x = > _ x = ?. (CEQI is like EQI { CEQ extended with!-rule.) Assuming an analogue of theorem 5.14 for CEQI wrt. generated models (i.e.,� `CEQI C , Gen(�) j= C) conclude that I(IBool) j= x = > _ x = ?.



III.1. Programs and Abstract Data Types (week 8) 792. Show then that IBool 6`EQI > = ? using theorem 5.14 (i.e., by �nding a generatedmodel which does not satisfy this equation). Use this and lemma 4.17 to conclude thatI(IBool) j= > 6= ?.exercise 8.2 We will specify BinT { a data type of binary trees of integers over the followingsignature �BinTS : Z; BTnil : ! BT � empty treetr : BT � Z�BT ! BT � a new tree with root Z; left and right subtreesL;R : BT ! BT � return left; resp: right subtree � nil0s for nilval : BT ! Z � returns the value at the root of the tree � 0 for nilsum : BT ! Z � returns the sum of all nodeshgh : BT ! Z � returns the height of the tree � 0 for nil1. Write the expressions which would naturally denote the following trees:5��� 222 5��� 222 5{{{{{ CCCCCnil nil nil 6 111 7 111 6 111nil nil nil nil nil nil2. Assuming given a speci�cation of natural numbers with all the operations you might �ndnecessary, write equational axioms in L= for the operations from this signature.3. Which among the semantics from de�nition 8.5 will correspond best to the intended interpre-tation as binary trees? If it is of the kind GenC , which constructors will you choose?4. Assuming that T 6= nil, can you prove from your axioms that T = tr(L(T ); val(T ); R(T ))? Ifnot, choose appropriate constructors and then try to prove this fact by induction on T .5. A node in a (binary) tree is a leaf i� both its subtrees are nil. Write the axioms (not necessarilyin L=) for the operation leaf : BT ! B which returns > i� its argument is a leaf.exercise 8.3 We will axiomatize a very simple line-editor. A line is thought of as consisting oftwo strings represententing the contents of the line, respectively, to the left and to the right ofthe cursor. (I.e., cursor is always positioned between symbols.) We will have three sorts: S andStr as in exercise 6.3, and Line, and an operation ln : Str�Str ! Line. For instance ln(ab; cde)represents the line with the text abcde and the cursor placed between b and c. Moving cursorone position to the left would then result in the line ln(a; bcde), and moving it to the right endin ln(abcde; "). We want the line-editor to perform the following operations:1. in addition to the operation ln generating a new line,2. nl { generating a new, empty line;3. ins { inserting a symbol from S at the right end of the string to the left from the cursor(e.g., ins(x; ln(ab; de)) should give the line ln(abx; de));4. del { deleting the symbol (if any) to the left of the cursor;5. mL (mR) { moving cursor one position to the left (right);6. beg (end) { moving cursor to the begining (end) of the line.1. Assuming given the signature and axioms for Strings from exercise 6.3, write the signatureand then axiomatize these operations of the line-editor. (Notice that the operations del, mL andbeg (resp. mR, end) should do nothing if the string to the left (resp. right) of the cursor isempty.)2. Extend now the signature with new operations: cl { clearing the whole line, and delR { fordeleting the symbol (if any) to the right of the cursor. Give the axioms de�ning these operationsin terms of (some of) the operations 1-6.
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III.2. Structured Speci�cations (week 9) 81Week 9: Structured Speci�cations� The Need for Structuring Mechanisms� Basic Specification-Building Operations� Structured Algebraic Specifications9.1: The Need for Structured SpecificationsDevelopment process, as illustrated in (8.23), isn't very realistic. The reason is that during de-velopment, we will certainly introduce new features into our models of which we were not awareat the begining. It is doubtful whether one would start a speci�cation of, for instance, a sortingprogram with the full signature { including all the auxiliary operations { which, eventually, willhave to be implemented in a sorting program.Example 9.1Suppose that we want to specify sorting the lists of integers of arbitrary length and that we havespeci�cations Int and Bool of integers and Booleans. We might start with the following speci�cationof lists of integers: List = Int � Bool �S : List
 : nil : ! Listcons : Z� List ! Listhead : List ! Ztail : List ! List2 : Z� List ! B� : head(cons(x; l)) = xtail(cons(x; l)) = lcons(x; l) 6= nilcons(x; l) = cons(x0; l0) ) x = x0 ^ l = l0x 2 nil = ?x 6= y ) x 2 cons(y; l) = x 2 lx 2 cons(x; l) = >Realizing the need for a sorting operation on such lists, we would then extend this speci�cation:SList1 = List �
 : sorted : List ! Bsort : List ! List� : sorted(nil) = >sorted(cons(x; l)) = > , 8y(y 2 l = > ) x � y = >) ^ sorted(l) = >sorted(sort(l)) = >x 2 l = x 2 sort(l)Remark 9.2Notice that the speci�cation of sort in exampel 9.1 uses an auxiliary predicate sorted which merelystates the property of a list being sorted. The operation sort which is actually supposed to performsorting is speci�ed merely by claiming that its result is sorted.This property is speci�ed loosely by the mere requirements that the sorted list contains exactly thesame values as the original one and that they now appear in a sorted order. However, no operationalde�nition of sorting is implied and even the result of sorting is not uniquely determined! For instancesort(h2; 1; 1; nili) may in some models result in the list h1; 1; 2; nili (writing hx; y:::z; Li instead ofcons(x; cons(y; ::; cons(z; L)::))) { check that this list satis�es the sorted predicate. In other models,however, the sort operation may, as a side-e�ect, remove the duplicates from the list { it may result



82 ADTin the list h1; 2; nili, which also satis�es this predicate. As a matter of fact, we will also have modelsin which application sort(h2; 1; 1i) results, for instance, in h1; 1; 1; 2; 2; 2i! The above speci�cationsimply does not address the question of duplicates at all.Such a stepwise and piecewise development of speci�cations is a very natural process and thisraises a very important question of relating various pieces of speci�cation to each other. Theimplementation relation is the central issue but there is also another aspect. Software systemstend to be very large and complicated, and so do speci�cations. Ideally, one would like to splitthe task of specifying into smaller subtasks and, after having completed each subtask, being ableto compose the whole system from smaller { and hence more manegable { pieces. In the aboveexamples, for instance, we did not bother to write the speci�cations of Booleans and integersin full. Instead we used the symbol � and names of existing speci�cations. This is a verycommon situation where one wants to reuse an existing speci�cation. We will now address thisproblem of composing and relating speci�cations in a general setting. Later, we will return to theimplementation issue.9.2: Basic Specification-Building OperationsSince we want to design some operations manipulating speci�cations, we need a precise statementas to what kind of objects speci�cations are. There are at least three basic views on what may betaken as the semantics of a speci�cation:1. Speci�cation can be seen at the presentation level, i.e., as a syntactic object consistingof a signature and a set of formulae: SP = h�;�i. Although this is how speci�cationslook in practice, it presents some problems since one can easily imagine several equivalentpresentations. This notion of \equivalence" is incorporated into the two following views.2. Seen at the theory level, a speci�cation is a signature together with the class of formulaeclosed under some logical consequence relation: SP = h�; Th(�)i. Here, two \equivalent"speci�cations will be actually the same (modulo renaming of the symbols in the signature).This is still a syntactic notion, although the class Th(�) is typically in�nite and not recursive.3. No matter which of the above two notions we choose, it is always the case that a speci�cationdetermines a class of models. At the model-class level, one sees a speci�cation as consistingof a signature and a class of models K � Alg(�), i.e., SP = h�;Ki. This meaning abstractsaway from the syntactic form and axioms, taking into account only their possible realizations.Since speci�cations are ment to describe classes of programs which we want to view as theircorrect realizations, i.e., speci�cations ultimately determine classes of algebras, we will follow thislast view. (In any case, the natural mappings from presentations to theories and from theories tomodel-classes, mean that this underlies the other two views as well.)For an SP = h�;Ki we let [[SP ]] = K denote the class of models of SP , and Sig(SP ) = � thesignature. Thus [[SP ]] � Alg(Sig(SP )). Of course, as the minimal requirement, we demand that[[SP ]] be closed under isomorphisms.A speci�cation language will provide the syntactic means for 1) writing basic speci�cations(signatures and axioms) and 2) expressing various relationships between them. Its semantics willbe given in form of the speci�cation building operations which are the mappings � : Spec! Specbetween speci�cations, i.e., for a h�0;K0i 2 Spec : �(h�0;K0i) = h�;Ki 2 Spec. We introducefour basic speci�cation constructs for writing the at speci�cations, extending speci�cations withadditional sort or function symbols and axioms, for renaming and hiding parts of a speci�cation,and for picking only generated models from the model class.Basic (at) speci�cation (9.3) :SP = h�; �iSig(SP ) = �[[SP ]] = fA 2 Alg(�) : A j= �g



III.2. Structured Speci�cations (week 9) 83Here � is a set of �-formulae in the chosen logical language. We are using some subset of �rstorder logic but, in general, the language may be much more powerful. Also, we have writtenSP as a pair h�; �i rather than as h�;Ki since for at speci�cations the class [[SP ]] is uniquelydetermined by the axioms as their model-class.Enrichment (9.4) :SP 0 = SP � [S : S; 
 : F ;A : 	]Sig(SP 0) = Sig(SP ) [ S [ F[[SP 0]] = fA 2 Alg(Sig(SP 0)) : AjSig(SP ) 2 [[SP ]] ^ A j= 	gThis is typically written as \enrich SP by sorts : S, ops : F , axioms : 	". Notice that whilethe �rst operand of � is a speci�cation, the other one is an arbitrary list of sort and functionsymbols and axioms. It is, of course, understood that the new operations have pro�les over sortsfrom the new signature Sig(SP 0).Derive (9.5) : For Sig(SP ) = � and a signature morphism � : �0 ! �SP 0 = SP j�Sig(SP 0) = �0[[SP 0]] = fAj� : A 2 [[SP ]]gThis is typically written as \derive from SP by �".Finally, we mention also an operator for restricting the model-class to the models generatedfrom some ground terms. The semantic construction GenC(SP ) was discussed in subsection 8.3.Reach (9.6) : for SP over a non-void signature hS; 
i and C � 
:SP 0 = reachC(SP )Sig(SP 0) = Sig(SP )[[SP 0]] = GenC(SP )9.3: Variants and Examples9.3.1: Derive : Hiding and RenamingThe semantics of the derive operation is de�ned as the reduct. Consequently, as the e�ect ofreduct varies depending on the kind of signature morphism (example 4.29), this operation can beused to perform di�erent functions depending on the actual signature morphism. When it is asimple inclusion, i.e., � = �0 [ S [ F , we obtain a variant calledHiding (9.7 from 9.5) : for inclusion � : �0 ,! �, instead of SP 0 = SP j�0 we writeSP 0 = SP 	 [S : S;
 : F ]Sig(SP 0) = Sig(SP ) n S n F[[SP 0]] = fAj�0 : A 2 [[SP ]]gThis is typically written as \hide sorts : S, ops : F in SP". It should be considered as a mereabbreviation for the more elaborate explicit speci�cation of the actual signature morphism.Hiding removes the unnecessary parts of the signature and makes them \invisible" to theoutside world. It does not, however, remove the properties of the models which are implied by theproperties of these hidden parts.



84 ADTExample 9.8 [9.1 continued]Recall the speci�cation of sorting lists obtained by enriching the speci�cation List as follows:SList1 = List �
 : sorted : List ! Bsort : List ! List� : sorted(nil) = >sorted(cons(x; l)) = > , 8y(y 2 l = >) x � y = >) ^ sorted(l) = >sorted(sort(l)) = >x 2 l = x 2 sort(l)Writing this speci�cation we are not really interested in the auxiliary predicate sorted. It is doubtfulthat the eventual program sorting lists will have to contain the implementation of this predicate.Thus, having written this speci�cation, we should say that what we want to implement is:SList = SList1	 [
 : sorted]If we did not hide sorted, we would be forced in the further development process to implement thisoperation { hidding releases us from doing that. Nevertheless, the models of Slist are not justthe models of the reduced signature { they are reducts of the models of the full signature. Thusthey will have to satisfy all the axioms { also these involving the hidden operations like sorted.Example 9.9 [8.3 continued]The chain of model-class inclusions in the implementation process from example 8.3 was not strictlycorrect because the signature of StackE, including the additional symbol � : ! Z, was di�erentfrom the signature of Stack1. Using the hiding operation we can now achieve the required e�ect asfollows Stack0 �! Stack1 �! dStackE 	 [
 : �]c (9.28)Another very common operation which can be obtained from derive amounts to simultaneouslyhiding and renaming whatever is not hidden. Here we use not a mere inclusion but an injectivesignature morphismHide&Rename (9.10 from 9.5) : for injective � : �0 ! �, and Sig(SP ) = �SP 0 = SP j�Sig(SP 0) = �0[[SP 0]] = fAj� : A 2 [[SP ]]gWhen � is only injective (but not surjective) this construction hides some operations and renamesthe rest. The e�ect of full renaming is achieved when � is bijective.Example 9.11 [Hiding-and-Renaming as derive]When we have collected several pieces of speci�cations in a library, their reuse will often requirerenaming the components of one in order to be usable by another. Assume that we have the Listspeci�cation from example 9.1, and now want to produce a speci�cation for dealing with trains andrailroad cars. Trains =S : Train; rCar
 : one : rCar ! TrainaddC : rCar � Train ! Trainfirst : Train ! rCarrest : Train ! Train� : first(one(x)) = xrest(one(x)) = one(x)first(addC(x; l)) = xrest(addC(x; l)) = laddC(x; l) 6= one(y)addC(x; l) = addC(x0; l0) ) x = x0 ^ l = l0



III.2. Structured Speci�cations (week 9) 85The operation one produces a one-car train and, unlike in List, we do not have an empty train. Thereis, however, a close similarity between the two speci�cations: addC corresponds to cons, rest to tailand first to head. In particular, if we have an implementation of List, it might be tempting to useit to implement Train. We would then have to hide the unnecessary bits of (the implementation of)List, point out the above correspondance and adjust List to include the operation one and modifytail. So let us de�neList2 = List �
 : one : Z ! Listrest : List ! ListA : one(x) = cons(x; nil)rest(one(x)) = one(x)l 6= nil ) rest(cons(x; l)) = tail(l)and � : �Train ! �List2 be given by� = frCar 7! Z; T rain 7! List; addC 7! cons; first 7! head; rest 7! rest; one 7! oneg: (9.29)Then, instead of the above speci�cation, we may writeTrain = derive from d hide 
 : nil;2; tail in List2 c by � (9.30)Notice that since hide is a variant of derive, and what is hidden is not in the image of �, this maybe written equivalently as Train = derive from List2 by �:Another relevant observation one may make here is that the speci�cation ListNE = d hide 
 :nil; tail;2 in List2 c used as the intermediary argument in the speci�cation (9.30) of Train describesessentially non-empty lists. It is to be expected that we will have such a speci�cation around in ourlibrary, in which case trains would require merely that we rename { but not hide anything from {the speci�cation ListNE. This would look the same, i.e., Train = derive from ListNE by �, onlythat now � as in (9.29) is bijective.9.3.2: Translate: RenameThe situation like above with a mere renaming, can be covered by derive with a bijective signaturemorphism. But the construction may look a bit strange: a signature morphism � : �0 ! � e�ectsa renaming in the opposite direction, i.e., the semantics of the resulting speci�cation is obtained bytaking each model of the argument speci�cation over � and constructing its �0-reduct. Therefore,this construction is typically used in conjunction with hiding as it was done in example 9.11.Intuitively, however, one might expect that such a � allows us to translate any �0-speci�cationinto a �-speci�cation. Such a translation is a di�erent operation de�ned as follows:Translate (9.12) : for any signature morphism � : �0 ! �SP = translate SP 0 by �Sig(SP ) = �[[SP ]] = fA 2 Alg(�) : Aj� 2 [[SP 0]]gNotice that this is a new operation which is not a special case of any one previously de�ned. Herewe inclde in the result all the �-algebras such that their �-reduct is a model of the argumentspeci�cation. The semantics of derive was de�ned, so to speak, in the opposite way: we tookall the models of the argument speci�cation and converted them by the �-reduct into models ofthe result. It is easy to verify that, in the special case (and only) when � is a bijective signaturemorphisms, with the inverse morphism ��, the two yield the same result, i.e.:for bijective � : derive from SP 0 by �� = translate SP 0 by � (9.31)In such cases, we often write simply rename SP 0 by �. Thus, instead of the last equation forTrain from example 9.11, we would write rename ListNE by ��, where � is as in (9.29).



86 ADT9.3.3: Enrich : Quotient, Union and SumThe enrich construction is a very powerful operation since it essentially allows one to write anentirely new speci�cation. It, too, has some more speci�c variants depending on the form of thesecond argument. The �rst one is obtained when we enrich only with some new equational axioms.Adding equations to a speci�cation amounts to forcing several identities to hold in the models.Identities, being congruences, yield quotients, and so we obtain:Quotient (9.13 from 9.4) : for E a set of �-equations, instead of SP � A : E, we writeSP 0 = SP=�ESig(SP 0) = Sig(SP )[[SP 0]] = fA=�E : A 2 [[SP ]]gThis is also written as \quotient SP by E". The congruence �E is induced by E as in exam-ple 2.30, exercise 6.5.Example 9.14Let us consider the following speci�cation (which is just a part of the speci�cation List from exam-ple 9.1): List0 = Int �S : List
 : nil : ! Listcons : Z� List ! Listhead : List ! ZF : head(cons(x; L)) = xnil generates an empty list, cons prepends a new element to the list and head returns the headelement of the list (the one which has been inserted most recently).Consider now the congruence induced by the equationE : cons(x1; cons(x2; cons(x3; L))) = cons(x1; cons(x2; L0))It will identify all lists which have the same �rst two elements. There isn't much to check here sincethis axiom implies immediately congruence wrt. cons, i.e., if L �E L0 then L and L0 have the sametwo �rst elements, and so cons(x; L) �E cons(x; L0). The same holds for head, since if L and L0have the same two frontmost elements then certainly head(L) = head(L0). Thus taking the quotientList0=�E yields a speci�cation of lists with at most two elements. Any model of List0=�E is obtainedby taking a quotient of a model of List0.Let us now suppose that we have an extended List0 speci�cation with the operation returning alsothe last element of a list:List1 = List0 �
 : last : List ! ZF1 : last(cons(x; nil)) = xlast(cons(x; cons(y; L))) = last(cons(y;L))What happens if we attempt to take the quotient of List1 with the congruence induced by the axiomE? A bad and, most probably, unintended thing! The axioms F1 say, for instance, that for the twolists L = cons(1; cons(2; cons(3; nil))) and L0 = cons(1; cons(2; nil)), last(L) = 3, while last(L0) = 2.But according to E, L and L0, having the same two frontmost elements, are to be identi�ed. Thecongruence requirement wrt. the last operation will then imply that also last(L) = 3 and last(L0) = 2should be identi�ed. In fact, all the Z-elements will be identi�ed in this way, and we will be left withonly three equivalence classes in the resulting quotient construction, namely [nil], [cons(�; nil)] and[cons(�; cons(�; nil))].Although almost the same, quotient is not exactly the same as enrich by equations. Just observethat the semantics of the two is de�ned in a slightly di�erent ways. Enrichment by new equationsrequires the (new) models to satisfy both the old and the new axioms. Quotient merely performsa construction on the existing models.



III.2. Structured Speci�cations (week 9) 87Example 9.15 [quotient vs enrich]Let SP have one sort, two constants s and t, and one axiom s 6= t. The semantics of SPe =denrich SP by s = tc given in (9.4) will here reduce to [[SPe]] = fA : A j= s = t ^ A j= s 6= tg = ; {the new axioms are inconsistent with the old ones. The semantics of SPq = dquotient SP by s = tcon the other hand, is de�ned as [[SPq ]] = fA=s=t : A 2 [[SP ]]g, that is, we take each model of SP andperform the quotient construction by the congruence induced by s = t on it. This class obviouslywill not be empty. Each model in [[SPq ]] will satisfy the new equation s = t but not the old axioms 6= t.This is a subtle di�erence and in most practical cases we may consider quotient as a special case ofenrichment. In particular, if all our axioms are simple or conditional equations, such inconsistencieswill never arise. Care is needed, however, when the axioms are written in a language allowing us toexpress negation and hence when there is a possibility of inconsistency.Another speci�c variant of enrich is when the second argument is an entire speci�cation. Evenmore special case is obtained when both speci�cations have the same signature. Then combiningthe two amoutns to their union and so is this variant calledUnion (9.16 from 9.4) : for Sig(SP1) = Sig(SP2) = �, instead of SP1 � SP2 we writeSP 0 = SP1 [ SP2Sig(SP 0) = �[[SP 0]] = [[SP1]] \ [[SP2]]Example 9.17 [Union as enrich]Let SP1 be a speci�cation of Booleans and integers with sorts B and Z and some operations. Let SP2be the speci�cation List from example 9.1. Although it is perfectly �ne to obtain SP2 by enrichingSP1 as it was done in example 9.1, we cannot write SP1 [ SP2 since the two speci�cations havedi�erent signatures.Thus, applicability of [ is restricted by the requirement that both speci�cations must have thesame signature. It will often be the case that two speci�cations share only some parts of thesignatures (e.g., Booleans, integers) which we therefore would like to identify while combining theremaining parts. We may then rename (appropriate parts of) the argument speci�cations beforeconstructing their union. As an alternative, there is a more general form of union, namely sum:Sum (9.18) : SP 0 = SP1 + SP2Sig(SP 0) = �0 = �1 [ �2[[SP 0]] = fA 2 Alg(�0) : Aj�1 2 [[SP1]] ^Aj�2 2 [[SP2]]gNotice (and verify, exercise 9.8) that since we have two inclusions, i.e., injective signature mor-phisms �i : �i ! �0 = �1 [ �2, the following equality holdsSP1 + SP2 = dtranslate SP1 by �1c [ dtranslate SP2 by �2c (9.32)Example 9.19 [9.17 continued]Let �0 be the union of the signatures of SP1 and SP2 (i.e., it is essentially the signature of SP2which includes Booleans and integers. The speci�cation SP1 + SP2 will result in the identi�cationof these common sorts and operations. Notice that this requires the common operations in [[SP1]]and in [[SP2]] to be compatible, in the sense that, their axiomatizations in both speci�cations are notmutually contradictory. If, for instance, SP1 contains a unary Boolean operation e : B! B with theaxiom e(x) = >, while SP2 contains the same operation with the axiom e(x) = ?, then taking thesum of both speci�cations will yield the empty class of models (unless there are models satisfying> = ?).If such conicts may occur or, more generally, if we do not want to identify some operations with thesame names, we have to design a new signature with two copies, e.g., e1; e2 : B ! B and specify inthe signature morphisms that, for instance, �1(e) = e1 and �2(e) = e2.



88 ADTExercises (week 9)exercise 9.1 Write the full speci�cation-expression for the speci�cation SList from example 9.8.(I.e., make explicit the nesting of various speci�cation building expressions.)exercise 9.2 Let SP be a speci�cation with the signature � = hA;B; a : ! A; b : B ! Bi. Usethis speci�cation and appropriate speci�cation building operations (but not enrich!) to obtaina structured speci�cation with the signature 
 = hA;A1; B; a : ! A; a1 : ! A1; b : B ! Bi.(State the possible signature morphisms explicitly.)exercise 9.3 Let SP have signature �N = hN; 0; s;+; �i and appropriate axiomatization of theseoperations. Build from SP a structured speci�cation over the signature � = hN; 0; s; �� : N! Ni,where �� is the square function, i.e., write the required speci�cation expression adding andaxiomatizing the new operation and hiding the undesired operations. Indicate explicitly thesignature morphisms.exercise 9.4 Combine the speci�cations BinT from exercise 8.2 and List from example 9.1 inorder to obtain a speci�cation with the operation in : BT ! List which traverses a binary treeand constructs the inorder list of its nodes. (For instance, the list returned by in applied to thelast tree in exercise 8.2, should be h5; 7; 6; nili.)Write an appropriate structured speci�cation with the signature which is the union of the twosignatures extended with the in operation. (To axiomatize in you will probably need an additionaloperation { but this auxiliary operation shall not be available in the �nal speci�cation. You mayalso recall remark 1.16.)exercise 9.5 Let SFA stand for a possible enrichment of a speci�cation, i.e., S : S; 
 : F ;A : A.Show that the following speci�cations are equal (i.e., have the same signature and model classes{ you may consult exercise 4.6):enrich denrich SP by SFA0c by SFA00 = enrich SP by SFA0 [ SFA00Does this imply that also the following equality holdsenrich denrich SP by SFA0c by SFA00 = enrich denrich SP by SFA00c by SFA0 ?If not, then what conditions must be satis�ed for this equality to hold?exercise 9.6 Refer to example 9.9. What is the di�erence between reach(StackE)	 [
 : �] andreach(StackE	 [
 : �])? Characterize a model of the former speci�cation which is not a modelof the latter.Assuming that in the speci�cation Int we have the operations 0; s; p returning integers Z, willthere be any di�erence between the two speci�cations reachf0;s;pg(StackE) 	 [
 : �] andreachf0;s;pg(StackE	 [
 : �])?exercise 9.7 Verify that the union operator (9.16) is idempotent, commutative and associative.exercise 9.8 Verify the equality (9.32) claimed in the de�nition (9.18) of the sum-operator.



III.3. Implementation (week 10) 89Week 10: Implementation� Data Refinement� Constructor Implementations� VerificationThe speci�cation building operations studied in the last section serve the purpose of structuringthe text of speci�cation. They allow one to split a speci�cation into smaller, and hence moremanegable pieces, and then to combine such pieces into a whole. This whole denotes then a classof algebras which is determined by the semantics of the parts as well as the operations used tocombine them.This structuring may be called the \horizontal" aspect of speci�cation { it arranges variouspieces into one whole. By and for itself it does not have any direct bearing on the notion ofimplementation, i.e., the \vertical" aspect, as we de�ned it in (8.23) and (8.24). Nevertheless,as illustrated for instance in example 8.3, these structuring mechanisms will be typically used inorder to achieve a smooth chain of model-class inclusions. In this section we will study somemore speci�c { and useful { aspects of the generic notion of implementation as described in (8.23)and their interaction with the speci�cation building operations. In subsection 10.3 we will alsoconsider formal veri�cation of correctness of implementation.10.1: Data RefinementOne of the �rst algebraic notions of implementation concerned the relation between algebrasand was formulated as the requirement of the existence of a (surjective) homomorphism fromthe implementing to the implemented algebra. Such a requirement is the same as requiring theexistence of a congruence on the implementing algebra which corresponds to the (implementationof the) equality in the implemented algebra. That is, the concrete (implementing) data type mayhave several elements which are equivalent representatives { constitute one equivalence class { ofone abstract (implemented) value.In terms of speci�cations { that is, classes of algebras { this notion corresponds to the state-ment that we can design a homomorphism from each model of the implementing speci�cation tosome model of the implemented one. This is typically achieved by augmenting the implementingspeci�cation with some equalities which induce a congruence on each model and such that thequotient by this congruence yields a model of the implemented specifcation.Example 10.1 [Sets by Lists]Consider the following speci�cation of sets (of integers).Set = Int � Bool �S : Set
 : ; : ! Setadd : Z� Set ! Seteq : Set� Set ! B�Set : eq(add(x;add(y; S)); add(y; add(x; S))) = >eq(add(x; add(x; S)); add(x;S)) = >The eq axioms in Set make the order and number of occurrences of an element in a set irrelevant.Now, recall the speci�cation List from example 9.1, in particular, the operations nil generating anempty list and cons prepending an element to a list. These two operations may be used to implementthe above Set. The only di�culty is that the axioms 4. and 5. speci�ed equality on List whichmade, for instance, cons(x; cons(x; L)) 6= cons(x; L) and cons(x; cons(y; L)) 6= cons(y; cons(x; L)).To actually implement Set by List we have to impose additional equalities corresponding to the eq



90 ADTaxioms. So let � be the congruence induced on List by the axiomscons(x; cons(y; L)) � cons(y; cons(x; L)) (10.33)cons(x; cons(x; L)) � cons(x; L)Then the quotient of any model of List will satisfy the axioms of Set. Notice that when an A 2 [[List]]then in A=� we will have, for instance, cons(x; cons(x; nil)) 6= cons(x; nil) but cons(x; cons(x; nil)) �cons(x; nil), i.e., these two lists, although di�erent, will belong to the same equaivalence class { theywill represent the same abstract set value fxg.In order to obtain a proper implementation of Set we have to hide the redundant parts of List (aswell as rename the remaining ones). We haveSet �! dquotient dderive from List by �c by �0 c (10.34)where � = fSet 7! List; ; 7! nil; add 7! consg, and �0 is obtained from � (10.33) by obviousrenaming.Remark 10.2 [Forget-Identify vs. Identify-Forget]Notice that we have to perform derive before quotient, i.e., we have to �rst forget (redundantoperations) before we identify some elements under quotient. This gave the rise to the name for suchan implementation construction \Forget-Identify", or just \FI". The point is that the identi�cationstep takes a quotient under a congruence. If we did not hide other operations before inducing thecongruence from the axioms (10.33), we would obtain some weird results.For instance, � would have to be a congruence also with respect to the head operation. This was de-�ned (example 9.1) by head(cons(x;L)) = x. Now the axioms (10.33) state that cons(x; cons(y; L)) �cons(y; cons(x; L)). So if � is to be a congruence, this would require x = head(cons(x; cons(y; L))) �head(cons(y; cons(x; L))) = y, i.e., some further identi�cations like here x � y. This certainly is notour intention.Thus, the example illustrates the important fact that, in general,dquotient dderive from SP by � c by �0 c 6= dderive from dquotient SP by � c by �cThis form of implementation (using quotient construction) corresponds to data re�nement in thesense that abstract data elements are re�ned in the implementation to several, more concretedata elements (each set is represented by various lists). Since quotient construction requires acongruence relation, we have the following well-know diagram expressing this relation:implemented X F // YimplementingOO� OO [x]OOOO f // [y]OOOO� is the abstraction function which is just the natural homomorphism from a model of the im-plementing speci�cation to its quotient which is a model of the implemented speci�cation. Thecongruence claim amounts here to saying that: whenever an abstract value X is represented by aset of equivalent concrete values x, then function f implementing F when applied to any concreterepresentative x must return a concrete y representing the abstract result Y of applying F toX . This was the point violated when we used wrong order IF instead of FI in remark 10.2: theoperation head applied to two �-equivalent lists returned non-equivalent values.10.2: Constructor ImplementationWe will now study a special kind of the general notion of implementation { the so called constructorimplementation of which we have already seen some examples.6 For instance, the implementationof sets by lists from example 10.1 was a constructor implementation. To begin with let's look atthe following example.6Constructor implementation has nothing to do with the constructor speci�cations which were discussed insubsection 8.3.



III.3. Implementation (week 10) 91Example 10.3 [10.1 continued]The quotient by the congruence � induced on List by the equations (10.33) was, in a sense, an\external" construction performed on each model of List. In particular, it did not belong to thespeci�cation List. But one may have a justi�ed feeling that, given an implementation of List wecould construct an implementation of Set if only we implemented this congruence. In other words,whenever we wanted to check whether two sets are equal under eq, we would call the operation �which implements eq when Set is represented (implemented) by List.This can be done very simply. Just add a new Boolean operation to the speci�cation List, andimpose the axioms ensuring that it will be a congruence wrt. to the operations left after hiddinghead; tail and 2:ListS = List �
 : �: List� List ! BFs : cons(x; cons(y; L)) � cons(y; cons(x; L)) = >cons(x; cons(x; L)) � cons(x; L) = >L � L = >(L � L0) = > ) (L0 � L) = >(L � L0) = >^ (L0 � L00) = > ) (L � L00) = >(L � L0) = > ) (cons(x; L) � cons(x; L0)) = >Notice that an implementation of ListS will require implementation of the three operations from itssignature, in particular, of �. Notice also that since we are here adding explicit congruence axiomsfor �, we do not run into the problem discussed in remark 10.2 { we just do not require � to be acongruence wrt. head or tail.We now have the obvious implementationSet�! dderive from ListS by �c (10.35)where � is the obvious renaming (and forgetting) of ListS-operations to Set-operations (i.e., � =fSet 7! List; ; 7! nil; add 7! cons; eq 7!�g).One di�erence between the implementation from example 10.1 and this example 10.3 is of thesame subtle kind as the di�erence between quotient and enrich (example 9.15). In 10.1 weimplement the eq operation on sets by performing a construction on the models of List; in 10.3we \internalize" this construction including it into the implementing speci�cation.Thus the other di�erence between the two implementations is that the implementing speci�ca-tion ListS from (10.35) which is renamed, is \more complex" than the implementing speci�cationfrom (10.34) on which we take quotient (\implemeting" refers here to the argument of the out-ermost speci�cation building operator on the right-hand-side of �!). To make it entirely clear,the following two speci�cations correspond to the implementing speci�cations from, respectively,(10.34) and (10.35).Set �! quotient dderive from List by �0c by �0 (10:34)Set �! derive from denrich List by 
 :�;A : Fsc by � (10:35)Here �0 is � renamed appropriately and �0 is � without the component mapping eq 7!�. Obvi-ously, the speci�cation List'=dderive from List by �0c has fewer operations and axioms (noneof Fs) than ListS. Instead, these additional information has been burried in the quotient con-struction (with the understanding that the induced congruence �0 corresponds to the operationeq).The question may now arise: Is it a general goal of implementation process to reduce thecomplexity of implementing speci�cations in this way? If the answer is yes, then we may alwaysreduce the whole process to a single step! In our example:Set �! enrich Empty by Set (10.36)



92 ADTEmpty is the empty (and hence the simplest possible) speci�cation. This shows that it is notentirely correct to call the argument to the outermost speci�cation building operator on the right-hand-side of �! an \implementing speci�cation". Applying the schema (10.36) the Empty spec-i�cation would be implementing any other speci�cation.The point is that quotient is a construction on the models { it does something concrete toeach model of its argument speci�cation producing out of it a new structure which is the modelof the resulting speci�cation. This construction actually does a concrete job which, in this case,corresponds to re�ning the speci�cation by additional operations (�) and axioms (Fs). Theenrich does not do anything of the sort { its semantics does not utilize the structure of themodels of the argument speci�cation but introduces a new class of models. The de�nitions of (thesemantics of) various speci�cation building operations � from 9.2 can be divided into two kinds:for � : Spec(�) ! Spec(�0)[[�(SP )]] = fA 2 Alg(�0) : A satis�es some conditionsg (10.37)[[�(SP )]] = fk(A) : A 2 [[SP ]]g for some k : Alg(�) ! Alg(�0) (10.38)The distinction between these two kinds of speci�cation building operators is expressed in thefollowing de�nition.De�nition 10.4 A speci�cation building operation � : Spec(�) ! Spec(�0) is a constructor i�its semantics is de�ned as a function on algebras, i.e., [[�(SP )]] = fkSP (A) : A 2 [[SP ]]g, for somekSP : Alg(�) ! Alg(�0).Typically, we use the same symbol � for both the speci�cation building operator and the corre-sponding functions on algebras kSP . Notice that we indexed (somehow imprecisely) k's by SP .This is so because, for instance, derive in itself is not a uniquely de�ned operation { it dependson the argument speci�cation and the actual signature morphism. That is, for each signature �and each possible morphism � : �0 ! �, we will have another variant of the reduct construc-tion j� : Alg(�0) ! Alg(�). If a speci�cation building operation � is a constructor, one usuallywrites SP ��! SP 0 instead of SP �! �(SP 0) to indicate that SP is implemented by applying theconstruction � to speci�cation SP .For instance, the semantics of quotient is de�ned as such a construction [[quotient SP by �]] =fA=� : A 2 [[SP ]]g, while the semantics of enrich is not. Similarly, the semantics of derive isde�ned by the reduct construction, [[derive from SP by �]] = fAj� : A 2 [[SP ]]g, so derive isa constructor. Since rename and hide were special cases of derive they are constructors too.Finally, also the reach operation is a constructor. The rest of the operations we have introducedare not constructors.Remark 10.5 [reach is a constructor!]In the de�nition of the semantics of reach (9.6 on p. 83) we refered to the de�nition 8.5,according to which we have that[[reachC(SP )]] (9.6)= GenC(SP ) 8.5= fG 2 Alg(SP ) : G is generated from C � �g (10.39)This does not at all look like a constructor de�nition { in fact, it has the form of (10.37).Nevertheless, it can be expressed also in the form of (10.38). For the sake of simplicity, letus consider the case of Gen(SP ) { the general case for GenC(SP ) is analogous. To get aconstructor de�nition for reach, we have to make some additional assumptions.Firstly, even if Alg(SP ) 6= ;, (10.39) may yield an empty class { namely, if � is void. Con-structor operators, on the other hand, never yield an empty class from a non-empty one. Butthere seems to be no practical reason to admit this kind of generality. Restricting the modelclass to generated models, we should be able to assume this class to be non-empty. Then fornon-void � we can de�ne an operation gen : Alg(�) ! Alg(�) on �-algebras which, for anyA yields its minmal subalgebra[[reach(SP )]] def= fgen(A) : A 2 [[SP ]]g (10.40)



III.3. Implementation (week 10) 93By corollary 2.13, if � is non-void such a minimal subalgebra (is generated and) exists forany A 2 Alg(�).Now, the class de�ned in (10.39) was obviously a subclass of [[SP ]]. This need not be casefor (10.40) { it is possible that [[SP ]] is not closed under subalgebras and that some of suchgenerated subalgebras are not members of [[SP ]]. Then they will not be in the class de�ned asin (10.39) but will be in the one de�ned as in (10.40). If this is (or may be) the case these twode�nitons will simply de�ne di�erent speci�cation building operations. However, as we haveseen in theorem 7.15, even the most general of the languages (of clauses) we have consideredguarantees closure under subalgebras. Thus, as long as we remain within this language, thede�nition (2.3) will yield a subclass of generated algebras from the argument class [[SP ]]. Thisis the usual understanding of the reach operator.The de�nition 10.4 is very liberal because it allows one to de�ne new kinds of speci�cation build-ing operations by using any kind of constructions on algebras. For instance, we could de�ne aspeci�cation building operator � by [[�(SP )]] def= fA�A : A 2 [[SP ]]g { the construction here is justtaking the binary product of each model of the argument speci�cation. Another variant might bea more general constructor taking binary product of two speci�cations over the same signature,e.g., [[�(SP1; SP2)]] def= fA1 �A2 : A1 2 [[SP1]] ^ A2 2 [[SP2]]g.The intuition behind the concept of a constructor is that since algebras are programs, con-structors are functions which given a program (an algebra) as an argument return a new program.There are programming languages which allow one to actually write such program, i.e., to de�neoperations which take one data type as an argument and return a new data type. In the lan-guages where one cannot do that, one should still be able to program a particular application ofa constructor.Example 10.6 [10.1 continued]Consider the implementation from (10.34)Set �! dquotient dderive from List by �c by �0 cIt is a constructor implementation of Set by List since both quotient and derive are constructors.(It is easy to verify that composition of constructors yields a constructor.) Suppose now that we haveobtained an actual program P implementing List. You should be able to imagine how to augmentP with additional pieces of code which, �rstly hide and rename operations in P , and then implementthe congruence �0.The �rst step might amount to just introducing new procedures with the required names. In P wewill have, for instance, a `procedure cons(x:integer, L:List):List'. In the �rst step we mightadd a `procedure add(x:integer, L:Set):Set = cons(x,L)', which simply calls the old proceduredisguising it under the new name. (Here we have to somehow ensure that we can use the name Setinstead of the name List.)Having thus obtained a program P 0 which implements dderive from List by �c, we would imple-ment the quotient construction by adding a new Boolean `procedure eq(x:Set,y:Set):boolean'which would return true i� the sets (i.e., lists) x and y were equal up to the order and number ofoccurrences of the same elements.10.3: VerificationOne of the central tenets of formal program development is the attempt to ensure correctness ofthe resulting software. Methodologically, one postulates modular development, i.e., splitting the{ typically large and complicated { task into more managable pieces which can be constructedindependently and then combined into a desired system. The use of speci�cation building op-erations and, in particular, of constructor implementations, faciliates such a divide-and-conquerdevelompment strategy. In the next section we will see an even more powerful mechanism ofparameterization designed for this purpose.



94 ADTThe stepwise re�nement process is postulated with the same goal in mind { a high-level,abstract desrciption is typically more intuitive and less error-prone than a detailed code. It iseasier to verify correctness of a more concise, shorter description of the desired properties than ofa large, detailed program. Proceeding carefully from such a description towards a concrete code,although does not necessarily eliminate all possible errors, signi�cantly increases the chances ofobaining a correct �nal product. This, however, presupposes that each re�nement step preservescorrectness { we want to be sure that having obtained a satisfactory abstract speci�cation whichcaptures intended features in a correct way, the development process, i.e., each re�nement step,will yield a correct implementation of the speci�cation obtained at the previous stage. In somecases this can be ensured automatically by applying various forms of program- or speci�cation-transformations. In general, however, one has to verify that the re�nement step preserves theproperties of the re�ned speci�cation according to (8.23), i.e., to verify the semantic relation[[SP2]] � [[SP1]]: (10.41)Veri�cation means that this relation has to be somehow checked at the syntactic level. Formalveri�cation of correctness of a development (step) as in (10.41) amounts to proving that theresulting speci�cation entails the required properties, i.e., the properties which ensure that itsmodels are among the models of the re�ned speci�cation. Ideally, verifying that for all formulae8� : [[SP1]] j= � ) [[SP2]] j= � (10.42)would entail the conclusion (10.41). This, obviously, is impossible in practice since there will betypically in�nitely many �'s of this kind. For the simple (at) speci�cations, i.e., of the formh�;�i, the relation (10.42) can be veri�ed by checking that8� 2 �1 : �2 `C �: (10.43)But this is necessary only if [[SP2]] is the class of all models of �2: it will ensure that this class {[[SP2]] = Alg(�2) { is included in Alg(�1) = [[SP1]]. However, as we have seen, e.g., in example 8.10,it may happen that we cannot verify (10.43) simply because (10.41) does not hold (cf. (8.26)). Inthe example we had to take only generated models { we had to use induction principle to verify(8.27), i.e., we used not merely calculus C but IC (actually, it was IEQ) to prove (10.43). Thatis, if [[SP2]] is only the class of generated, or initial models, veri�cation will often require use ofsome form of induction.A real problem arises when also [[SP1]] comprises only generated models. Then veri�cation of(10.43) certainly does not su�ce, because the generatedness constraint on SP1 implies validityin the class [[SP1]] of many additional formulae which are not among the axioms �1 (but followfrom them only by induction). These observations indicate the rule of thumb that generated-ness/initiality constraints should be used, preferably, only at the very last stage(s) of development.We will focus only on the simpli�ed situation where the implemented speci�cation SP1 is a fullmodel class and does not contain any generatedness/initiality constraints, i.e., when it su�ces toshow (10.43) { possibly using induction { in order to verify correctness of the implementation.10.3.1: Calculus of Structured SpecificationsFormal proofs of this kind have two natural aspects. The one is concerned with deriving theconsequences of a given set of axioms, i.e., with reasoning within the language in which the axiomsare written. The axioms of a at speci�cation SP = h�; �i may belong to various languages (someof which were discussed in section 5) and in order to see whether SP ` � we have to verify whether� `C �, where C is the calculus associated with the language of �.The other aspect is concerned with deriving the consequences of speci�cations built in a struc-tured way. For instance, given a speci�cation SP and its consequences, one will be interested inderiving the consequences of the speci�cation SP 0 = denrich SP by S : S; 
 : F ;A : 	c, if suchan SP 0 appears somewhere during the development process. Ideally, a proof system for structured



III.3. Implementation (week 10) 95speci�cations should be compositional, i.e., it should be possible to obtain the consequences of astructured speci�cation from the consequences of its components. Here, knowing the consequencesof SP and of 	, one would like to be able to �nd all the consequences of SP 0. In general, this isnot possible, and except for some special situations, one does not have a complete compositionalproof system for structured speci�cations. The least necessary requirement is thus that such asystem must be sound.The following is a sound system S[C] for the structuring operations enrich and derive relativeto a sound system C for the underlying language for at speci�cationsIV. Calculus of Structured Speci�cations :(IV.1) � 2 �h�; �i ` �(IV.2) � 2 �denrich SP by S : S; 
 : F ;A : �c ` �(IV.3) SP ` �denrich SP by S : S; 
 : F ;A : �c ` �(IV.4) SP ` �(�0)dderive from SP by �c ` �0 for � : �0 ! � and �0 a �0-formula.(IV.5) SP ` �1 : : : SP ` �n f�1; : : : ; �ng `C �SP ` �This calculus is \compositional" in the sense that all the rules are formulated without \lookinginside" the structure of the argument speci�cation. E.g., the rule (IV.4), can be applied to anyspeci�cation with derive as the outermost operator, no matter what the structure of the argumentSP is. Another way of expressing this \compositionality" is to say that the proof does not requireto change the structure of speci�cation { a non-compositional calculus would be, for instance, aone which assumed that each speci�cation has some special, \normal form", and provided onlyrules for such forms. Transformation of a speci�cation into such a \normal form" would be anothertask.The �rst rule (IV.1) is the obvious basis for proofs of properties of at speci�cations. The rule(IV.2) is analogous for enriched speci�cations.The following two rules derive consequences of the structured speci�cations by deriving someconsequences of the simpler argument speci�cations. Rule (IV.3) includes all the consequences ofthe argument speci�cation into the set of the consequences of the enriched speci�cation. Accordingto the rule (IV.4), a �0-formula �0 is a consequence of the speci�cation dderive from SP by �c(which is over �0) if the �-formula �(�0), obtained by translating �0 with the obvious extensionof the signature morphism �, is a consequence of the original speci�cation SP . In the case whenderive is actually hide, i.e., � is an inclusion, this rule will not involve any translation and itspremise will be simply SP ` �0 with the side condition that �0 is over the smaller signature �0.Finally, the rule (IV.5) combines the two levels of proof. The �rst n premises are obtained fromthe rules (IV.1) through (IV.4). The last premise is obtained using the appropriate calculus C forthe language in which axioms are written. Thus the rules (IV.1) and this rule (IV.5) together implythat all the C-provable consequences of the axioms of a at speci�cation are actually provable inthis extended system, i.e., h�; �i `S[C] � , � `C �Rule (IV.5) combined with the enrich-rules amounts to a kind of \attening" of the set of allaxioms. We have thatd:::dh�; �i � SF1;A : �1c : : : � SFn;A : �nc `S[C] � , � [ �1 [ : : : [ �n `C � (10.44)



96 ADT(Recall the corresponding semantic equivalence from exercise 9.5.) Although this means that, ingeneral, such a attening may be necessary, one may still use some heuristics to improve the proofsearch. For instance, if the formula � contains only the symbols from � (but none from the addedSF 's) it will be natural to attempt proving � `C �.Example 10.7 [9.8 continued]We check that the speci�cation of sorted lists SList = SList1	 [
 : sorted] satis�es some expectedproperties. Recall from example 9.1 that SList1 had the form dList � Sc, where S contained thepro�les and axioms of the sort-operation and sorted-predicate, and List = dInt � Bool � Lcwhere L contained all the list operations and axioms.For simplicity, let us write ha1; a2; :::an; Li for cons(a1; cons(a2; cons(:::cons(an; L):::))). As a trivialexample, we show that SList ` 2 2 h0; 2; Li.axiom of List(IV.1) List ` x 2 hx;Li = > fx 2 hx;Li = >g ` 2 2 h2; Li = >(IV.5) List ` 2 2 h2; Li = > (2) (3) (IV.5)List ` 2 2 h0; 2; Li = >SList1 ` 2 2 h0; 2; Li = > (IV.3)SList ` 2 2 h0; 2; Li = > (IV.4)where (2) is the following simple derivation:axiom of ListList ` x 6= y ) x 2 hy;Li = x 2 L (IV.1)and (3) the following entailment:f2 2 h2; Li = >; 0 6= 2; x 6= y ) x 2 hy; Li = x 2 Lg ` 2 2 h0; 2; Li = >Notice that the property we are proving here is essentially a property of List. This is reected in theproof which uses the axioms of List to establish the required conclusion which is then carried overby the two �nal applications of (IV.3) and (IV.4).As we have stated before, the minimum requirement on the calculus of structured speci�cationsis its soundness.Theorem 10.8 Let C be a sound calculus for some �xed language L such that all the axioms ofthe speci�cations are L-formulae. Then for any L-formula � and any speci�cation SP , if SP `S[C] �then [[SP ]] j= �.Proof [Idea]. Soundness of rules (IV.1) and (IV.2) follows directly from the de�nition ofthe semantics of at speci�cations (9.3), p. 82, and of enrichment (9.4).For rule (IV.3), assume (by induction) that SP ` � ) [[SP ]] j= �, in particular, � is aformula over Sig(SP ). For any A 2 [[SP 0]] = [[SP � S0; F 0;	]], de�nition (9.4) implies thatAjSig(SP ) 2 [[SP ]], in particular, AjSig(SP ) j= �. Since the signature of SP is a subsignatureof SP 0, this reduct is simply the part of A without interpretation of all the symbols fromS0; F 0. But since � is a Sig(SP )-formula, interpretation of these new symbols does not a�ectits validity, i.e., A j= �, AjSig(SP ) j= �.For rule (IV.4), let � = �(�0), SP 0 = dderive from SP by �c, and �0 = Sig(SP 0). Assuming(by induction) that SP `S[C] � ) [[SP ]] j= �, we have to show [[SP 0]] j= �0. So let A0 2 [[SP 0]],i.e., by de�nition (9.5) of derive, there is an A 2 [[SP ]] such that A0 = Aj� (and A j= �). Let� : X ! A0 be an arbitrary assignment of elements from A0 to the free variables in �0. Byde�nition 4.28 of reduct, this can be seem as an assignment � : X ! A (since each carrier ofA0 is actually a carrier of A). We then have that A j=� �(�) and, since for each �0-symbolf : fAj� = �(f)A, that Aj� j=� �. � was arbitrary and so the claim follows.



III.3. Implementation (week 10) 97(As an example, let �0 be f(x) = g(x) with f; g being of sort S and � = fS 7! T; f 7! m; g 7! ng.Then �(�0) is m(x) = n(x) and, by assumption, for any � : X ! A we have mA(�(x)) = nA(�(x)).Now, Aj� j= f(x) = g(x) i�, for any � : X ! Aj�, fAj� (�(x)) = gAj�(�(x)). By de�nition of reduct(Aj�)S = AT , and so fAj� (�(x)) def= mA(�(x)) ass.= nA(�(x)) def= gAj� (�(x)).)Soundness of the last rule follows from soundness of the underlying calculus C. For if, byassumption [[SP ]] j= �i for 1 � i � n, and C is sound, then f�1; : : : ;�ng `C � implies that[[SP ]] j= �.Example 10.9 [9.1 continued]In remark 9.2, we observed that SList1 6j= sort(h2; 1; 1i) = h1; 1; 2i and SList1 6j= sort(h2; 1; 1i) =h1; 2i. Soundness of our calculus implies then that neither of these formulae is provable, i.e., SList1 6`sort(h2; 1; 1i) = h1; 1; 2i and SList1 6` sort(h2; 1; 1i) = h1; 2i.Now, the only way we can obtain the consequences of the speci�cation SList = SList1	 [
 : sorted],is by means of the rule (IV.4), i.e., by deriving consequences of SList1. Thus, we may conclude thatthese formulae are not derivable for this speci�cation either. In fact, the \strange" kinds of modelsindicated in remark 9.2 will be among the models of SList.Finally, we should mention the possible rule for the reachC construct. As discussed in section 8,the logical counterpart of the GenC(SP ) semantics is the !C-rule. Thus, we may use the followingrule:(IV.6) SP `!C �reachC(SP ) ` �This rule does not compose with the others in a sound way and great care must be taken whenusing it in a general way. The problem is that its conclusions do not necessarily carry over to thehigher (outer) levels of a speci�cation which contains a reachable subcomponentExample 10.10Let � = hT ;a; b : ! T i and SP = reachfa;bg(�). Then the corresponding !fa;bg-rule allows us toprove SP ` x = a _ x = b.Take now SP 0 = enrich SP by 
 : c :! T ;A : fc 6= a; c 6= bg. Applying the rule (IV.3) we wouldconclude SP 0 ` x = a _ x = b which, obviously, does not hold since SP 0 extends SP exactly in theway violating this conclusion.Thus, as a general rule of thumb, one may postulate that this rule can be used only at the outer-most level of speci�cation. This postulate corresponds exactly to the earlier one (discussed underequation (10.43)), namely, that generatedness constraints { being much less tractable than theusual semantic consequence { should be introduced only at the very last stage(s) of development.Example 10.11 [10.9 continued]Speci�cation Slist does not entail, for instance, the formula head(sort(h2; 1; 1; nili)) = 1. The reasonis analogous to this from example 8.6 { the axioms (in List) tell something about head of a conslist, but do not force the result of sort to be of this form. Similarly, the sorted predicate in Slist1is de�ned only for the lists of form cons.Since this may seem a bit unfortunate, one might try to �x the problem by writing the axioms forsorted in a di�erent way, for instance, replacing the two axioms by the following one:sorted(l) = > , [l = nil _ tail(l) = nil _ (head(l) � head(tail(l)) = >^ sorted(tail(l)) = >)]However, even this does not entail the desired conclusion, since head is only de�ned for cons-listsand we have no means to conclude that sort(l) yields such a list. As before, at some point in thedevelopment we may have arrived at the speci�cation of all the operations of interest and decidewhich among them are to be the constructors { here nil and cons. We take this step by sayingSort = reachfnil;consg(Slist) (10.45)



98 ADTThe corresponding induction principle will now make it possible to prove the desired formula.The full formal proof would be rather complicated but informally, the induction principle allowsus to assume that sort(h2; 1; 1; nili) has the form cons(x; L) and so, by axiom 1. from List,head(sort(h2; 1; 1; nili)) = x. By the last axiom from SList1, this x must be either 1 or 2, andso by the second axiom it must be 1.10.3.2: SummaryThe objective of veri�cation technique is to provide a syntactic means for proving correctness ofan implementation step SP1 �! SP2, i.e., showing that the relation (10.41) holds. The generalproof obligation, as expressed in (10.42), is impractical. We therefore try to indicate more speci�cproof obligations, by specifying such a (�nite) set of formulae �, that verifying[[SP2]] j= � (10.46)will su�ce for concluding (10.41). We also indicate syntactic means, i.e., formulae and calculus,which can be used in verifying the relation (10.46). We have the following special cases:1. SP1 = h�1;�1i and SP2 = h�2;�2i, i.e., both are at.Then, showing �2 `C �1 is su�cient to conclude (10.46).2. SP1 = h�1;�1i is at and SP2 is structured.In general, the proof obligation is then to show SP2 `S[C] �1, i.e., we use the calculus ofstructured speci�cations to derive the consequences of SP2 and to verify that they entail theaxioms of SP1.A special case occurs when SP2 has the form reachF (SP ). The proof will then, typically,have to apply appropriate induction on F , i.e., we have to show SP2 `S[IC] �1.3. SP1 is structured. We can consider the subcases depending on the outermost speci�cationbuilding operator in SP2.3.1 SP1 = enrich SP by [S : S;
 : F;A : �].The models of SP2 have then to satisfy both � and (their reducts) to belong to [[SP ]]. Wehave to verify that SP2 `S[C] � and SP2 `S[C] �SP , where �SP are the formuale needed toverify the implementation of SP .3.2 SP1 = derive from SP by �.Consider the basic case when derive is used merely for hidding (i.e., � is injective but notsurjective). The important point is that the models of SP1 will, still, satisfy the axioms ofSP which involved the hidden symbols. What one has to prove here is that, given any modelof SP2, we can add the operations from SP hidden in SP1 and then, assuming that theysatisfy the axioms from SP , all the other axioms follow. This is trivial if SP1 hides someoperations which are not used in the speci�cation of the non-hidden operations. However, ashidden operations are typically used for de�ning the non-hidden ones, the proof obligationis non-trivial (e.g., implementation of SList from example 9.8).So let SFhide be the symbols from SP hidden in SP1 and �hide be the axioms de�ning onlythese operations in SP . We have to show that SP2 [ �hide `S[C] �SP n�hide.In general, derive may also involve renaming: � : �1 ! � is a signature morphism fromthe signature of SP1 into SP (which even may identify some symbols from �1). Thus �1is also the signature of the implementing speci�cation SP2. The general form of the proofobligation is thus: �(SP2) [ �hide `S[C] �SP n�hide, where �(SP2) indicates translation ofSP2's axioms (and possibly all derived consequences) into formulae over �.3.2 SP1 = reachC(SP ). This case is, as we have observed, intractable and di�cult, since thegeneratedness constraint implies validity in [[SP2]] of many formulae which are not directlytransparent from the axioms.(In all these cases, if SP2 is at, we will prove �2 `C :: instead of SP2 `S[C] :::)



III.3. Implementation (week 10) 99Exercises (week 10)exercise 10.1 Design an implementation of Stack1 from example 8.3 by the speci�cation Listfrom example 9.1. Find an appropriate speci�cation expression sp which will make Stack1�!sp(List). Verify correctness of your implementation by showing that sp(List) satis�es all theaxioms of Stack1. Is it a constructor implementation?exercise 10.2 The following speci�cation of arrays with counters corresponds to exercise 7.1.ArC = Nat � Bool �S : A;AN
 : null : ! ANco : AN ! Nins : A�AN ! ANev : AN � N ! AA : co(null) = 0co(ins(x;A)) = co(A) + 1ev(ins(x;A); co(ins(x;A))) = xn < co(ins(x;A)) = > ) ev(ins(x;A); n) = ev(A; n)Recall the speci�cation List from example 9.1. Design an appropriate speci�cation expressionsp which will yield the implementation List�! sp(ArC). (You may assume that List speci�eslists of A-elements, i.e., it does not import the Int component as it did in the example.) Is it aconstructor implementation? Show correctness of this implementation by verifying that sp(ArC)satis�es all the axioms of List.(You will need to extend ArC with new operations and axioms implementing tail, head and 2and determine the appropriate signature morphism renaming and hiding parts of ArC.)exercise 10.3 Give a proof or a counter-example for each of the following equalities:1. reachC(SP1) [ SP2 = reachC(SP1 [ SP2)2. if C � C 0 then reachC(reachC0(SP )) = reachC(SP ).exercise 10.4 Assume that in example 10.11, instead of constructing Sort from equation (10.45),we apply reachfnil;consg(List) and then proceeded as before towards SList, i.e., construct thespeci�cationSort' = hide [
 : sorted] in denrich dreachfnil;consg(List)c by :::stu� from SList1:::cWill Sort' ` head(sort(h2; 1; 1; nili)) = 1? And more generally { will the equality Sort = Sort'hold?
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III.4. Parameterization (week 11) 101Week 11: Parameterization� Parameterized Specifications� Implementation of Parameterized Specifications� Specification of Parameterized Programs11.1: Parameterized SpecificationsMany data types have some \generic" part which would look the same even if the rest of thespeci�cation were changed. For instance, the speci�cation List from example 9.1 extends thespeci�cation of integers and Booleans with the generic list-operations. These list-operations couldbe exactly the same if we wanted to specify the lists of natural numbers or any other elements.Parameterization is the technique of encapsulating a piece of speci�cation (or software) andabstracting from some names or subexpressions in order to replace them in various contexts bydi�erent actual parameters. One does not want to repeat the speci�cation of lists each time oneneeds lists of new elements. Ideally, one should be able to specify lists of arbitrary elements {when lists of some speci�c elements, e.g., of integers, are needed, one would instantiate this genericspeci�cation with the actual speci�cation of integers.There are various approaches to parameterization of algebraic speci�cations. In this sectionwe will study only some pragmatic aspects of one simple variant allowing us to modularize thetext of speci�cations and enabling its reuse..Example 11.1 [Parameterized Speci�cation]Instead of the speci�cation List from example 9.1, we would write a parameterized speci�cation:List[X : El] = d El = S : El c �S : List[El]
 : nil : ! List[El]cons : El� List[El] ! List[El]head : List[El] ! Eltail : List[El] ! List[El]A : head(cons(x; l)) = xtail(cons(x; l)) = lcons(x; l) 6= nilcons(x; l) = cons(x0; l0) ) x = x0 ^ l = l0The name of the parameterized speci�cation contains the list of formal parameters. Here X : Elmeans that the speci�cation takes one parameter X which is \of type" El. This type is again aspeci�cation { it identi�es the necessary requirement which any actual parameter must meet. Theformal parameter speci�cation follows { here we only require that any actual parameter must have(at least) one sort which will correspond to the sort El. Then we have a usual speci�cation of thebody of the parameterized speci�cation. Together, the speci�cation of the formal parameter(s) andof the body constitute a complete speci�cation of a data type.Notice that we are also using a structured name for the sort of lists List[El]. This convention is notnecessary but it will be useful when instantiating parameterized speci�cations.A bit formally we may say that a parameterized speci�cation expression is a list of speci�cationshX1 : SP1; :::; Xn : SPn; SP i where each formal parameter speci�cation SPi � SP is a subspeci-�cation of (the whole) SP . Of course, for convenience we adopt a more user-friendly notation asin the above example.The semantics of a parameterized speci�cation expression like List[X : El] can be de�nedas a speci�cation building operation Spec ! Spec which, for any actual parameter speci�cationSP : El, returns a new speci�cation List[SP ]. We will not consider the, rather complicated,details of such a semantics. We choose to look at parameterized speci�cations as the means of



102 ADTstructuring merely the text of speci�cations. We have to consider the mechanism of instantiation{ parameter passing. The speci�cation resulting from instantiating all the formal parameters bythe actual ones will have the semantics de�ned in the same way as the speci�cations we have seenso far.11.1.1: Actual Parameter PassingFirst, any actual parameter must satisfy the formal parameter speci�cation. This is what is mentby the notation X : El and, for an actual parameter, SP : El. In the above example, thisboils down to the requirement that the actual parameter SP must have a sort correspondingto El. However, it is dubious whether an actual parameter will have a sort with the name El.Instantiating X to Int, we want to obtain List[Z] and not List[El]. The inteded correspondanceis obtained by determining a so called �tting morphism { a signature morphism from the signatureof the formal to the signature of the actual parameter. Instantiation List[Int] requires that wespecify a morphism � : hEl; ;i ! �Z { here it will simply rename the sort � : El 7! Z.Furthermore, a parameterized speci�cation has a signature �P which contains, as a subsigna-ture, the signature �FP of the formal parameter. In the example it ishEl; ;i = �El � �List = hEl; List[El];nil; cons; head; taili:Thus, we have two signature morphisms: the inclusion � : �El ,! �List and the �tting morphism� : �El ! �Z. From these two morphisms, one obtains the resulting signature � of the instantiatedspeci�cation List[Int] by taking the union of the signature of the actual parameter �Z andthe signature �List renamed by � (or more precisely, by the extension � of � which renamesappropriately the symbols from �El and leaves the other symbols from � unchanged). A bitinformally, we can say that � = �AP [ dtranslate �P by �cand that the resulting speci�cation is obtained by the corresponding equationSP = SPAP [ dtranslate SPP by �c (11.47)Remark 11.2This is an example of the so called push-out construction illustrated in the diagram below. Itidenti�es the elements in �P and �AP originating from �FP (i.e., f 2 �P and g 2 �AP will beidenti�ed resulting in g i� there is a p 2 �FP with f = �(p) and g = �(p)).�FP � � � //��� �P����AP � � � // �Thus, instantiation of a parameterized speci�cation hX1 : FP1; :::; Xn : FPn; SP i has the formSP [AP1 by �1; :::; APn by �n] where each �i : Sig(FPi)! Sig(APi) is a respective �tting morphism.For instance, List[Int by �] will yield the speci�cation of lists of integers which is essentially thesame as the speci�cation List from example 9.1 (here without the operation 2 and with the sortList[Z] instead of just List).11.1.2: Formal Parameter with AxiomsIf the formal parameter speci�cation FP contains any axioms �, when passing an actual parame-ter, one has to specify the �tting morphism and then verify that these axioms will be satis�ed bythe actual parameter AP , i.e., for each � 2 �, one has to check that AP j= �(�).Example 11.3Let us specify binary search trees.The parameter must be a total ordering, i.e., it must contain aspeci�cation of Booleans and an ordering relation �. Unlike binary trees (exercise 8.2), BST areconstructed using nil and ins, the latter inserting a new element into a tree. The search invariant is



III.4. Parameterization (week 11) 103speci�ed using the auxiliary predicates lt(T; x) (resp. gt(T; x)) stating that all the values in the treeT are smaller (resp. greater) than the value x.BSTree[X : To] = d To = Bool �S : El
 : �: El�El ! BATo : x � x = ?x � y = >^ y � z = > ) x � z = >x � y = > ) y � x = ?x 6= y ) x � y = >_ y � x = > c �hide [lt; gt] in d S : BST [El]
 : nil : ! BST [El]ins : El�BST [El] ! BST [El]val : BST [El] ! ElL; R : BST [El] ! BST [El]lt; gt : BST [El]�El ! BA : 1: L(nil) = nil2: R(nil) = nil3: val(ins(x; nil)) = x4: lt(nil; x) = >5: gt(nil; x) = >6: lt(ins(y; t); x) = > , y � x = > ^ lt(t; x) = >7: gt(ins(y; t); x) = > , y � x = ? ^ gt(t; x) = >8: lt(L(ins(x; t)); val(ins(x; t))) = >9: gt(R(ins(x; t)); val(ins(x; t))) = > cLet now NatL be the following speci�cation of natural numbers with the \less than" operation:NatL = Bool �S : N
 : 0 : ! Ns : N ! N<: N� N ! B A : x < x = ?x < 0 = ?0 < sx = >sx < sy = x < yCan we instantiate BSTree[X : To] with NatL? The obvious �tting morphism � : �To ! �NatLwould map El 7! N and � 7!<. However, the axioms of To, except for the �rst one, do not followfrom those of NatL! You should convince yourself that they will become valid if we, instead of NatL,take reachf0;sg(NatL). Passing the parameter as BSTree[reachf0;sg(NatL) by �] will be legal andyield the desired speci�cation of binary search trees with natural numbers.If we considered only �tting morphism, nothing would be wrong with passing NatL as the actualparameter. However, since the speci�cation BSTree presupposes that its argument satis�es To-speci�cation, we could not be sure that what we obtain in this way will actually be the intendedspeci�cation. Therefore, the requirement for the actual parameter is always, in addition to thede�nition of the �tting morphism �, satisfaction of the axioms (their translation under �) of theformal by the actual parameter.11.1.3: Actual Parameter ProtectionParameterization, as we are treating it here, allows one to arbitrarily extend the formal parameterspeci�cation. The intention, however, is that it structures the text in an adequate and purposefulmanner { the body of a parameterized speci�cation should be a generic speci�cation which does notmodify the parameter speci�cation but merely adds the new structure on the top of it. Sometimes,this may be more tricky than expected.Example 11.4Following example 5.3, we de�ne a parameterized speci�cation of lists. Speci�cation will extend theparameter sort with a new error element �E and impose some natural restrictions on this element.



104 ADTList[X : El] = d El = S : El c �S : LS[El]
 : nil : ! LS[El]cons : El� LS[El] ! LS[El]head : LS[El] ! Eltail : LS[El] ! LS[El]� : ! ElA : 1: head(cons(x; l)) = x2: head(nil) = �3: tail(cons(x; l)) = l4: cons(�; l) = lThis looks rather innocent. Axioms 1. and 3. are as before, 2. says what � is for and 4. makes itbehave \neutrally" wrt. cons. As a matter of fact, this is disastrous! What we can now prove is thefollowing: � 1= head(cons(�; cons(x; nil))) 4= head(cons(x; nil)) 1= xThat is, for any x of sort El we have the equation � = x. Passing as an actual parameter a decentspeci�cation of natural numbers, or whatever, will result in a speci�cation where all these numberscollapse to the one element � and the only one list nil.Example 11.5Introducing an error element, one will often treat it as a \genuine" error, in the sense that, anyfunction applied to it should itself return an error (of appropriate sort). That is, we introduce thestrictness assumption { all functions are strict in all arguments { and axiomatize it. The followingspeci�cation of STacks is essentially a speci�cation of lists (with the \stack-like" operation names).We extend the parameter sort with a new error element �E . All operations, when applied to �Eshould return error, in particular, we also need a new stack error �S .Stack[X : El] = d El = S : El c �S : ST [El]
 : �E : ! El�S : ! ST [El]empty : ! ST [El]push : El� ST ! STpop : ST [El] ! ST [El]top : ST [El] ! ElA : 1: top(push(x; S)) = x2: top(empty) = �E3: pop(push(x; S)) = S4: pop(empty) = empty5: top(�S) = �E6: push(�E; S) = �S7: push(x; �S) = �S8: pop(�S) = �SThe intention here is that we construct stacks of the parameter sort El by adding the error element�E which is the result of top(empty). We also want all the operations to be strict { whenever anargument of some operation is the error-element (�E for El or �S for ST ) the result of the wholeoperation is error. This claim is expressed by the axioms 5.-8. The strictness axioms may lookplausible but, as in example 11.4, they collapse all Elements. We can namely derive the following:x 1= top(push(x; push(�E; S))) 6= top(push(x;�S)) 7= top(�S) 5= �EIn oder words, we have that for any x : x = �E , i.e., this speci�cation collapses the whole sort of Elto the single error-element �E ! No matter what actual parameter speci�cation Sp we will pass, theresulting speci�cation Stack[Sp] will have the El sort with only this one element.The moral is that writing parameterized speci�cations one has to display particular care to protectthe actual parameter. There are settings in which this can be enforced semi-automatically byverifying some restrictions on the form of the axioms, or else imposing some restrictions on the



III.4. Parameterization (week 11) 105actual semantics of parameter passing. However, in the general setting in which we are working,the responsibility for such a protection is delegated to the person writing the speci�cation.11.2: Implementation of Parameterized SpecificationsWe have not de�ned any formal semantics of parameterized speci�cations but merely said that thesemantics is obtained in the usual way whenever we pass an actual parameter.7 As a consequence,parameterization acts as a merely textual structuring. In particular, it does not imply that theimplementation will reect the structure of a speci�cation. Thus, we do not implement the speci�-cation BSTree[X : To] { but given an actual parameter, e.g., BSTree[reachf0;sg(NatL) by �],we obtain a speci�cation which we can implement according to our earlier de�nition (8.23).Sometimes this is acceptable but very often splitting speci�cation in the parameter and bodypart indicates that we are interested in modularization of our software development { we would liketo develop the piece of software corresponding to the body independently from the developmentof the parameter part. That is, we would like to give the parameterized speci�cation (with theformal parameter) to a developer and obtain a program (or a more re�ned speci�cation) whichcould be combined with any actual parameter speci�cation to yield the overall result. This leadsto the following generalization of the implementation concept.De�nition 11.6 Let P = B[X : FP ], P1 = B1[X : FP ] be two parameterized speci�cations withthe same formal parameter. We say that P1 is an implementation of P , P �! P1, i� for any legalactual parameter AP : B[AP ]�! B1[AP ].According to this de�nition, implementation of a parameterized speci�cation will a�ect its bodybut not the formal parameter. In fact, if P1 is a program implementing the original parameterizedspeci�cation P , the de�nition requires that this program can be \instantiated" with a possibleactual parameter yielding an implementation of the corresponding instantiation of P , i.e., thatit is a program parameterized by a program. This certainly is not possible in all programminglanguages, although many modern programming languages do provide su�ciently powerful struc-turing mechanisms to faciliate, if not exactly this, so at least similar modularization. Methodolog-ical implications of this de�nition boil down to the requirement that structure of software shouldreect, as far as it is possible, the structure of the speci�cation from which it was developed. Thisintention can be illustrated by the following pictureB[X] // B1[X] Bm[X] ((QQQQQQQB[X:FP ] 66mmmmmmm ((QQQQQQQ Bm[SPn]SP // SP1 SPn 66lllllll (11.48)The horizontal transitions are usual implementation steps. Thus B[X ]�!Bm[X ] and SP�!SPn.The claim is that then the vertical composition of Bm[SPn] at the last step yields an implemetationof the speci�cation B[SP ] { one says that \parameterization commutes with implementation".In order to verify implementation of parameterized speci�cation according to de�nition 11.6, wewill do the same as for the non-parameterized speci�cations { verify that the axioms of (the imple-menting speci�cation) P1 imply the (appropriate translations of the) axioms of the (implementedspeci�cation) P .Example 11.7 [11.3 continued]We will implement the (parameterized) binary serach trees (example 11.3) by the binary trees from7Actually, the equation (11.47) could be used to de�ne the semantics of a parameterized speci�cation as themodel class of the structured speci�cation from this equation. Then, instantiation of the formal parameter wouldalmost correspond to re�ning this parameter, and the resulting speci�cation would be almost an implementation ofthe parameterized one in the usual sense. These \alomost" refer to the fact that the signature of the instantiatedspeci�cation would not be the same as of the original parameterized speci�cation.



106 ADTexercise 8.2, i.e., BSTree[X : To]�!BST[X : To]. Notice that the signature of the former containedonly the operation insert which was not present in the signature of the latter. The auxiliary operationslt and gt were hidden, i.e., they need not be implemented. We must however ensure that the searchtree axioms involving these operations are satis�ed by our implementation.We can easily generalize the speci�cation of binary trees from exercise 8.2 to the parameterizedspeci�cation extended with the ins operation as follows:BTree[X : To] = To �S : BT [El]
 : nil ! BT [El]tr BT [El]�El�BT [El] ! BT [El]L;R BT [El] ! BT [El]val BT [El] ! Elins El�BT [El] ! BT [El]A0 : 10: val(tr(S; x;R)) = x20: L(tr(S; x; T )) = S30: R(tr(S; x; T )) = T40: L(nil) = nil50: R(nil) = nil60: ins(x; nil) = tr(nil; x; nil)70: T 6= nil ^ x � val(T ) = > ) ins(x; T ) = tr(ins(x;L(T )); val(T ); R(T ))80: T 6= nil ^ x � val(T ) = ? ) ins(x; T ) = tr(L(T ); val(T ); ins(x;R(T )))The �rst 5 axioms are just binary tree axioms. The last three ones de�ne the ins-operation in termsof the binary tree constructors nil and tr. In fact, we do not want to consider all possible binarytrees { as the search trees we will only use those which can be constructed using the nil and this newins operation. We claim thatBSTree[X : To] �! BST[X : To] = hide [
 : tr] in dreachfnil;insgBTree[X : To]cTo verify this, we have to check that the models of BST are among the models of the BSTree { byshowing [[BST]] j= A(xioms) of BSTree. (Actually, de�nition 11.6 requires that this holds for anyactual parameter speci�cation. But if we show (using appropriate induction on C = fnil; insg) thatA0 `!C A, then the corresponding result will follow for arbitrary axioms of any actual parameter,i.e., A0 [ B `!C A [ B.)The axioms 1.-3. are trivially implied by our current speci�cation. However, the models of BSTreewere reducts of the models which satis�ed all the axioms involving also the operations lt and gt, so wehave to check that having these operations de�ned in BTree as before in BSTree, the correspondingaxioms will hold. So, let lt be de�ned on our BT [El] by axioms 4. and 6. from example 11.3. Weshow that then axiom 8. will hold, i.e., lt(L(ins(x; T )); val(ins(x; T ))) = >.We show it by induction on T . For T = nil we have ins(x; T ) = tr(nil; x; nil). Then L(ins(x; T )) =nil and val(ins(x; T )) = x so, by axiom 4. we do have lt(nil; x) = >.Assuming that the axiom holds for T 6= nil, we have to show 8. for ins(x; T ). Since � is a totalorder we have that if x 6= val(T ) then either x � val(T ) = > or x � val(T ) = ?. In the �rst case, weobtain (axiom 70. above) ins(x; T ) = tr(ins(x;L(T )); val(T ); R(T )). Then we have x � val(T ) = >and, by induction hypothesis, lt(L(T ); val(T )) = >. But, by the axiom 7., this is exactly therequired conclusion. In the second case, 80 gives ins(x; T ) = tr(L(T ); val(T ); ins(x;R(T ))), and soL(ins(x; T )) = L(T ) and val(ins(x; T )) = val(T ). The desired equation holds then by the inductionhypothesis. (The argument for gt will be exactly analogous.)Notice the natural character of this implementation. BSTree puts only the search invariantrequirement by using the auxiliary predicates lt and gt. BST re�nes this general requirement byactually specifying the construction of binary search trees using the tree building operation tr. Atthe same time, we have to hide tr since it could be used to construct binary trees which are notsearch trees. This was the intention of putting the reachability constraint { as binary search treeswe will consider only those which can be constructed by the special kinds of applications of tr,namely the ones which occur in the de�nition of ins.



III.4. Parameterization (week 11) 10711.2.1: Specification of Parameterized ProgramsAs we said, in general, the parameterized speci�cations provide useful way of structuring the textof the speci�cation. It is possible (and has been done by several people) to endow this mechanismwith a precise semantics. Typically, it will be something like this: a speci�caation identi�es aclass of algebras (its models); in particular, parameter of a parameterized speci�cation identi�essuch a class; a parameterized speci�cation takes then such a class as an argument and returns(speci�es) a new class. If we let FP denote the speci�cation of the formal parameter and B[FP ]the resulting parameterized speci�cation, the meaning of a parameterized speci�cation is thattaking a subclass of A � Alg(FP ) which corrresponds to the actual parameter, it produces asubclass R � Alg(B[FP ]) of respective resulting algebras,8 that is[[B[FP ]]]ps 2 fb : }(Alg(FP )) ! }(Alg(B[FP ]))g (11.49)This, however, is not su�cient if we want our speci�cations to imply some structuring of the re-sulting programs. Any such a function b need not preserve the structure of the algebras. Similarly,if we treat the semantics of a parameterized speci�cation as we did in (11.47), i.e., as a usual classof models, its implementation amounts to picking arbitrary subclass which does not have to reectthe structure of the original parameterized speci�cation.The intention of such a reecting or preserving the structure of the speci�cation underliedthe requirement of actual parameter protection and the de�nition 11.6 of implementation of aparameterized speci�cation. Its meaning, as illustrated in �gure (11.48), was that one couldimplement the body of the parameterized speci�cation and its parameter independently from eachother. Thus, instead of (11.49), a parameterized speci�cation would denote a (set of) function(s)taking individual algebras, i.e., programs, from Alg(FP ), and returning a corresponding program:[[B[FP ]]]pp 2 fb : Alg(FP ) ! Alg(B[FP ])g (11.50)In this view, the semantics of a parameterized speci�cation is actually a parameterized program {a function which given an FP -algebra (program) produces a B[FP ]-algebra (program). Then onemay say that given signatures �FP and �B[FP ] of parameter and parameterized speci�cations,respectively, we can consider a new kind of signature �FP ! �B[FP ] { the algebras over such asignature will be exactly the algebras parameterized by algebras as in (11.50).Recall the de�nition of a constructor implementation 10.4 { it was exactly this concept! Aconstructor was (a speci�cation building) operation with the semantics de�ned as a functionmapping algebras to algebras, i.e., as in (11.50). The intention was just the same { one wantedto split the implementation task into smaller subtasks, each resulting in a program Pi, and thento combine these by means of a constructor { a program � { into an implementation of theoriginal speci�cation. In fact, any constructor implementation SP �!�(SPi) can be viewed as animplementation of SP by a parameterized speci�cation with the body � and the parameter SPi.There was however the obvious restriction { not all useful speci�cation building operations areconstructors. Thus the parameterization of speci�cations as we have considered it (correspondingto (11.49)) is a more general tool. Also, it is not always the case (especially at the early stageof specifying the general requirements) that we really want the resulting program to reect thestructure of the speci�cation. At this stage, parameterization will often function as a means ofe�cient structuring and reuse of the texts of speci�cations.11.3: Specification of Backtracking StrategyWe give a more elaborate example of parameterization by specifying a backtracking strategywhich, parameterized by a problem description, can be used to �nd the solution of the problem.We assume given a problem description as follows: a sort of STates which can be transformedby an operation nxt, with a predicate ok determining the legal ST , i.e., de�ning possible restric-tions on the state-space. We also assume given an initial STate as well as the goal to be reached.8Modulo the possible extensions and renaming of the formal parameter by the actual one.



108 ADTTransistion from one state to another is a function of the current STate and an additional param-eter P which is provided as the second argument to nxt. Thus, for each STate we also want tobe able to determine, from the problem description, which transitions are possible. We thereforerequire a function items returning, for each STate, the list of P -items which can be used in thisSTate to determine the next one. This list is speci�ed by means of a parameterized speci�cationSQ of sequences. Thus we have the following speci�cation of formal parameter Prob:SQ[X : El] = d S : El c � Bool �S : SQ[El]
 : " : ! SQ[El]` : SQ[El] �El ! SQ[El]a : El� SQ[El] ! SQ[El]hd : SQ[El] ! El2 : El� SQ[El] ! BA : " ` x = x a "x a (S ` y) = (x a S) ` yhd(s ` x) = xx 2 " = ?x 2 S ` y = > , x = y _ x 2 S = >
Pro = Bool �S : ST; P
 : init : ! STgoal : ! STnxt : ST � P ! STok : ST ! B

Prob[X : Pro] = SQ[X by El 7! P ] �
 : items : ST ! SQ[P ]Notice how in Prob we used an instantiation of SQ in order to obtain lists of items P .A solution to a problem Pr : Prob amounts to constructing a sequence of transitions from theinitial to the goal STate. We want to ensure that such a solution will be found { provided thatit exists. That is, whether it will be found or not depends on the actual problem description, inparticular, the speci�c de�nitions of items and nxt.Thus we want to ensure that if the actual problem description admits a solution then it willbe found, i.e.: given some initial state s1, if there is a sequence of transitions s1s2:::sg such that1) sg = goal, and for all 1 � i < g 2) ok(si), and 3) si+1 = nxt(si; k) for some k among theitems(si), then a solution will be found, i.e., hd(slv(" ` s1)) = goal, where slv is the function wewant to specify. In addition, under the above conditions, slv should return a legal sequence, i.e.,where each state is ok and obtained by a transition from the previous state. So let the predicateSOL say exactly this { we de�ne the following speci�cation Slv with the function of interest slv :Slv = [Pr : Prob[X : Pro]] SQ[Pr by El 7! ST ] �hide [OK;SOL] in d 
 : slv : SQ[ST ] ! SQ[ST ]OK : SQ[ST ] ! BSOL : SQ[ST ] ! BA : OK(" ` s) = ok(s)OK(sq ` s ` t) = > , 9k : [k 2 items(s) = > ^ t = nxt(s; k)]^ ok(t) = > ^ OK(sq ` s) = >SOL(sq) = > , hd(sq) = goal ^ OK(sq) = >9sq : SOL(s a sq) = > ) SOL(slv(" ` s)) = > cAgain, this speci�cation uses instantiation of SQ { this time by Pr { in order to obtain the sortof lists of STates. Notice that a SOL sequence exists i� there exists such a sequence which isnon-circular, i.e., where for i 6= j : si 6= sj . (Implication from left to right is obtained by removing,for each i < j with si = sj the segments sisi+1:::sj�1 { the resulting sequence satis�es SOL butis non-circular.)11.3.1: BacktrackingWe want to de�ne the function slv which should look for a solution checking, in each STate, that1. the state is not the goal STate and, furthermore,2. satis�es restrictions determined by the function ok from the actual problem, and



III.4. Parameterization (week 11) 1093. the seqeuence of states so far does not contain duplicates (if it does, we should backtrack).If the �rst condition is false, the current sequence is returned. Otherwise, one will examine(recursively) the possible transitions with the consequtive items from the list items of P . For eachof these items, one will perform the corresponding nxt transition, appending the new STate tothe sequence, and calling recursively the slv operation. If it fails, the next item is probed. If noneof the possibilities leads to a solution, the constant bck is returned from the call indicating theneed for backtracking. The third condition ensures termination (at least for a �nite state-space).BckT[Pr : Prob[X : Pro]] = SQ[Pr by El 7! ST ] �
 : slv : SQ[ST ] ! SQ[ST ]try : SQ[ST ]� SQ[P ] ! SQ[ST ]bck : ! SQ[ST ]circ : SQ[ST ] ! Bocc : ST � SQ[ST ] ! BA : 0: hd(bck) 6= goal(slv) 1: hd(sq) = goal ) slv(sq) = sq2: hd(sq) 6= goal ^ ok(hd(sq)) = >^ circ(sq) = ? ) slv(sq) = try(sq; items(hd(sq)))3: hd(sq) 6= goal ^ ok(hd(sq)) = ? ) slv(sq) = bck4: hd(sq) 6= goal ^ circ(sq) = > ) slv(sq) = bck(try) 5: try(sq; ") = bck6: hd(slv(sq ` nxt(hd(sq); i))) 6= goal ) try(sq; si ` i) = try(sq; si)7: hd(slv(sq ` nxt(hd(sq); i))) = goal ) try(sq; si ` i) = slv(sq ` nxt(hd(sq); i))(circ) 8: circ(") = ?9: circ(sq ` s) = occ(s; sq)(occ) 10: occ(s; ") = ?11: occ(s; sq ` t) = > , s = t _ occ(s; sq) = >Axiom 9. does not check fully for non-circularity but merely that the state s does not occur in sq.Non-circularity of the whole sequence sq ` s follows then only if also sq itself is not circular.We would like to know that BckT does de�ne a correct strategy, that is, that it implementsthe speci�cation Slv[Pr : Prob[X : Pro]]. The OK part can be veri�ed by induction on thelength of the resulting sequence of states. A bit informally, assume that slv(" ` s1) did �nd asolution sequence. OK(" ` s1) holds because it is trivially true for one-element lists. Given anOK(s1:::si�1), the next state si will be appended as follows: the conditions of axioms 1., 3., 4.are false and only the condition of axiom 2. holds. Thus slv will evaluate try for consequtiveitems(si�1) until a k is found which makes the condition of axiom 7. true (and which existsby the assumption of the last axioms of Slv). The result will then be si = nxt(si�1; k), withk 2 items(si�1). The condition of axiom 2. was true for it (if it wasn't, the recursive call wouldreturn bck). But this condition states exactly that also ok(si).As to the last axioms of Slv, assume that we have constructed the sequence s1s2:::si�1 (initiallyjust s1). If si�1 = goal, axiom 1. terminates the search. Otherwise, assuming that the sequenceso far is OK (and is not circular), the condition of axiom 2. is true, so we continue by tryingall the items available in the state si�1. If trying an item leads to bck, we try the next one(since hd(bck) 6= goal by axiom 0.). We are guaranteed that some k among these items doeslead to a correct next state, i.e., eventually we will �nd such a k for which hd(slv(s1s2:::si�1 `nxt(si�1; k))) = goal. This will result in using the axiom 7., i.e., in appending this new statenxt(si�1; k) to the sequence and continuing, recursively, trying to �nd the next state.An important observation concerns the conditions in axioms 6. and 7. They check whetherthe head of the sequence is goal or not. It looks like cheating, since this means that we appendthe state to the solution sequence only after we have found out that this sequence will lead to thegoal by constructing it. This kind of \cheating" is very common { simply because we merely state



110 ADTstatic properties, axioms, which have to be satis�ed. We do not construct anything, and merelythink of evaluation of various functions de�ned by the axioms in operational terms. Furthermore,these conditions implicitly hide the decision as to what to do if the search space is in�nite. Ifin a state si we have a list of items a ` b ` c, and it is the item a which leads to the solution,it may happen that item b (which will be tryied before a) leads to an in�nite and non-circularsequence of states. The result of slv(s1:::si) will then be di�erent from bck but won't give asolution (unless, rather counter-intuitively, we de�ne the hd of an in�nite list to be goal). Infact, the speci�cation SQ de�nes only hd of �nite lists. In other words, our speci�cation doesnot provide a constructive way of discovering that one enters on an in�nite non-circular path {it merely assumes that for such a path its hd is di�erent from goal and so one will, somehow,discover this fact. (An alternative, which would make this possibility more transparent, would beto use the conditions slv(sq ` nxt(hd(sq))) = bck, resp. 6= bck in axioms 6., resp. 7.)11.3.2: The Farmer, the Wolf, the Goat and the CabbageWe now give a speci�cation of a well-known problem which we will then use as an actual parameterto the BckT in order to �nd its solution. Notice that it is very natural to think of BckT as amodule which should be implemented independently from any actual problem description. Inpractice, we would like to have such an implementation and to use it for any particular programwhich de�nes an actual problem.A farmer is sitting on the left bank of a river with a goat, cabbage and a wolf, which he wantsto transport on the right bank. He has a ferry but can load only one of these \items" at a time.On the other hand, he cannot leave both the goat and cabbage, or else both the wolf and the goaton one bank (since one of them would eat the other). The question is, of course, how to manageit, but here we will merely specify the problem and its restrictions.We have three sorts of Items, Banks (with the obvious constants) and States which, for eachitem, assign the current Bank. Application of a State to an Item is performed by the positionfunction. The mv operation changes the States by moving the Farmer and at most one moreitem from the current Bank to the other one. In order to specify the restrictions, we use theBoolean function ok returning > i�, in the argument State, the Farmer is on the same bankas either Goat or Cabbage and, at the same time, on the same bank as either Wolf or Goat.Farmer = Bool �S : I; B; S = [I ! B]
 : F;W;G;C : ! IL;R : ! Binit; goal : ! Spos : S � I ! Bmv : S � I ! Sok : S ! Bop : B ! BA : (aux) 1: op(L) = R2: op(R) = L3: pos(init; x) = L4: pos(goal; x) = R(mv) 5: pos(mv(s; x); F ) = op(pos(s; F ))6: pos(mv(s; x); x) = op(pos(s; x))7: y 6= x ^ y 6= F ) pos(mv(s; x); y) = pos(s; y)(ok) 8: ok(s) = > , (pos(s; F ) = pos(s;G) _ pos(s; F ) = pos(s; C)) ^(pos(s; F ) = pos(s;G) _ pos(s; F ) = pos(s;W ))Since it is not obvious (from the form of the axioms) that we can use initial semantics, we should



III.4. Parameterization (week 11) 111ensure the desirable inequalities:9L 6= R F 6= G F 6= W : : : G 6= Cas well as \no junk" requirement, either by the generatedeness constraints, or by the axioms:10x = L _ x = R y = F _ y = G _ y = C _ y = WNotice that the axioms cannot here ensure generatedeness of the sort S. In general, we wouldrather use the constrained speci�cation = reachfL;R;F;G;W;C;init;mvg(Farmer) implying the aboveaxioms as well as the fact that each State is either init or is reachable by mv from init.Finally, we should say which states are considered equal, namely:11s = t , 8x : pos(s; x) = pos(t; x)11.3.3: InstantiationInspecting the speci�cation Farmer, we see that it possesses the required operations neededfor using it as the actual parameter to the speci�cation Prob. We thus instantiate the formalparameter Pro by Farmer using the obvious �tting morphism. We follow this instantiationimmediately by the axioms de�ning the required operation items. For this purpose, we introducethree auxialiary operations: all returning the list of all items involved, Bk which tells the bankof the river at which the ferry (and the farmer) are in the current state, and its which recursivelygoes through the list of all items checking which are at the same bank as the ferry. The actualparameter speci�cation of the farmer, wolf, etc. problem, extended with these de�nitions will thenlook as follows.ProbF = Prob[Farmer by P; ST; nxt 7! I; S;mv] �
 : all : ! SEQ[I ]Bk : S ! Bits : S �B � SEQ[I ] ! SEQ[I ]A : 1: all = " ` F ` C `W ` G(Bk) 2: Bk(init) = L3: Bk(mv(s; x)) = op(Bk(s))(items) 4: items(s) = its(s;Bk(s); all; ")5: its(s; x; "; si) = si6: pos(s; i) = x ) its(s; x; sq ` i; si) = its(s; x; sq; si ` i)7: pos(s; i) 6= x ) its(s; x; sq ` i; si) = its(s; x; sq; si)Now, we can instantiate the solution strategy BckT by the above problem speci�cationBckF = BckT[ProbF by P; ST; nxt 7! I; S;mv]The call slv(" ` init) will produce a sequence of transitions leading to the solution. It may berather annoying (though not impossible) to trace the backtracking path of the resulting strategy.Nevertheless let us look at it. We write a state as a pair of list of items at, resp., L and R bank. Thelist containing F indicates the current bank and its contents are sorted in the order in which farmer9Notice that 7. can be seen as an axiom schema abreviating all possible combinations of x and y 6= F . But weare then still left with axiom 8.10The �rst of these axioms is actually necessary to ensure that for any State s and Item y : pos(s; y) = L _pos(s; y) = R. From this, there also follows the equivalence of the ok-axiom 8. with the alternative of replacingthe two conjuncts by, respectively, pos(s;G) = pos(s;C) ) pos(s; F ) = pos(s;C) and pos(s;G) = pos(s;W ) )pos(s; F ) = pos(s;W ).11Also this axiom can be seen as an abbreviation for �ve condiational axioms pos(s;W ) = pos(t;W ) ^ ::: ^pos(s; F ) = pos(t; F ) ) s = t, and s = t) pos(s; x) = pos(t; x), for x = F;W;G;C.



112 ADTwill attempt to transport the items. The �rst call slv(" ` init) evaluates try(" ` init; items(init))where items(init) = its(init; L; all; ") = all.(1)FCWG �! (2)C FW G : : : (3)= 1FCWG �! (4)F GCW �! (5)C FWG �! (6)F WCG : : : (7)= 5C FWGThe attempt after state (2) to take G back to L would give a sequence sq = " ` 1 ` 2 ` 3 for whichcirc(sq) = > since 3 = 1. Similarly, the attempt to take G to R after (6). Thus, one will get tothe following state (8), after which there follows a series of failed attempts:(8)G FCW �! (9)F CWG �! (10)W FCG : : : (11)= 9F CWG : : : (12)= 4F GCW : : : (13): :okF CW G aConsequently, we have to backtrack from the state (10) and try other items from state (9)(9) : : : (14)= 8G FCW : : : (15): :okW FG C a (8) : : : (16)= 5F WCG �! (17)F CG W �! (18)FCWGThe �rst two attempts end the possibilities of moves from state (9), so we have to backtrack to (8)and try the next item from its list. This brings us to the state (16) wich is = (5). Thus we are leftwith the last item, F , which results in state (17). A single transition yields the state (18)= goal.Notice that the de�nition of the items function has crucial bearing on the e�ciency of theresulting backtracking. We chose it so that this result is pretty satisfactory. With other choices,the search for the solution would terminate successfully but would require more steps.Exercises (week 11)exercise 11.1 Recall exercise 10.2. Modify the speci�cation ArC which you used there, so thatit is parameterized by the speci�cation (sort) of the elements.Verify then that this speci�cation implements the parameterized speci�cation List[X : El] fromexample 11.1.exercise 11.2 Assume that we have a speci�cation Group of groups (as in example 1.24). Designa speci�cation Matrix[X : Group] of 2� 2 matrices (M [S]) parameterized by the groups. Wewant to be able toa) construct a matrix, i.e., given four elements from the group, an operation mtr should giveus a matrix,b) identify the 0-matrix (i.e., to have a constant returning the matrix of 0's),c) perform the group operation � on the matrices (i.e., thinking of � as addition, we want tobe able to perform the addition on matrices by adding the respective entries),d) �nd the inverse of a matrix wrt. �.1. Give the signature for the parameterized speci�cation of matrices.2. Give (equational) axioms de�ning the matrix operations b)-d).



III.4. Parameterization (week 11) 1133. Verify that the resulting speci�cation itself satis�es the specifcation Group, i.e., that takingthe sort M [S] generated by the mtr-operation, as the carrier of the sort S of Group, theoperations you have de�ned in 2. satisfy the axioms of Group. (In other words, show thatreachfmtrg(Matrix[X : Group]) j= A where A are the axioms from Group.)exercise 11.3 You will here specify another problem so that it can be passed as an actual pa-rameter to the BckT speci�cation from 11.3.For clarity, we simplify this old toy-problem. Monkey can move along in a corridor either to theleft or to the right (provided it is not at the respective end of the corridor). Somewhere on theoor there is a box and somewhere under the ceiling hangs a banana. The only way to get thebanana { which is the monkey's goal { is to move the box under it and climb the box. Thus:� given the (horizontal coordinate) of the banana, and some initial state: the (horizontal)coordinates of the box and the monkey,� the monkey can move Left or Right or, if it is in the same position as the box, can eitherclimb Up the box, climb Down from the box, or else take the box with it to the left or right.1. Determine a signature for describing this problem, including the function mv correspondingto a move of the monkey. (A mv is a transformation of the total state, so decide �rst how you'llrepresent the states.) You may assume that monkey, whenever at the same position as the box,will always drag the box with it when moving left or right.2. Then give the axioms for the operations you have introduced.3. Adjust your speci�cation so that it can be given as an actual parameter to the speci�cationProb from 11.3. Determine the adequate signature morphism.4. Instantiate Prob with the result of point 2. and provide a de�nition of the items function.5. Indicate how the backtrcking will work after this instantiation,It may be useful to think of the corridor as a sequence of positions 0; 1; 2; :::; n, where n is thelength of the corridor, with two operations r; l for, respectively, a move to the right and to theleft. You may use for this purpose the following speci�cation of the corridor { an interval [0:::n]Corridor =S : H(orizontal)
 : 0; n : ! Hr; l : H ! HA : n = rr : : : r| {z }n 0 rn = n x 6= n ) lrx = xl0 = 0 x 6= 0 ) rlx = x


